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FROM THE DESK OF PROFESSOR-IN-CHARGE

& CONFERENCE DIRECTOR
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It is gives me immense pleasure to place before the esteemed readers, the proceedings

of three day International Conference on “Conservation of Biodiversity and Sustainable

Energy: Law and Practice” held atCLC from 12*10 14*February2016.

This publication contains not only the arguments and propositions made by the

speakers during the Technical Sessions of the conference, but it also contains the

observations of Chairpersons of each Technical Session and the questions and answers

deliberated during the Technical Sessions. The great addresses delivered at the Inaugural

Session and Valedictory sessions by the Distinguished Guests are in the first part of this

publication. The outcome of the Conference is summarised in the chapter - Summary of

Discussions and divided as “Conclusions” and “Suggestions & Recommendations”. The

chapter “Glimpses of the Conference” attracts the eyes of readers for a quick glance on

various activities accomplished during the Conference. The purpose ofthis publication is to

disseminate extensively the outcome of the proceedings of the Conference. To accomplish

this, the whole of this publication is easily and free of cost available at CLC website

http://clc.du.ac.in . The views expressed by the Hon’ble Guests, Chairpersons, speakers and

participants are collectively referred, hereinafter, as views of “delegates”.

The delegates took cognisance of the fact that despite various domestic and

international policies and legal framework on conservation of biodiversity- be it forest,
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wildlife, marine, coastal, etc.- the implementation suffers from lots of deficiencies. They

explored various factors that barge in the way of effective conservation ofbiodiversity. The

lack ofpolitical will coupled with lack of infrastructure, man-power and coordination were

found to be the main factors impeding the weak implementation ofthe existing policies and

legal provisions. Thus, it was argued that careful adherence to the established procedures

and protocols, awareness among the masses, filling the lacuna in legal framework and a

strong political will are sine qua non for effective sustainable conservation ofbiodiversity.

While analysing the law for the conservation of flora and fauna biodiversity in India,

the delegates noted, with regret, that there are inherent problems in the legal system. For

instance, wildlife corridors have found mention in certain environmental and wildlife laws

and guidelines, but there is no law which specifically defines or protects wildlife corridors,

or prohibits development within, and around important corridors. The construction of

National Highways that cut across the National Parks and Sanctuaries results in deaths of

animals and isolation ofsource habitats. The factors ofpopulation pressure and poverty were

discussed as the predominant causes ofdeforestation and degradation ofbiodiversity in the

developing countries. The Conference discussed that about 300 people are killed by

elephants every year in India. Research has found that the main reason invading human

habitat by elephants is their search for food. Similarly, the decline in Tiger population is the

result ofremorseless erosion of habitat and prey depletion. The toxic waste in water bodies

ultimately finds its ways to humans and animals through food chain and consumption of

water. The extinction of vultures is an example caused due to the use of a common anti-

inflammatory drug administered to livestock known as diclofenac. Thus, to maintain

equilibrium between development and preserving ecological biodiversity, it was suggested

that the prescription of qualitative conservation goals in European instruments is a feature

worth incorporating into the Indian legislations, for it may ensure conservation schemes

work towards results rather than merely following procedures with no definite objectives or

goals. The delegates agreed that besides legal reforms, the political will, awareness

programme, and change in attitude towards our surrounding environment are vital in

conservation of flora and fauna biodiversity.

In order to further the aims of Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 1992, the

delegates suggested that there is a need for incorporation of some compulsory provisions

under the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspect ofIntellectual Property (TRIPS Agreement)

which all member States would be mandated to comply with and the amendment to TRIPS

should incorporate three disclosure requirements: (a) disclosure of source and country of
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origin of biological material; (b) disclosure of evidence of prior informed consent; (c)

disclosure ofan evidence ofa benefit sharing agreement.

The delegates discussed Indian Biological Diversity Act, (BDA) 2002, that has

provided a solid base for implementation oftheNagoya Protocol and opined that considering

the rich biodiversity and biological resources available in the country, India should make use

of the Nagoya Protocol to convert this instrument as a tool of opportunity to help local

communities and conservation efforts. Thus, the BDA needs to be fine tuned to incorporate

compliance measures, checkpoints and involvement of local communities in the access and

benefit sharing (ABS) process in a big way. The delegates argued that efforts should be taken

for the protection of Traditional Knowledge (TK) as many of indigenous communities

depend onTK for their survival. The existing forms ofintellectual property or a combination

ofvarious forms of intellectual property can be used to protect traditional knowledge till the

development ofa comprehensive suigeneris legislative regime.

As regard the deforestation in the North Eastern region ofIndia by the practice ofJhum

cultivation, it was suggested that regulation and legalisation ofJhum cultivation could help

reduce the rapid deforestation. The lack ofcooperation in cases ofconflictbetween countries

with respect to trans boundary rivers leads to mismanagement ofnatural water, which in turn

directly affect population depending on such resource and destruction ofecological balance

eventually. Thus, in the case ofTeesta River that flows from Sikkim, India, to Bangladesh , it

was stressed that there is a need for holistic approach towards riverwatermanagement.

Bangladesh’s concern for biodiversity at Sundarban, was discussed in the Conference.

The delegates were apprised that 12 wildlife species have become extinct and 40 Mammals,

41 birds, 58 reptiles and eight amphibians are listed in red data book ofthreatened species.

Besides, the “top dying” disease of the Sundari trees is a major threat to biodiversity in

Sundarban. It was the view ofthe delegates that in Sundarban the loss ofbiodiversity could

be materialized by providing alternative employment to the locals. Human interference

should be limited and forest management measures in both long and short term should be

undertaken to sustain the forest and species found in Sundarban.

The existingUN Convention on the Law ofthe Seas III, 1982 (UNCLOS) and its legal

framework for addressing Marine Biodiversity Beyond Areas of National Jurisdiction

(BBNJ) was assessed as inadequate, as there are legal and implementation gaps in the

conservation and sustainable use ofBBNJ. TheUNCLOS was examined andwas found to be

silent on the Marine Genetic Resources (MGR) and Marine Scientific Research (MSR) in

Marine Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction (ABNJ) which does not require any permission
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from the coastal State thereby more scope for Bio-prospecting. The delegates deliberated on

the limitations in international law and agreements to protectmarine biodiversity.

The delegates took notice ofthe fact that there is a high threat to the Gangetic dolphin in

the river Ganges due to industrial waste, construction of dams, tourism, riverine river

extraction, etc. Despite various measures taken, the Gangetic dolphin continues to decline in

number and its present population is estimated to be around 1600-1700 individuals. It was

argued that for the conservation of the river Ganges and protection of Gangetic dolphin,

stringent compliance of Section 18 ofWild Life Protection Act, 1972 is indispensable in the

dolphin sanctuaries. The delegates agreed that tourist activities, cargo streamers passage,

heavy vessels, etc. should be regulated and more ecological sensitive zones should be

declared within 10 kms on land where no industrial and agricultural activities should be

allowed.

The delegates discussed Nigeria’s wetlands in Lagos Lagoon that remains neglected

resulting in loss of its rich biodiversity, despite Nigeria being a signatory to various

international conventions and having enacted various domestic laws and policies for

regulation ofwetlands. Various challenges highlighted for such loss were deliberated upon

which included absence of proper law, capacity building and lack of awareness, the top

down approach, invasive species, widespread poverty, urbanisation, flooding and erosion

etc.

Investigating into the role ofgender, it was analysed that the current legal regime fails

to appreciate the critical role played by women in food subsistence and managing

biodiversity. The existing legal framework does not secure or promote women’s right to

grow or gather food, and sustain their households as it is directed towards facilitating

commercialization ofagrarian and other natural resources. Thus, it was recommended that

law makers and policy planners have to ensure that women are not simply ‘added’ to the

conservation programme but rather biodiversity itself should be defined in broader, more

inclusive and fluid terms incorporating diverse gendered experiences ofdifferent groups.

The delegates examined that there is no institutional framework on energy trade. Thus,

the WTO should adopt some policy framework for the regulation of energy trade. There is

also a need for collective responsibility for effective implementation of mitigated climate

policy in quest for energy security. The delegates appreciated that Redistributive Energy

Justice maybe attained thorough “energy trilemma” and its three goals, i.e., Energy Security,

Cost Effective Energy and Sustainable Use of Energy. The Urgenda decision from

Netherland was discussed and it was argued that despite the Urgenda decision which is
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admixture ofEuropean, International and Dutch law, it still bears a resemblance to the legal

situation in India and thus could be imported to the Indian scenario. The principle of locus

standi
,
the doctrine of separation of powers, and the precautionary principle which are the

principles incorporated into the understanding of the climate change mitigation in the

Urgenda case are well established in the Indian legal system and thus could be applied to

the Indian cases.

It was unanimously suggested that India with its tremendous biological diversity and

political clout, has the capacity to lead other Nations, especially inAsia, towards an effective

regional conservation regime compatible to CMS (Convention on Protection of Migratory

Species ofWild Animals, 1 979) system. Delegates were ofthe view that this would help gain

in conservation ofcertain threatened migratory species such as the Tibetan antelope, Bengal

tigers,Asian elephants, theAmur falcons, etc.

As the Professor-in-Charge, I take pride in writing that the successful culmination of

this conference is another remarkable achievement of CLC in the past few years. The

Conference could not have achieved this level of success without the cooperation and

participation of our esteemed Guests - Hon’ble Ms Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, Hon’ble Mr.

Justice Ranjan Gogoi, Hon’ble Mr. Justice Uday U. Lalit, Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik,

Mr. Sidharth Luthra, and Professor Mun Hyun Koh. The contribution ofour Distinguished

Guests along with the contribution of Chairpersons of Technical Sessions, delegates, my
colleagues Mid students, to make this conference a huge success is gratefully acknowledged.

Last but not the least, on behalf of CLC, I express my sincere gratitude to Mr. Mohan

Parasaran, for graciously sponsoring CLC conference, for the third consecutive time, thus

creating a fascinating history to be emulated by CLCns.

UshaTandon

7
th

March, 2016
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Sponsor's Note

MOHAN PARASARAN
8A. LL.M. (CANTAB)

Senior Advocate

Sponsor’s Note

Off : R-20, Greater Kailash. Part-1

New Delhi- 1 10048
Tel.: +91-11-26224765, 26224319

Fax:+91-11-26478228

E-mail : mobanpara$aran@hotrrail.ca7i

Chamber : 427. New Lawyer's Chamber
Bhagvvan Dass Road

Supreme Court o< India

New Delhi- 110001

Tel.: +91-11-23070427

E-mail : mparasaran2020@gmail.com

I congratulate CLC for having successfully conducted another international

conference , this time on conservation of biodiversity and sustainable energy: law and

practice from 1

2

,h
to 14

lh
February 2016. It was indeed my pleasure to sponsor some

events during the said conference . The three day conference was packed with wide

ranging subjects concerning climate change. The themes that were subjects of

discussion and presentation at the conference were far and wide ranging which varied

from topics like ecosystem to marine biodiversity, provisions of sustainable and clean

energy , other development issues and eradicating poverty which is also very relevant

for achieving sustainable environment.

It is noteworthy that the conference was attended by distinguished academicians,

lawy ers
,
bureaucrats and reputed NGOs. I was also happy to notice delegates from

many countries including Algeria, Bangladesh, Nigeria, South Africa, South Korea,

Uganda and United Kingdom. I had the occasion to participate in the Valedictory

Session . though it was a Sunday still the function was packed with enthusiastic

delegates, audiences and students. 1 am happy that CLC has been maintaining and up

keeping high traditions and has been playing useful and constructive role in the field

of legal education. 1 was delighted that the valedictory session was attended by

distinguished alumni of CLC, many of ifs alumni have not only become judges of

supreme court and judges of various high courts as well as top ranking law officers

of the country' and of several states but have also distinguished themselves in diverse

fields within and outside Bharat.

1 wish CLC all the best in future as well.

MOHAN PARASARAN

Chennai Office : "Sn Ranga" No. 8 (Old No 13), 8th Street, Dr. Radhakrishnan Road. Mylapore, Cher.nai-600 004

Tel.: 28472827. 28472828. 28472829 Fax : 044-28472826
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Delegates Column

The structure ofthe conference to meet the objectives was Perfect. I got

enough opportunities to interact with the fellow participants. It helped a

lot in creating a common platform where I could share my data, latest

information etc. Accommodation facilities was Good. Food quality and

service was Perfect. Conference/ Class room facilities were Good.

Computer facilities were Perfect. Got opportunities to interact with the

resource persons. The theme ofthe conference was quit unique. Since,

this is a very important topic forawareness more participants shouldbe

given the chance to get involve.

Dr. Pranab Pal

Wildlife Institute ofIndia

Chandrabani, Dehradun-248001 U.K.

It was a meticulously planned conference. The main theme and sub-

themes were brilliantly chosen and satisfies the need oftime. The paper

presenters were all experts and presented their paper fabulously. The

accommodation and other hospitalities provided by the host were great.

The Technical Sessions were information bank forme and I believe the

other delegates too have gained a lot from it. The addresses by

dignitaries consisting of Union Cabinet Ministers, Judges of Supreme

Court and Senior Advocates of Supreme Court are treasure to be

archived. Such events are rare and one is lucky to be in such event, and I

am lucky to be a part of such event. CLC being of international repute

has always astounded the world with great leaders and legal jurists. It is

offirm believe that the deliberations ofthis conference would machine

solutions to the challenges of Biodiversity and Sustainable Energy

across the globe. I congratulate Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon and CLC
for successfully organizing the conference and contributing to the

international environmental jurisprudence.

Professor (Dr.) Koh Mun-Hyun
Vice Dean

College ofLaw
Soongsil University

Seoul, Republic ofKorea
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I would like to start by congratulating Professor Usha Tandon for yet

another successful international conference at CLC Delhi University.

This is equally my third time of attending and each one is an

improvement on the previous one. For example, there was better time

management of the sessions and more time for question and answer

sessions. We also had very quality papers. However, given the

international reputation of CLC, Delhi University, the presence of

more international delegates would have brought more diverse

perspectives on the team ofthe conference. Once again, congrats for a

job well done.

Dr. (Mrs.) Erimma Gloria orie

Lecturer

National Open University ofNigeria

Nigeria

It is my pleasure to write few words as testimonial after successful

completion of the conference entitled “Conservation of Biodiversity

and Sustainable Energy: Law and Practice” held from 12
th

-14
th

February 2016. I would like to convey my heartfelt thanks to all

organizers, participants and volunteers for proving all sorts ofsupport

to me while staying at DU. The conference was excellent no doubt. I

personally gain a lot ofinformation which enrich my knowledge in the

field of biodiversity and sustainable energy. The visual sessions

conducted by the scholar and presented by the scientist not only

inspirational but also enjoyable because of their updated information.

Wishing to meet again soon.

Dr. Md. Moshiur Rahman
Deputy Director

Bangladesh Public Administration Training Centre (BPATC)

Dhaka, Bangladesh.
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It wass an intellect, thought provoking great experience to attend

international conference on “Conservation ofBiological Diversity and

sustainable Energy : Law and Practice”. It was well organized and well

conducted from beginning to end. I am obliged to Campus Law Centre,

Professor-In-Charge, Prof. Usha Tandon, Coordinators and all, to

provide each and every support to attend it in healthy environment. I

wish success and best of wishes to CLC for upcoming events to

enlighten the ray ofknowledge in each and every comer of the world

and to serve the world, society in true spirit

Ms. Mukta Verma
Assistant Professor

Faculty of Law
University ofAllahabad

It was awesome! ! ! Everything in this conference went superbly well

and a huge thank to the organisers. The Chairs of the sessions and

presenters were full ofgreat information. There was always something

new to leam and never a dull moment. It was an incredible opportunity

forme to participate.

Dr. Shilpa Bagade
Assistant Porfessor

IMSLaw College Noida

I congratulate Prof (Dr.) Usha Tondon and team for holding a

stimulating and Successful conference. It was extraordinary

conference for me and my husband. All the Technical Sessions were

good and I leamtmany things about Conservation ofBiodiversityLaws

and Sustainable Energy. I thank you for providing me an opportunity to

presentmy paper in suchwonderful Conference.

Chandralekha V.

Assistant Professor

SDMLaw College, Kodialbail, Mangalore

South Canara, Karnataka
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My experience at the conference was self-rewarding. Two specific

things I would like to mention time management and the framing of

themes and sub-themes ofthe Conference.

It is worth mentioning that all events stuck to the scheduled time. Each

and every session started and ended on time with a margin of five

minutes. There was a time when I did not feel the need to look at the

watch anymore, as the sessions and the events guided me about the

time. Secondly, the themes and sub-themes were framed in such a way

that it left room for discussion and deliberation from diverse areas of

study, instead of having a narrow scope.This enabled a very enriching

experience as we got back with us idea on a myriad areas and subjects.

Hence I would thankCLC for givingme this selfrewarding experience.

Nikita Pattajoshi

Research Scholar,

WBNUJS, Kolkata

This Conference was very clear and focused. This sessions were

effectively facilitated. The presenters and the facilitators were

enthusiastic and engaging. The sessions along with the events provided

me with opportunities for input, questions, networking, and/or other

interaction. The pace of the sessions were comfortable. These session

and the content were relevant and would help provide more clarity to

my teaching. It enabled an insight which otherwise is not available in

other conferences. I learned more on issues which not only related to

my subject but also closely ancillary issues related to it. The

interactions highlighted the loop holes between those carrying on

protectionist measures and how data circulation takes a longer time for

the public to be informed on vital issues such as the issue ofincreasing

number of tigers in our country as the sensex says they have declined

mid the specialist ofthe wildlife protection revealed how measures are

being taken to improve the species ofthe Asian wildcat and the number

found to have increased in our country. It was not only educative and

informative but had sessions extraordinaire such as energy and

Intellectual property Rights related issues which brings the point of
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cross researches into focus, ofhow sustainable development should in

reality transcend from having development in the modem world

juxtaposed with having special preventive and protectionist measures

for our biodiversity and environment. One of the presentations of

defining corridors of the natural species and laxities on the role of the

government in preparing guidelines for effective implementation ofour

statutory framework could help provide suggestions for the

government to take measures in completing the task on priority basis.

The visuals in various sessions helped me understand and remember

the information presented. This sessions provided resources for

accessing more information on Biodiversity and related topics. It was a

very well organized conference with timings enforced strictly and each

session transmitting the themes providingjustice to information as well

as suggestion for implementation purposes.
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Welcome Address

and

Introductory Remarks

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon
ProfessorlnCharge, CLC &

Conference Director

Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, Hon’ble Union

Cabinet Minister, Women &Child Development.

Hon’ble Mr.Justice A.K. Patnaik, Former Judge,

Supreme Court of India. Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun,

Professor from South Korea, Professor Kamala

Sankaran, delegates, distinguished colleagues, and my dear students, I am extremely

delighted to welcome you all on this inaugural function of three day International

Conference, on the “Conservation of Biodiversity and the Sustainable Energy”. We really

feel honoured to welcome our ChiefGuest, Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi. Mrs. Gandhi is not

just a political figure but also, an era in the Indian Constitutional and political history. You are

all law students sitting here. Youmust have understoodwhat I have said. We know that it was

that case ofManeka Gandhi v. Union ofIndia which has givennew dimensions to the right to

life, personal liberty, and right to equality. I am talking about that 1978 Supreme Court

judgement and our students know that well, as this is one ofthe compulsory readings as far as

our course curriculum is concerned.

Mrs Gandhi is presently adorning the Chair ofWomen and Child Development Ministry

as a Union Cabinet Minister. Long before, 25-26 years back, she had been the Minister of

Environment & Forest from 1989 onwards. During her tenure of 3 years she had been

successful in enacting many laws, particularly for the welfare of animals. She has been

successful in creating a department for animal welfare. She has also started an organisation

called People ForAnimals. And, you must have watched more than me thatTV show by the

name of“Heads and Tails” which was anchored by Mrs. Gandhi. As a matter offact, she has a

multifaceted personality. She has been a journalist and the author of various books. My
research team has givenme special reference ofthe book, even Iwas not aware ofbefore this.
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that the book is known as “Brahma’s Hair”. It is a mythology ofIndian plants and it contains

various kinds of stories, and those stories regard trees as having heavenly origin. The book

gives biological names of the tress. Mrs. Gandhi has been conferred with various national

and international awards for her contribution in the field ofanimal rights and protection. We
extend you Madam, a very warm welcome on this occasion.

We are privileged to have Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik with us. Justice Patnaik has

been in the Supreme Court ofIndia from 2009 to 2014 and as ajudge of the Supreme Court,

he has been a part of various landmark judgements. Some are very well known-

independence ofCBI & Padmanabhan Swami Temple. There was a time in the late 2000 ’s

that the Supreme Court has created a bench by the name of “Forest Bench” which later on

was known as “Green Bench”, and Justice Patnaik was part ofthis Bench and has delivered

various landmarkjudgements on environmental law. I would like to mention one or two of

such judgments. T.N. Godavarman case as we know is a very famous case on forest

conservation, concept ofthat problem. Starting from 1996, the last order that came from the

Supreme Court in this case in 2013 was by Justice Patnaik. He has been associated with the

legal aid services & other thing. In my few interactions with Justice Patnaik, I found that he

has very deep academic interest and has been working on various books and he has also

asked me if some ofmy colleagues are interested to work with him. He is a very nice and

gentle person. Sir,we extendyou a very heartywelcome on this occasion.

I am very glad that Professor Koh Mun-Hyun is with us this morning. He is teaching

environmental law at Soongsil University in South Korea and apart from teaching

environmental law, he has been holding projects on various aspects of environmental law,

particularly climate change. Just now, he was telling me that he is working in the area of

energy law too . He has authored many books and articles. Lots ofhis writings are available

on the internet, but those are in the Korean language. One thing that I specifically want to

mention at this occasion is that his thesis has been awarded at the symposium of European

Constitution Association, which indeed is a quite great honour for any work that a person

does. So, we give you a very special welcome on his occasion.

I welcome Professor Kamala Sankaran who is my colleague here at the CLC who very

graciously have agreed to be a part, a very active part ofthis, to give the vote ofthanks here.

She is a well known scholar in Labour Law and Constitutional Law. I also welcome all my
colleagues, delegates, students, especially student volunteers sitting here.

Now coming to the theme ofthe Conference, we are all aware ofthe alarming loss ofbio

diversity. Despite the fact thatwe are trying to reduce the loss ofbiodiversity, our efforts are
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not that successful. That is the reason why we are assembling here. That is the reason why

we have chosen this topic of the Conference. Even though loss of biodiversity has been

recognised in our Millennium Development Goals, we have failed in achieving the goals of

2010, we have failed in achieving of goals of 2015. 1 am talking about the global failure of

achieving it. These must have been certain lapses. Whether those lapses are in the law,

whether those lapses are in the policies, whether those lapses are in the implementation of

that or the practice ofthat, all those kind ofthe angles are going to be discussed herein in the

coming days.

As the Conference Director, I would like to make one appeal to the delegates. Please

leave some time for the Question andAnswer Session. There is also a slot for the Chairperson

to make the observations at the end ofthe session. Whatever time the Chairperson gives you -

which may not be more than 1 5 or 20 minutes, please stick to that. We can achieve that only

when, we do not read the paper and throw main line of arguments . So, I really seek your

corporation to make the Technical Sessions fruitful. I take pride in mentioning that CLC has

always been concerned with quality legal education, and I am quite confident that as far as

this three day Conference is concerned which is going to be inaugurated by our Hon’ble

ChiefGuest Mrs. Maneka Gandhi soon, with her blessings and her best wishes, this is going

to be anotherbig success forus. With this I windupmy address, welcoming you all again.

Thank you!
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Address by

Guest of Honour

Professor (Dr.) Koh MunHyun
Soongsil University, Seoul

Republic ofKorea

Namaste

!

It is my greatest honour to be here and specially

to give a Special Address. I sincerely thank Prof.

Usha Tandon and related authorities for calling me
here to give Special Address. My English is very

poor, but today, it is my honour to be with Hon’ble JusticeA. K. Patnaik. I am so sorry for the

incorrect pronunciation. It ismy great honour, also, I thank Honourable Minister - Union and

Cabinet Minister- Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi.

I have preparedmy PPT for Special Address but, I would like to givemy Special Address

briefly. As Prof. Usha introduced this international conference, this conference under the

name ofConservation ofBiodiversity and Sustainable Energy, I think this is very important

thing in the world andwe together have to study this thing from this time to the end. Perhaps,

foreverwe have thiought So. 1 came here to give my presentation. As Prof. Usha introduced

me briefly I am performing a very big Project sponsored by Korean Government, Ministry of

Environment and, anotherby Ministry ofTrade and Commerce.

As you know IEA- International Energy Agency - have offices operating in Paris. IEA

promotes reduction of C02 emissions for both conventional fossil-fuel CCS and for

bioenergy with CCS (BECCS) by working with member and partner nations on development
of cost effective and efficient international and national energy policies including carbon

capture and storage (CCS), trading mechanisms and clean low-carbon technologies. So, I am
performing my project sponsored by many countries. It is a project which will continue for 8

years. This is the third year. Still for another five years I have to study. But, if the project

should end I can still work one more yearmay be.
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Another ofmy big project is sponsored by Ministry ofTrade and Commerce. The project

is the climate change and the energy law. My student will give a special presentation in

today’s or tomorrow’s session may be. So, climate change I think is our common mission for

solving it together. So, I came here with co-operation from Usha Tandon on climate change

and energy. This is a beginning for me. I hope, I sincerely hope this symposium will bring

about fruitful output on energyproblem and related issues.

Thankyou foryour kind attention.
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Address by

Special Guest of Honour

Hon'ble Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik

Former Judge

Supreme Court ofIndia

Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, ChiefGuest at this

inaugural seminar of the International Conference,

Prof. (Dr.) Koh Mun-Hyun of the Soongsil

University, Seoul, Guest of Honour, Prof. (Dr.)

Usha Tandon, PIC ofCLC and the Conference Director, Prof. Kamala Sanakaran, Prof, of

CLC, all the delegates participating in the conference, dear students, a very good morning to

all ofyou.

Now first of all, before you start participating in the conference on “Conservation of

Biodiversity and Sustainable Energy: Law and Practice” you must appreciate what is

biodiversity and why is conservation ofbiodiversity necessary. This is the most important

thing first of all. Then only you will be able to participate in the conference. The best

understanding ofbiodiversity I got when I was working on these cases in different Courts.

The definition ofEnvironment given in section (2) (a) ofthe Environment (Protection) Act,

1986, says “environment includes water, air and land” and this what follows is important

“and the inter-relationship which exists among and in between water, air and land andhuman

being and other living creatures, plants, micro organism and property”. So this is

biodiversity. Biodiversity means, air, water, land, human being, all living creatures and most

important is the interdependence ofall this for life to sustain.

Now, I may give a very good example. If you have gone to Kenya, which is a tiger

sanctuary, you will find in the museum there is a chart given ofhow this biodiversity works.

How they are all interdependent. Kenya is a place where tigers are preserved. And, you will

find in the chart, it is clearly shown by drawing that we have forest, we have green plants, all

these green grass is being eaten by herbivores animals like deer. Now if too many of this
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deers or herbivores animal exist in the forest, their population will go up, then what will

happen. All the green cover will go. Therefore, what is necessary is someone to reduce the

population ofdeer and thus we have tigers . Very interesting chart.

So, God has provided a natural environment by which a balance is maintained between

all components ofenvironment. Now coming to the law on the topic, it is the Supreme Court

of India, which for the first time interpreted the Article 21 ofthe Constitution, in what, Mrs.

Maneka Gandhi v. UOI, 1978 SC reported, where she was entitled to the passport, passport

was not given, she approached the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court changed the very

concept ofArticle 2 1 . Earlier in A. K. Gopalan s case, the Supreme Court took the view that

procedure established by law in Article 21 means procedure established by statutory law.

Therefore, ifthe statutory law is complied with liberty can be taken away, life can be taken

away. That was A. K. Gopalan, way back in the 1 950s. Maneka Gandhi case brought in a big

change in the law. It said procedure established by law is not just statutory law, if the

procedure made by the statutory law is not consistent with principles of natural justice, not

consistent with due process oflaw, then it does not satisfy the requirements ofArt. 1 9 to Art.

2 1 . That is what was held. She was denied the passport without even an opportunity given to

her and the Supreme Court said that passport is part of the liberty of the person to travel

abroad, cannot be taken away unless the principle of natural justice is followed and a due

procedure has to be followed. This is whatManeka Gandhi case was.

Now, the Supreme Court further expanded it, Art. 2 1 - Right to life means right to clean

environment, without clean air, without clean water, without biodiversity, life cannot exist.

Therefore, the right to life includes right to clean environment and is part of fundamental

right under Art. 21 ofthe Constitution. Courts have power to enforce that right. The SC has

got thatpowerunderArt. 32 and High Courts have that powerunderArt. 226. This is how the

law was introduced in India. There was no law earlier, and with the expansion ofArt. 21, it

was brought in andnow itcan be enforcedby the Courts.

I may give some examples. Youjust heard your professor telling you that I was part ofthe

Environment Bench. Besides environment, I had also decided some matters related to

environment in the Supreme Court. The first illustrated case would be, this Sterlite Industries

Ltd. v. UOI. The industry wanted to set up copper smelter plant inTuticorinand emissions

from the plant polluted the air, some discharged water polluted the soil. The High Court

closed down after finding that it polluted the entire atmosphere by number of reports. The

matter came to Supreme Court before us. We thought the industries also require copper,

copper is required for telephones, developmentmust also take place. Right! Thenwe ensured
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that it invested more money on plant apparatus to ensure that there is no more pollution ofair

and the water. Reports were taken from various scientific authorities, Pollution Control

Board so on and so forth. Once we were satisfied, then we allowed the plant to open. But then

after a period of 6 months or one year, it had really polluted the atmosphere. As the polluter

must pay for the damage and clean the environment, we directed Sterlite to pay a

compensation ofRs. 1 00 crores to the collector who used that to rehabilitate the soil and the

water and the atmosphere and ensure that there is a clean environment. Therefore, this is one

way, there is an example ofan industry.

Then you heard Prof. Tandon saying that we were part of the Green Bench in Goa

Foundation case.. The Goa foundation, you know Goa is a peculiar place, it is a small State.

Right! One side is a sea and the other side is a sanctuary. Right! And they were mining in

contravention of Forest Conservation Act, 1980. One of the issues that was raised was that,

now sanctuary obviously cannot be given for mining purpose leases. But, can mining be

allowed within one Km away from the sanctuary. We said no it cannot be allowed. That one

Km has to be maintained. They said there is no law. How do you maintain it. There may not

be any law, but the Supreme Court can enforce it by virtue of its power under Article 32 read

with Article 21 ofthe Constitution. So within 1 km ifany mining takes place, blasting takes

place, the animal will be affected. No question ofmining within 1 km. This is where Supreme

Court laid down restriction where there was no explicit law made by Parliament. Right! So

this is how, this is a case of mining where we said environment , the biodiversity cannot

affected, wildlife cannotbe affected by mining within 1 km ofthe sanctuary.

Third case, which againwe decided. Twojudge bench case. What had happed is the tiger

population, my bother judge who was there in the matter earlier, before I joined the bench,

suddenly took a view on a matter that came from Madhya Pradesh, that tiger population has

gone down. When Ijoined the bench I tried to impress uponm brotherjudge that as far asmy
information is concerned tiger population has gone up. He denied. Then we called upon the

Additional Solicitor General ofIndia, Ms. Indira Jaising to file an affidavit as to whether the

tiger population has gone up or gone down. And, she filed an affidavit saying that the tiger

population has gone up substantially. Actually, it had gone up because I was in Madhya

Pradesh, I knew the facts and he did not know. Then he agreed with me, let us relax this. But

then, we said we will relax it provided there is a National Tiger Conservation Authority

constitutedunder the WildlifeAct. But, they had not laid down, the standards and the norm of

tourism vis-a-vis tiger. We directed National Tiger Conservation Authority to lay down the

norms and the standards and issue it to all the states so that they can be followed. So that there
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is core area within which no tourism is possible, then there is outer area. And all those was

done and thenwe relaxed it. After it was laid down, we can relax it.

These are three illustrative cases that I gave as to how the Supreme Court in exercise of

its power underArticle 2 1 read with Article 32, tried to preserve biodiversity.

Not the State is not doing anything regarding this. There is a constitutional provision

under Article 48A - a Directive Principle of State Policy - which states that state shall

endeavour, protect and improve environment and safeguard the forest and wildlife of the

country. And consistent with this Directive Principle of State Policy, a number ofActs have

been made by the parliament:- Environment Protection Act, 1986, Forest Conservation Act,

1 980, Water Prevention and Control ofPollution Act, 1 974, the Air Prevention and Control

of Pollution Act, 1981, the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 etc. Various other Acts are also

there. So they provide a mechanism by which the wildlife can be protected, the air pollution

can be reduced. Under the environment protection act the environment clearance is required

before any non-forest activity is taken up like industry or mining. And under Conservation

Act, forest approval is required. Right! And Mrs. Gandhi when she was there as Forest and

Environment Minister, she must have done all that job. Similarly after WaterAct there is a

consent required before you start any industry.

So there are regulatory measures, that Parliament has already introduced. But my
experience is that in practice the regulatory authorities are not very tough and in other cases

they are so tough that nothing is possible. A balance has to be made. Parliament has now

established National Green Tribunal which is trying to bring and balance between the

environmentand development.

Now, coming to sustainable energy. You know energy is needed for development. But,

there has to be a need for efficient use of energy. Energy cannot be consumed by the present

generation at the cost of the future generation. Right! And, sustainable energy must be

utilised by every generation and some energy must be left for the future and has to be

managed efficiently. That I call sustainable energy. We call it as an inter-generational equity

principle. Not only for this generation but for future generation yet to come. There is a recent

Act of Energy Conservation Act, 2001 which provides for establishment of a Bureau of

Energy Efficiency which will recommend measures. I took the help of environmental

experts to write down the judgement ofGoa Foundation. Ifyou see number of experts have

been referred to in the judgment. The expert body Bureau of Energy Efficiency will

recommend measures and it is for the Central government and State Governments to adopt
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these measures by way of specifying norms and standards by which energy is not wasted

unnecessarily and managed efficiently. The Act also provides for adjudication of disputes.

Once adjudication of dispute is there then of course judicial review is available under Art.

226, Art. 1 36 and all those appellate power will be available.

I hope all these aspects ofbiodiversity, conservation and efficient management ofenergy

will be discussed in the conference. I thank to Professor Usha Tandon for inviting me to

sharemy thoughts with you.

ThankYou!
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Inaugural Address by

Chief Guest

Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi
Hon'ble Union Cabinet Minister, Women and Child Development

Former, Minister ofEnvironment and Forest

Honorable Justice Patnaik Ji, Professor Tandon,

Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun, ladies and gentlemen, I am
very happy that you have called me for this

conference. I am only going to talk about animal

biodiversity and show you, not the laws, which

Justice Patnaik Ji has talked so eloquently, but

simply what we do to the animal biodiversity.

Animal law is regarded as the flip end of environmental law. Most people don’t take it

seriously. Mostjudges at Tis Hazari level don’t take it seriously at all. So when you go for a

case, you are likely to get a balance that tips in favor of“Bechara ghareeb aadmi haF rather

than what damage he has done. So I am going to explain to just a few things. The

environment, all environmental law management is about trade offs. How much are you

prepared to give forwhat you are expecting to get. Ifyour trade off is a bad trade offthen you

give a lot and get nothing. And in most cases this is what has happened because we don’t

understandwhat the trade offis.

The second reason why we don’t manage our environment problems efficiently is

because you sitting in this great democracy do not relate environmental problems to your

own living. You in a democracy have a right, before any right was established by Maneka

Gandhi v. State
,
you have the right to breath, you have the right not to get ill, you have the

right to get clean water, to eat unpolluted food but none ofyou exercise this right. None of

you! So a few people, a few people who make factories, take theirmoney, spend it in London,

buy race horses, do all sorts ofthings, and the majority ofus are at their mercy. Ifyou look at

where the factories start, all the polluting factories are in places like Kutch, places like

Chhattisgarh and the owner lives in Delhi. “Aish karta hai dilli mein" and the poor villagers

around that Iron Ore factory are dying but because they die at a distancewe do not relate it to

ourselves.
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Now I am going to come back to animals. Is there a single animal that is not vitally

important to this country? Not even one. Not even the cockroach, whom we all hate. What

does the cockroach do? Ifwe don’t have cockroaches we will die. Almost immediately, ‘‘"jab

hum log nahatein hain, hamarajo maila nikalta haf\ human waste, ifit goes directly into the

water bodies, you will not last two days because all the water bodies will be so polluted. But

when eaten by the cockroach it gets filtered through them. Their “maila
”
is relatively much

cleaner. And that is what ultimately goes into the water bodies. Saving us! so here we have

free cleaners butwhat do we do? Instead ofrewarding themwe clean them out.

You take anything, lets take the mosquito, the most vicious, dangerous creature on the

earth is mosquito. Let’s suppose all the mosquito will disappear one day. You would have the

entire breakdown offood chain. Because mosquito kill rackets. Rackets destroys plants. So,

removal of mosquitoes would mean explosion of rackets. What we have done is, we have

removed mosquito predators. Having removed mosquito predators and creating conditions

for them to become over populated, mosquitoes like human beings, only cause damage

because ofover- population.

But, let me come to things that bother us. For instance, this morning at 6: 30 a.m. I

received information that a truck full of camels has come into Hissar. Now, the Rajasthan

Act, which I helped make, bans camel for being part ofthe food chain. We cannot kill them.

And the Rajasthan government has said that no camel can leave Rajasthan. Why? Seven

years ago there were 10 lakh plus camels. Today there are only 40 thousand. And this

genocide, why has it taken place? Is it to eat? First ofall
“harraat ko das (10), pandarah (15),

bees (20), truck aa rahein hain”\ ! they are going to Bangladesh. Why are they going to

Bangladesh? “kaun unth ka maas khata haiT where there is so much meat available. Meat

from camel stinks, it is difficult to cook, it has very little fat in it because the fat is all in the

hump, and nobody eats the hump. It is a difficult meat to eat apart from being illegal. Is it

being killed for the industry? No it is not because inspite of all the factories which say

“Ganesh aurDevi ko banaya har out ofcamel bone and sell it to tourists, every single one of

them is cow bone. So is itbeing used for tourism?No it isn’t? so why is it being killed? Letme
explain it to you. In 1965, the raiders when they came, the Pakistan attacked India on many

fronts. One of the main attacks took place on the Kutch-Rajasthan open border and we lost

many lives there.As a result the government reacted immediately and created the BSF. When
BSF-Border Security Force was created, it was created only for this border. Now its on many

other borders, but it was created for this. What did they do? They realized that they needed

camels because there are 30 feet high shifting dunes, these are lands that constantly change

their topography. It is difficult to maneuver any kind ofvehicle on them. Border is still open
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and is not being used for “hamala karo” but in different ways. Drugs, prostitution, women
going up and down, arms being brought in. there are many ways that a country can attack

another country. Which need not necessarily be open warfare. Now they decided that, BSF
decide that what they needed, after all their scientific experts moved in was 1189 camels.

What age? Everything was decided. They had to be over 4 years old, they had to be trained,

they had to be
“
surra

”
free. And these now are used on the border as not only protection,

night patrols or day patrols, but they are also used to take gas cylinders for cooking and

sustain the troops that are on the border. Today how many camels do we have? The BSF has

given an urgent SOS to the government of India saying we only have 530 camels and

everyday they are getting less. Who are the people killing camels and why are they killing

them? Everyday we catch them, when dowe catch them?After they have slit their throats and

just left them there. Now anybody who has bought the camel, why would he simply slit its

throat and leave it inMewar? In a graveyard, on a road.Why would they kill them? The entire

gang is mafia gang that works out of Baghpat. None ofthe people in the gang are Indians.

They are all Pakistani sitting there. I have been to court in last 4 years. I have been to court

over 200 times. Everytime we have caught a group ofcamels. We have lost 99% ofthe cases

because the judges in Haryana and Delhi (the Tis Hazari) say
“
gareeb aadmi haf\ He is a

“kisan”. Not one judge has applied his mind to say or not even one lawyer, the public

prosecutor, to say what
“
kisani”, what “khetF is done by camels. Their feet are so flat that

they destroy thing. So how is it that same people are being caught again and again and who

buys a camel for Rs. 50,000, gets a truck of 16 or is bringing 25 at one point, how could he

possiblybe a
“
gareebaadmF.

Now the High Court ordered that “hijo superdari mein diycC’ technically they have gone

on superdari
,
“jo superdaripe diya haf\ go and check out. So a team was sentunder the High

Court orders, lastweek only.And they found one man in Baghpat in the same village is sitting

with 90 different
“
parchas” ofsuperdari with not even one camel there. Now the point is this

is not being done to kill camels for meat, it is awar against India. But until we understand that

you will keep taking this lightly.

You take cow trafficking. Every night 300 trucks come into Delhi. Cows, buffalos get

cut. The entire police get their bonuses from cow smuggler, and everybody is involved in it.

It has nothing to do with Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs. It is totally secular and totally illegal. But a

paper has been done, a paper has been done by the I.G. ofU.P to find out what is happening

to the money that is being illegally earned through slaughter houses, illegal trafficking. And

he has said that 75% ofthe money has gone into getting guns for the Maoists from the Nepal

to the Chhattisgarh border.
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Now are we going to take an illegal trade lightly? We stop trucks the judges give them

back.
“Gareeb log”\ “superdari”! Has there been one case in India, not even a case in which

Superdari, has gone to its logical end. After all if I give butcher 50 buffalos, when die law

says that he can carry only 4 in one truck and he is carrying, 50 to 90 and I pick up those

animals and give it back to him and say
“
supardaripe rakh lo”> then at some point I should

call back those animals at some time when the case finishes. But not one animal case has ever

finished in India. Not even one! Even the wildlife cases, I rescued, I was on my way to

Pilibhit, my constituency, 8 years ago, I stopped at a
“dhaba”, to have some food. I went to

the bathroom and outside the bathroom was a cage, which had a huge Python in it. So I called

the owner, confiscated the Python, brought it back here, put it into the zoo. The case has now

come for its first hearing eight and halfyears later. When I have lost the papers, my memory

is dim, and it doesn’tmake any difference. He neverwent to jail even for one day. The charge

sheet was filed. But that is it. The case will go on for twenty, thirty, fifty years. The Python

was in the zoo, the Python has also died by now. But the case has not started. So do we have to

take this seriously or not? For the first time the “supardari” order has come for the whole of

India,just asking “ki kahangaye wojanwar”?

The FBI, in America made a new law and they had decided that all animal crimes any

where in the United States, has to be reported to the FBI. They have anA list and a B list. The

A list is ofheinous crimes including murders but not armed murders, murders with extreme

violence, terrorism, arson, at that level. The B crimes are the ones that don’t go to the FBI

because they are taken less seriously. Robbery, break-ins, mugging, etc. Now under the law,

all animal crimes, including a man who beats his own dog has to go to the FBI and has been

put intoA register. And what is the reason for that? The reason they have found, after they

have done not one, not two but hundreds ofsurveys, showing, and each survey has come out

with the same answer, which is that all people that go into jail for violent crimes have all

started their careerby killing animals and have all been excused.

“Arre bachcha hai. Jitali ke pankh uttar raha hai, toh bachche toh aise karte hi hain.

Agar apnejute ke saath cheetion ko mar raha hai, are bachche toh bachche hi hain. Agar

kutte kipunchparfire cracker attach karraha hai, are maze ki baat hai.”

Youknowmy hospital; these are the kind ofcrimeswe get day after, day after, day.

Now, look at cows walking on the streets.Now because ofmany court rulings you hardly

find them. But when you see a bull at near, say a shopping complex, you will find acid

thrown on them. “Jo kele wala baithta hein ”, he has a bottle of acid which he throws on a

bull, when that poor hungry animal comes close to him. When Pandit Nehru insisted on an
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Act being made in 1960, he considered it so important, that it is the only Act made in

Parliament based on an independent Bill brought in by an independent member. Rukmani

DeviArunDevi.

I have been in Parliament. I am the third longest serving member of Parliament as it

exists now. In my all these years there, I have never seen an independent Bill taken seriously

there at all, ever. You can say the most wonderful things on Friday afternoon, on Saturday

“kude mein gaye”. Even while they are speaking, there are five members of parliament to

listen to them, and a Minister who will read a book while they are speaking. When Rukmani
Devi Arun Devi brought this Bill, Prevention ofCruelty to Animals , Pandit Nehru said we

will adopt this Act. So this Act was taken in 1960, and made into a law. This is the only Act

ever done so. Pandit Nehru and his cabinet took it so seriously, that the fine at that point, for

any form of cruelty, was Rs. 50 rupees. This is when my father was a colonel earning 1200

rupees. So you can imagine the seriousness. Now the 50 rupees wont even buy you

“moongphali But it has never been enhanced, so we are not taking it seriously. Our

attention has been detracted from the seriousness ofthe crime itself. As the Hon’ble Judge

was talking to you about the tiger as a predator, it’s not wishful thinking, it’s not giving you a

tale which is hallucinations. The Sahara had thick, thick forests on it. Every Middle Eastern

went and shot and killed leopards, tigers, so all the predators were killed. “Natija ”? Within a

hundred years, or even less, the Sahara is a desert. The desert has expanded and expanded and

expanded. When it expands into a desert, the local people lose their lives. So you kill a tiger,

you kill yourself. You kill anything, and you will create a problem. Now, we have for

instance, white ants in the forest, who will destroy the forest. There are only two animals that

take care of that. One is, the bear, which by a series ofjudgments, by the Supreme Court,

High Court, now the bear is no longer allowed on the road for dancing, so called dancing, but

it took ten years to convince the Government and the Courts. Now they are all in shelters

organized by me. But when you remove the bears from the jungles, you leave the trees to

white ants.Now you have got only one predator on white ants, and that is the pangolin. Today

China and Korea have 5000 pangolins. It is the only mammal in the world, which has got

scales. It’s a tiny little thing like this, who only eats white ants. Ifyou lose this predator, you

will lose thejungle. Butwe haven’t taken it seriously.

Now I will give you another example.Now aswe speak, last month, one person died, ofa

bite, in Gujarat, and the bite was from a snake which is an extremely vicious snake. The

problem is, it’s not an Indian snake. It’s anAfrican snake, that has been brought and left in the

jungles in India. It is a viper, thatjumps out trees and bites you. Normally vipers don’t and

are not predatory. But this one is possibly one of the world’s most vicious dangerous
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creatures. How did itreach here? There is aman here, who runs a pet shop, here in Meharauli.

He has been in the newspapers, he has been all over the place. He and his partner, who is a

politician and an ex member of Parliament today, own the entire wildlife trade in India.

What do they do? They use Calcutta port, to import foreign animals, because today, the rich

person, everybody has got the same houses, everybody has Italian furniture, everybody is

eating avocado and whatever else, so what can they be different in? Animals! So in

Mehrauli you go in, and you will find one person is running a factory that is making tables out

of zebra skin. How do they get them, we don’t know. Another person who has got all the

worlds birds, a Parsi, he has been raided 20 times, and each time, the Judges have given him

protection saying these are exotic birds, we cannot rule on them. There we have a man who

runs a pet shop and he only imports snakes, and you get a snake, what the hell will you do

with a snake?
“Do daffa galeype laga diya, ek daffa bache ke galeype tang diya, uska knot

bana diya usko apne dosto ko dikha diya, aurphir uske baac??” So they go and they get left

out. Once you leave an exotic animal out, it has no predators. Therefore it will kill whatever it

can kill. And this is what has happened, to the person who got killed in Kutch. Where did the

snake go? We took this man to court. The police refused to support us, because, his partner

was a member ofParliament from Delhi, who was very important at that time. We were told,

give it back. So” humko denapada sab kuch wapis ”. Till today he runs this pet shop.

What we call, exotic animals “Vajrikas”, love birds, these are real birds, indigenous

birds ofAustralia. They are brought in the millions, and 20-30% die while catching, about

70% are left, ofwhich40% die while travelling, and something like 10% ultimately go to the

market. Australia is losing little parrot. Andwhen they lose that parrot, they will lose all the

seeds, that are spread by this little parrot. Well and we don’t take any action beacause we
don’t take CITES seriously. Till today your Lordship, we don’t have a CITES office in India.

We signed this Protocol 25 years ago, we still do not have an office, we still don’t know, if I

am going to “shikayat karo” and act, nobody has touched it so far saying that it is an exotic

bird. . what is it? Is it going to create harm to us or not, instead ofgiving exotics protection, we

should apply the same law, but now as a result ofthat, what has happened? Your average bird

seller in Delhi, he is selling owls with fevicol horns stuck to them, why because then they

become South American homed owls. He is taking a
“maina”.. not a

“maina”.. what is this

bird. . a
“
munia”.

. which is a grey coloured bird, and he dips it into paint.Andwhen it dries, he

sells it as yellow headed kingfisher from Korea. I brought out a book in which I have given

you the real bird, and the bird on the market, it’s the same bird. We are just taking our

indigenous birds turning them into exotica and then killing them. And no Judge rules he

asking where is the evidence. But where is the evidence this is not exotic even without the
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horns. There are no pet- shop rules. Now we are in Court for the first time. In Delhi High

Court, hopefully we will get a judgement which says pet shops have to be regulated.

Because I can go today to market, and I can say I want a snow leopard, I will get it. But when

you don’t have snow leopards any more in the Himalayas, what will you have? You will have

an explosion ofgoats, and then what? So everything impacts you.

Let me give you a case that is still going on. You go to “ Vaishnodevf\ and many people

who are ill, who are fat, who are old, who cannot walk up there choose to take what we call

“khachchars”. mules or horses. We have done a study, for the last five years, and what have

we found? We have found that thanks to these 17,000 mules, ofwhich five die every day, of

overwork and exhaustion, we don’t know how many people have died in India. There is a

disease called glanders. Glanders is a virus which is so deadly, that it’s the only virus that was

used in the first world war, by Russia against its enemies Germany. It is a biological weapon.

It spreads like this. If a horse or mule drinks or eats out ofa trough in which any other horse

with glanders eats, within one day they get it. Either the horse or the mule dies immediately,

or it takes about a year to die. But the mule suffers all the time, and it’s veins start coming out.

So ifyou see horses “jinkey veins nikley huay hein, galey se, aksar aap dikhteye abdomen

mein, tangopar ”, that is a glanders horse. Sowe did a study, andwe found that glanders is not

anywhere in the world except India and Iraq. And why because in every other country there is

a shoot order to prevent it from spreading, so ultimately they have wiped out the disease. In

India there is not. So we found that at the moment there is a glanders epidemic going on in

Katra, Jammu. So I wrote to the Kashmir Government, and I said please tell me how many
horses have got it. So they wrote back and said

“
bahutsaro ka hein. And I said aapne kya kiya

hein isparl Unhono kahaji Garib aadmi hein isiliye humne kuchch nahin kiya But what

happens. . . forget the horses dying or not dying
“human bhala s ”e. Glanders affects human

being almost immediately. Some old couple, went Vaishnodevi come from Orissa, they get

onto the horse, the horse that has glanders, they went up, they came down and got the

“bimari
”
.They went back they died. It’s a 94% death rate. There is no medicine for this. So

we have given the figures out. Now let’s see whether somebody understands the

environmental impact ofthis.

I could go on and on about these instances. For instance in the North- East everybody was

killing hombills, and using them to make “topis ”, it was regarded as a great tourist thing. “Jo

bhi tourist wahajaye usko di topi Government tourist centres were even selling those topis

with the hombill bill on it. Our Prime Ministers have warned them many times on 26
th

January, when they are dancing with tribals later on. What has happened? There are less than

200 left. Now what have we found, that the hombill is the only bird in the world, that can by
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itself disseminate ficus trees like peepal. And the 98 ficus varieties are only spread by the

hombill. So now you have no hombills, so eitheryou go and plant that ficus yourself, or ficus

is gone.

Let’s talk about two things before I finish. One is dogs. What do we want?We don’t want

to be bitten. We don’twant them to be at your face. We don’t want them to be ill. These are the

three things that we want. If all these dogs fulfill these criteria then we don’t mind that they

are alive, but all the timewe have to listen to “kitney kuttey hein, kitney kuttey hein”.And of

course Maneka Gandhi has become eternal because “koi bhi kutta kisi bhi insaan ko katey

kahi bhi desh mein to Maneka Gandhi ko galipadti hein. ”. But I am not the problem, I am
part of the solution. Thanks to the Supreme Court, they understood when we went there

asking for a ban on killing, they listened to it, they listened to the science, environment is

nothing but science, it is not about bleeding hearts, people who hug trees, people who love

animals, it is not, it is how to save human beings and letthem live better lives. So the Supreme

Court said, you have to sterilize them and thereafter you have to leave them back in the place

they were taken from. This has science behind it. Why dowe have dogs in the cities?We have

dogs in the cities because they are the predators of all the garbage we throw out. You and I

throw out banana peels, uneaten food. This is taken and put into the place at the bottom ofthe

road. You have to have somebody for that. But you don’t. So what do you have? You have

thousands of rats. They stay underground because they are scared of their predators which

are dogs, cats, vultures, and other animals. Now, when two rats make 36,000 rats in one year,

now there has been no known way, in which to remove this. Within 6 weeks, a rat, a female

rat, gives birth to 6, within 6 weeks those 6 give birth to 6, andypou will find rats everywhere.

I won’t go into their physical functions but how do we know that removing dogs will kill us?

Because in Surat, this was tried. Many ofyou were not even bom then. But a collector came

to Surat and said “mem usko saafkar doonga “ You remember your Lordship?And “jab bhi

koi collector kehta hein mein safai kar doonga, to mein to mera to dil bahut hi ghabra ta

hein Because it means two things. “Ek to wo sare bhikariyo ko nikal dega, doosra sare

kooto ko maar dalega ’. That’s it, “yeh nahin ki kuch aur karne wala hein.” So this is what he

did.
“
Bhikariyon ko maar karke, kutto ko usko sab ko zeher de diya Within six weeks, he

had killed every single dog in Surat.
“
Nateeja? Nateejayeh hua ki

”
within two weeks, there

were millions of rats running all over happily in Surat. We have pictures showing millions

and millions ofrats. And what did they bring with them? Plague. They bithow many people.

Some ofwhom got plague. And that fright spread to all over India. Just in terms ofmoney,

how much didwe lose, calculate, we had not even one tourist for two years. Not even the Taj

Mahal could overcome the fear ofplague. One collector in one place removed the dogs. That
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is what we call bio diversity, and it’s impact. When you remove one species, you will get

problems with everything else.

The same thing happened in with Himachal with monkeys. The monkey case is in

Supreme Court, but these wretched Himachal doctors, vets, and forest department people,

decided, “ki agar Supreme Court keh sakta hein ki kutto ko sterilize karo, to bandaro ka

sterilization bhi karna chahiye So frightening, so frightening. Monkeys roam in families.

“Dada, Dada, Nani, Nana, Chacha, Chachi, Par Dadi, aur char pach dost, sab ek saath

ghumte hein Now Himachal Pradesh is paying 500 rupees for every caught monkey.

Monkeys are caught by beating. Now you have to catch the whole family ofmoneys, but if

you catch one, or two members of that family, what happens. Rest of the family runs off,

leaves the territory, and goes into a new territory. Where it is competing for food with yet

another group.And the two that you catch, youhave broken their limbs in the mean time, now

you sterilize them. Having sterilized them, you use the Supreme Courtjudgment on dogs, to

release them back to the same place. But when you release them back to the same place, their

family has disappeared. They will go straight into a human house, and they will open fridges,

they will bite you, they will tear your clothes, because
“
atyant gussa ”.. anything anything..

They have no idea how to get food, and that new group that has gone into a competing area,

they will also go into houses. Did you know that in 1 980 a census was taken, in which there

were 87 lakh monkeys. Today there are less than 5 lakh. When they were 87 lakh we didn’t

have no problem with them. “Koi Kissan shor nahin machata tha.. Humareyaha aa gaye

humara sub kuch khagaye Today all 5 lakh are sitting in villages and towns. Why? Because

ofone order that went out in 1 983, saying no fruit trees can be planted in forests. Why not?

Why not? And secondly, an even more vicious order, which has been there for years, a law,

which the British started when India was massively forested, which is .. “shayad garmiyon

mein aag lagjayegi ” so to prevent “aag
”
from spreading, every forest department has to dig

a trench, in front of the forest, put leaves into it and set them on fire, so that there is a sterile

area. So that when people passing by throw
“
beedis,” or cigarettes, it doesn’t spread to the

forest. This was the thinking behind it. Now what is happening? Government ofIndia, gives

25 crore rupees, to various people, rangers, at the lowest level, to dig these trenches every

year. Why should you dig a trench every year? This is regarded as pocketmoneyby the forest

department. So you don’t dig trenches, you don’t do anything, but every year in January,

February, you set fire to the forest, to conceal the trees that the forest department has illegally

cut. Now these small forest areas would never have caught fire in thehot season, by

themselves, because they are too small, for that friction to start, but we take away all the

undergrowth, the new shoots, the new trees, the bushes, as a result, the monkeys, the snakes,

,
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the
“
neelguy”, their predators, they’re all in human crops and habitation. So ifwe were to

simply allow forest to grow fruit trees, ifwe were to simply stop fire lines, you would not

have the monkey problem within one year. You would not have a
“
neelguy” problem, you

would not have a wild boar problem. But the acts are being opposed from being stopped by

the forest department, because that means less money in their pockets, that is a part of it,

anyway. I could go on forever, explaining whywe do what we do with animals, andwhy laws

and courts need to understand, it is not about animal loving, I work for old people, for

instance. I don’t say I love them, I work for them, because they deserve as much right as

anybody else. I don’t love animals, I work for them because it’s the only way we can survive.

Every timewe lose an animal, we lose our quality oflife.

I’lljust give you one story and finish off, and thank you for your patience. Mauritius was

an island, with a bird called the Dodo. The dodo is a duck, or was a duck. Mauritius was the

most economically advanced country about five hundred years ago. And the reason for that

was, they had a tree called Calvaria major. Calvaria major has got the hardest wood, in the

whole world, and the ships were being made out ofCalvaria major trees. Now what people

would do is, the nations coming to the middle east, to China, to India, they would all stop in

Mauritius, spend about six months there, and get their ships repaired, ornew ships made. All

the Portuguese ships were made there. So that basically the Mauritians had to do nothing,

they simply had to cut down a tree, and make a ship, cut down a tree, make a ship. Now all

these foreigners used to stop there. Monsoons came, they would wait, their ships would take

time to get built or repaired. The Portuguese stopped, every time they stopped they wanted to

eat meat. Now islands have not got goats and other indigenous cows and stuff because

they’re islands. This island had the Dodo. So the Portuguese killed and killed and killed the

Dodo. And the Mauritians said nothing.
“Dekh chidiya hi to hein, mar gayee to mar gayee

aura aajayenge One day, there was no Dodo. End ofproblem. So there were no Dodos left,

the Mauritians said Oh we’re very sorry, doesn’t matter, God will send something else.

Within two years they discovered, no more Calveria major trees either. Because they found

that the only way that the Calvaria Major tree would grow is when the seed passes through

the body of the Dodo. From then to now, India, China, America, Singapore, Scientists, all

these people have sent birds after birds after birds to Mauritius, “hum logon ne mene, tote,

batakh” we have sent them hundereds of birds “hi wojo beej bache hain” let the birds eat

them and find out whether now it would be fertile? Nothing! ! Result, Calvaria major, “wo

katate gaye, katate gaye, katate gaye
n
they were not planting them. So they didn’t have any

trees. When they stopped Calvaria Major trees their entire economy collapsed. People

stopped stopping there. They had nothing else to trade so what did they do then? They had
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nothing to do. So they said lets grow suger cane, so they came to India. They started

sugarcane plantation, but none of them were fit to work. None of them had worked in their

lives. “Sab log ameer the” So they took labor from Bihar and they took them to Mauritius.

But the
“BiharF culture is so strong, that its language, attitudes overtook the local culture

very quickly. So Harrold Walter within 200 years became Hari Ram Ghulam. And the

language changed from French and Creole to a kind ofweird Hindustani. So everything there

changed. Their attitudes, their economy, their culture, their language, everything changed.

Why because one bird died.

And that’s what happened with us. The vulture has disappeared. What has it done, it has

taken whole
“
Parsi” religion with it. Every religion is based on birth, marriage, and death. Is

that right? The rituals! If you remove one of them the others start collapsing. The “
Pars

F

ritual at death is that you put them in the Tower of Silence, and let the vultures feed on them.

There are no vultures. So now they have to go for cremation. So it is a matter oftime thatthey

become more Hindu or something else because their rituals have disappeared. Because of

this one bird. Apart from that every village has got 10% to 20% more sickness because every

time an animal would die the vultures would come in and in fifteen minutes “saafsufkarke

nikaljata. Ab kutta margaya tohpada raha, gaaye margayi tohpadi rahi.”

So think what does biodiversitymean? It is simply a
“Kavach”. The more bio diverse you

have, the more protected you are by nature. The layers that you peel away, you simply

expose your own naked body to the elements and that is when we should be protected by

laws. When you go and learn laws about animals, about biodiversity, think about it seriously

because they are the most important laws.

Thankyou verymuch

!
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Vote of Thanks

Professor (Dr.) Kamala Sankaran
Professor, CLC

What a lovely start of this conference on

biodiversity and sustainable development. I think

all the speakers on the stage have highlighted in so

many ways, and more ways in which we as teachers

in law faculty could perhaps have said.A particular

thanks to our lovely inaugural address by our Chief

Guest Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi for bringing out

in so many ways the importance and interconnectedness of our environment and really the

duty ofhuman beings, law students and law teachers here and the role thatwe should play in

protecting the environment. I request all of you to give our Chief Guest a big hand once

again.

Our special thanks to Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik, for coming here, and we know

Sir that you have been a member ofthe Green Bench and your address here was heard very

closely by all our students and teachers here. I also wish to say to that one ofthejudgments

that he delivered as a Constitutional Bench member in Pramati Educational and Cultural

Trust is part of our constitutional law syllabus because it is the judgment on the

constitutional validity ofArticle 21A and Article 15, sub clause 5. It is the leading Judgment

on that point and you were the author. So thank you Sir. I request all ofyou to give a big hand

once again.

And also a very special thank to Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun, we are really honored Sir that

you have come all the way from Korea and your knowledge really brings extra light on to our

seminar.

Our thanks also to all the people who are sitting here. I thank Professor Usha Tandon

who is the Conference Director and also our PIC .We thank her on behalf of Campus Law

Centre forputting together this international conference and giving it a meaningful direction.

Thank you to both Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun and also to Prof. UshaTandon. I request you to also
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please give a big hand to both ofthem and thank you to all the delegates. The delegates are

also from, of course India, but also I noticed from program today, that they are also from

South Africa, Nigeria, Algeria, Bangladesh, South Korea, Mauritius and Uganda. So we are

very very grateful really to all ofyou for being present here and I thinkwe would learn a great

deal from everything that has happened.

So on behalf of CLC, the conference, organizing committees and on behalf of all the

colleagues, and students who are sitting here, a very big thank you to all of you in the

inaugural session.

ThankYou

!
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Valedictory Session
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Welcome Address

and

Closing Remarks

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon
Professor in-Cherge, CLC & Conference Director

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Ranjan Gogoi, Judge,

Supreme Court of India, Hon’ble Mr. Justice Uday

U. Lalit, Judge, Supreme Court of India, Respected

Mr. Mohan Parasaran, Senior Advocate, Supreme

Court of India, Mr. Siddharth Luthra, Senior

Advocate, Supreme Court of India, Prof. Raina, Mr. S.K Gupta, very distinguished guests

present here, delegates, my distinguished colleagues and dear students, I am very delighted

to welcome you all again, this time, at the Valedictory Session ofthe three day international

conference on Biodiversity and Energy.

We are honoured to welcome Justice Ranjan Gogoi, our ChiefGuest who is here with us

to close this mega event with his Valedictory Address. Justice Gogoi has been elevated to the

Supreme Court ofIndia in 20 1 2 and has given many landmarkjudgements on Environmental

Law, important one of which is that relating to Orissa Mining Corporation v. Ministry of

Environment and Forest. As we have been discussing in the last session that environmental

law cases come out in the series oforders rather than one timejudgment, (I was aware of 1 0 to

20, Sanjay told me 500 or so), here the order which I am talking about is of April 2013,

wherein Justice Gogoi has highlighted that the beginning to protect the Environmental Law

was initiated by the Apex Court, when it put curbs on mining operations in violations of

Environmental Law. Well, I found something new in his concern for the protection of

Environmental Law and that is that one slogan which he has given us of “Inclusive

Environmental Growth”. We are well aware of, perhaps too much aware of, the expression

“Sustainable Development” and we were having a discussion where Dr. Pushapkumar was

saying that sustainable development at the end ofthe day is the development which goes for

the economic development, but as I see this inclusive environmental growth, it gives a new
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dimension to the environmental protection with component of, as mentioned by Justice

Gogoi
,
‘selfrealisation’ . Whenwe are talking about selfrealisation, we are talking about the

contribution of all ofus sitting here. I am also reminded and connecting it with the opening

remarks of Mrs. Menaka Gandhi when she told us that how insensitive we are to the

environment. So this new perspective may take us quicker and better to protect the

degradation ofthe environment. Justice Gogoi has been on the Bench ofthe Supreme Court

since a long period oftime and he will be there for another long period and he is verymuch in

line to become the Chief Justice of India very soon. Justice Gogoi, I am told, devotes his

maximum time, out of the court, for judicial work and research. Things for him means

business, work is worship for him. He is known to be a very disciplined, strict and

regimented kind ofa person. Getting His Lordship as the ChiefGuest for this event is one of

our real achievements and I extend you Sir a very warm and hearty welcome on this

occasion!

We are privileged to have Honourable Mr. Justice Uday U. Lalit with us as a Special

Guest ofHonour. Justice Lalit has been appointed as thejudge ofthe Supreme Court ofIndia

two years back in 2014. Hailing from Maharashtra, hejoined the Bar there in Mumbai in the

year 1 983. He was designated as the SeniorAdvocate by the Supreme Court in 2004 and was

directly elevated to the Supreme Court in the year 2014. My research team has given me
some ofthe orders regarding environmental protection delivered by Justice Lalit. One ofthe

orders which is hardly one month old is regarding the reiteration ofright to land to adult sons

of farmers, affected by the Sardar Sarovar Project. Before joining the Bench of Supreme

Court, Justice Lalit has been appointed the amicus curiae in various forest cases such as T.N.

Godaverman case. Justice Lalit is a very nice and a humble person. Before this, I have had

one meeting with His Lordship at his residence, when I had gone to invite him and the kind of

warmwelcome which was extended to me, believe me, is very rare whichwepoor Professors

getfrom the powerful Judges. I extendyou Sir, a very cordialwelcome on this occasion.

Well, it is always a great pleasure for me to welcome Mr. Mohan Parasaran, Senior

Advocate, Supreme Court ofIndia and an accomplished lawyer in the field of International

Taxation Law, Arbitration Law and other laws. We know that he has been the Solicitor

General of India and before that for a long period of time, Additional Solicitor General of

India and therefore he has dealt with not only International Taxation Law which is his

favourite area, but practically all other kind ofthe cases that had been thrown at him by the

Government. His academic interest takes him not only to this conference but also to National

Judicial Academy to give lectures, to FIT Foundation and many other foreign conferences.
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My colleagues and my students know that this is the third international conference whichwe

are holding. Organising a conference of this level involves a lot of things. One of the

important things relates to finances. We have been fortunate to get that support from Mr.

Parasaran. He may not be soft hearted, but certainly, he is a kind hearted person. You already

have enjoyed that Welcome Dinner hosted by him at India International Centre. Apart from

that he has been kind enough to host some other events too. He is not only rich and powerful

but generous and virtuous too. Sir, I am really falling short of vocabulary to thank you on

behalfofCampusLaw Centre and welcome you on this occasion from the core ofmy heart.

It is my another pleasure to welcome Mr. Sidharth Luthra, well, I should be saying our

own Sidharth, who has been helping us in many ways for the organisation ofthis conference.

He has already established himselfin the field ofcriminal law. We know thathe has also been

running that international moot court competition i.e. K.K Luthra Moot Competition, in the

memory of his father which is giving exposure to so many young budding lawyers. His

academic interest had taken him to Northumbria Univeristy, U.K. and he was supposed to

come tomorrow but when I insisted for his participation in this conference, he preponed his

flight running financial loss to give you people the benefit of his wisdom. A very warm

welcome to you Sidharth!

I am very glad to welcome Professor S.C. Raina and Mr. S.K. Gupta. Both aremy senior

colleagues here. Professor S.C. Raina is a well known scholar in the area of Criminal Law

and theLaw ofEvidence. Mr. S.K. Gupta is a verypopular teacher in subject ofFamilyLaw

He has also beenmy teacher. Iam delighted towelcome both ofthem.

I take pleasure in welcoming Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay, Mr. Naushaad Ahmed Khan and

other distinguished guests who are present here. We could not have reached at this particular

stage until and unless delegates from various parts ofthe world and India had taken pains to

come to Delhi to make their presentations. Verywarmwelcome to all the delegates.

I welcome the office staff, particularly Mr. Hasija, my student volunteers, who are really

creating wonders. And, now my colleagues, two ofthe colleagues I have already mentioned

but some of the colleagues I would really like to bring them to the Lordships’s notice-

Moatoshi, Akash, Anju, Harleen, Cheshta, Aash, Mayank, Monica and all members of Sub-

committees wherever you are please rise. I request you to give a big round of applause for

all ofthem because it is theywho have done the work, I havejust instructed. So a very loving

welcome to all ofyou.
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As the Conference Director, in the closing remarks, I would like to mention that our

Chief Guest of the Inaugural Session Mrs. Menaka Gandhi set the ball rolling when she

extensively spoke on the conservation of biodiversity from the point of view of animal

biodiversity. Various Technical Sessions, by the God’s grace, went very well. There was no

default at all. All Chairpersons conducted the sessions very well. I am thankful to the

delegates for adhering to the request that I made in the Inaugural Session to keep their

presentation within the time, thus leaving time for Observation and Question & Answer

round. Whatever I had thought ofwas really implemented by you.Avery cosy welcome to all

the delegates again.

One thing I would like to highlight about the conference. You know thatwe had two sub-

themes ofthis Conference i.e. Biodiversity and Energy. When we opened the Call for Papers

in September, last year, my senior colleagues/friends in other Universities, who have gained

expertise in Environmental Law, congratulated me for including Energy Law. For instance

Professor C.M. Jariwala told me that in India the topic ofenergy might have been discussed

in other disciplines, but it hasn’t been discussed in any ofthe legal conferences in India. I was

unaware of this statistic. I picked up the Energy Law because it was one of the upcoming

areas. Thankfully, we could make one full session on Energy Law. When I got to know this

kind of importance of holding discourse on Energy Law, I made myselfthe Chairperson of

that session, to know more the real issues in Energy Laws. All the papers presented in this

session were immensely enlightening. We had wonderful kind of ideas coming up. One of

the speakers, Chandralekha, related energy laws with trade issues, another, Nikita related it

with IP issues. One excellent paper presented by Shreeyash Lalit was on a Dutchjudgement

wherein the Netherlands court has imposed liability on the government for the tort of

negligence, as the government had not been able to fulfil the obligations to reduce the

requisite percentage ofcarbon dioxide gases.

Friends, notmany years back , all ofus have heard one statement from one ofthe former

Presidents of India, which became very popular because of its simplicity. That statement is

“Dream Big.” You must have got whose statement it is- Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam. When I took

over as the Head ofthe Campus Law Centre, I tried to experiment this motivation from our

President and I dreamt “more space” for CLC. However, we witnessed the reverse of it

happening. Whatever little we were having, that was also tried to be taken away from us. In

this context almost one year back in Feb. 2015, from this platform only, I made a wish that if

CLC would have another Conference, next year, that Conference should be at this venue and

in this Auditorium. My dream might not have come true, but my wish has certainly been
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fulfilled. You know who made that wish come true?Two ofthem are sitting here -Mr. Mohan

Parasaran and Mr. Siddharth Luthra, the considerate alumni ofCLC. Please give them a big

hand for the celebration that we are holding this conference here in this Auditorium, big

hand, for the success thatwe have been able to retain thisAuditorium.

Well I haven’t told you, still, the most beautiful and important part ofmy speech. Want

to hear that? Then be ready to give a big round ofapplause to Justice Ranjan Gogoi as being

the cherished alumnus of Campus Law Centre. Very special welcome to you Sir on this

occasion for coming back to your alma mater. Now we look forward to hear our

distinguished dignitaries and I wind upmy address by welcoming you all again.

Thankyou!
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Address by

Guest of Honour

Mr. Sidharth Luthra

SeniorAdvocate, formerly Additional Solicitor General ofindie

Justice Gogoi, Justice Lalit, Mr. Parasaran, Prof.

Raina, Prof. Tandon, Prof. Gupta, all the faculty

members and the delegates, I think the only

qualification that I have and don’t know where Prof.

Usha Tandon figured it out from, to speak on an

occasion like this is that I am the grandson of a farmer. I must say, I grew up on my
grandfather’s knees and he was always telling me about the linkwe have as human beings in

maintaining biodiversity and the sensitivitywe musthave towards our environment. In fact, I

have seen him being conscious from the beginning. He was bom in 1900 and till I saw him in

1993, 1 would go to him on the farm and he would tell me that we have to control the use of

pesticides, we have to ensure the impact on the insects, the impact on water and he was

always very sensitive.

Today, I was reading an article in the newspaper about the loss ofvultures in India. Ifyou

remember, and I don’tknow how many ofyou in and around walking in Delhi in the last two

or three decades, I remember in Lodhi Garden there was a whole stretch oftrees where there

were vultures, none ofthem are to be found today . And, the reason is that, there is a medicine

called diclofenac, which we also use as human beings - a painkiller, given to animals as a

result of which we have almost destroyed the vulture population. The government

interestingly has worked out through mathematical studies and say that the cost ofbreeding

a vulture is about 6 lakhs and once you breed a vulture and you have x no. of vultures, it is

75% ofthe cost ofcreating a unit for carcass disposal, for animal dead bodies disposal and

that cost comes with an energy cost. So, today the government is seriously considering and

administration has recommended that perhaps it’s time that at least in the rural areas we go

back to the traditional methods to breed vultures and try to provide them with an
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environment where they are safe and so we can save the infrastructure cost and the cost of

energy and disposal ofenergy.

In another interesting example, today I was walking with someone who gave me an

interesting insight. An hospital in Delhi covered its open air parking lot with solar panels so

they get free electricity, they have excess electricity that goes back to the grid and the

vehicles remain cooler and if the vehicles remain cooler in the summer, the use of fuel is

much lesser due to lesser use ofair conditioning. All these mechanisms ofreduction ofpower

as also of insuring that we move to clean fuel are both parts of sustainable energy and of

course protection and conservation ofour biodiversity.

Now, while all these things are considered, we must also not forget that even clean energy

perhaps may not be as clean as we want it to be. It may be clean from the pollution point of

view but it has its own concerns. For example whether its air, water, sun orwind energy, there

have been studies done to say that a dam on a river has an impact, when the level ofdam is

raised then the impact it has on the life within the water. With wind turbines- when you think

ofwind turbines it’s a perfectly harmless kind ofenergy- there is a turbine its swinging in the

air and there can be no damage to the environment. Yet studies have indicated that there is an

adverse impact on birds and batswho are hit by itvery often and there is a recommendation in

some ofthe studies that Iwas reading this morning, thatwe must construct wind farms either

away from breeding colonies ofbirds or ensure that artificial breeding colonies ofbirds are

notplaced nearwind farms andwind turbines.

These are all the concerns which I am sure you debated over the last few days and as a

matter of interest what has happened in this conference is something which is of great

importance to all ofus. To end, I remember and I would like to quote the famousjudgement

ofSachidanandPandey in 1 987 wherein Justice ChinnappaReddy quoted a portion from the

“wise Indian ChiefofSeattle” stating “Every part ofthe earth is sacred to my people. Every

shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in the dark woods, every clearing and

humming insect is holy in the memory and experience ofmy people. The Sap which courses

through the trees carries the memories of the red man....This shining water moves in the

streams and rivers is notjustwater but the blood ofour ancestors”

Thank you!
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Address by

Guest of Honour

Mr. Mohan Parasaran

SeniorAdvocate, formerly

Solicitor General ofindie

Esteemed and Respected Hon’ble Justice

Ranjan Gogoi, Esteemed and Respected Hon”ble

Justice Uday Lalit, my dear friend Mr. Luthra, Dr.

Prof. Usha Tandon, Prof. Raina , delegates of this

conference, other members ofthe faculty and my dear students, once again it gives me very

immense pleasure to be here for the third consecutive year. This time, CLC has held another

important international conference on a very important topic for die last three days and I

congratulate Prof. Usha Tandon and her team for holding such conferences. In fact,

conservation ofbiodiversity, development and generation ofsustainable energy are two very

important facets of tackling the pervasive and worrisome phenomenon of climate change.

Growing industrialisation and technological advances have provided all the necessary and

unnecessary comforts we seek. Incredible damage has been caused to our environment due

to various activities such a deforestation , habitat degradation ,
poaching

,
uncheckedmining

, use offossil fuels and irresponsible waste disposal etc.

Though many of us don’t realise it, our existence is intertwined with flora and fauna

surrounding us. The drive for biodiversity conservation is not merely for aesthetic purposes

but for the greater purpose of maintaining ecological equilibrium and productivity.

According to the information published by the interim secretariat for the convention of

biological diversity, while preparing environmental strategy on specie extension they also

have acknowledged the imprecations of loss of biodiversity for social development and as

Mr. Luthra was giving the example ofvultures
,
I was wondering that these days we are not

able to spot a single parrot or sparrow in any city or even in villages and so many species

have disappeared. At least40% ofthe world’s economy and 80% ofthe needs ofthe poor are
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derived from biological resources. In addition, the richer the diversity, the greater the

opportunity for medical discoveries, economic development and adaptive responses to such

new challenges as climate change. The biodiversity is our insurance policy, our own lives

and livelihood depend on it. Human activities have caused loss ofnatural habitat leading to

displacement and extinction of a variety of flora and fauna which in turn has affected our

own requirement of food, drinking water, shelter and medicine. Now recently, we saw a

leopard attacking some people in a school on the outskirts of Bangalore and a seven year

student of the same school is reported to have said “we are destroying their homes- the

forests- that is why they have come here and it isn ’t theirfault”. This indeed is a sad state of

affairs that a seven year old school goer realises this severity ofsituation and yetwe as adults

continue devastated destruction ofthe environment.

Entire lakes and runlets in Chennai have disappeared due to haphazard and illegal

constructions in the name ofprogress and development and that was in fact the main reason

for the resent havoc which Chennai witnessed and also Srinagar witnessed that same

phenomenon last year. The aquatic ecosystems in Chennai have totally been destroyed;

result of these actions was evident last year and is even evident now. And we see several

cities also at the same time suffering from other problems as well, including state of

Maharashtra from drought and this all because unabated use ofminerals and fossil fuels and

unchecked disposal oftoxic waste that has created a figurative bubble ofpoison that is just

waiting to burst one day. In Delhi itselfthe quality of air we breathe is actually toxic and in

fact both the executive as well as Supreme Court have been trying their level best for several

years to find out various remedial measures. It led to the Honourable Supreme Court passing

an order imposing green taxes, odd-even rule imposed bythe Delhi government.

We desperately need to turn to alternative sources of energy on a far wider scale- solar

energy and wind energy , hydro power, non polluting fuels such as CNG etc. These ought to

come in the mainstream, while the use of fossil fuels and other pollutants need to take a

backseat. We require comprehensive and large scale awareness drives for the cost effective

and easy utilisation of these alternative energy sources. This task cannot be left to the

Government alone, all sections of the society particularly the private sector need to

participate. We need our businesses and investors to promote R&D in this sector to just

ensure continued innovation for development and generation of sustainable energy.

Corporate entities must comprehend the magnitude ofthe problem and seek to contribute

towards its resolution. When the Jaguar Land Rover’s CEO Ralph Speth, recently remarked

“that their cars of latest technical features can clean the air in Delhi” the statement was
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immediately and rightly slammedby the concerned authorities including the Court.

The Supreme Court has stressed the importance of sustainable development in many

cases resulting in the evolution of a special branch of environmental jurisprudence and

judicial recognition of the precautionary Principle, Polluter Pays Principle and

Intergenerational Equity. The National Green Tribunal has often come down heavily on

industries for sidelining environmental concerns while entering commercial activities. With

the repeated concerns expressed by our Courts , it is high time that we as citizens recognise

the magnitude ofthe problem we are facing and take steps to fix the damage that has been

caused. Once again, I wish to congratulate the Campus Law Centre in holding such

conferences on these important topics which will be so useful for future.

Thank you!
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Address by

Special Guest of Honour

Hon'ble Mr. Justice Uday U. Lalit

Judge, Supreme Court ofIndie

Justice Ranjan Gogoi, Mr. Mohan Parasaran,

Mr. Sidhtharth Luthra, Prof. (Dr.) Usha Tandon,

Prof. Raina and Prof. Gupta, all the delegates who

have come for this conference, the faculty, the

students
,
ladies and gentlemen, there is a personal reason why I am here. Yesterday I had

gone to ILS Law College Pune, that’s the college where frommy father studied, today I am in

the college where my son is studying. It is something like an intergenerational equity, which

is the scientific principle ofEnvironmental Law.

You heard Mr. Sidhtharth Luthra giving you the insights on that Indian Chief’s lovely

poem which is extracted in full in Justice Chinnappa Reddy’s judgement in Sachidanand

Pandey, that to my mind is the Preamble to Environmental Law. The age old wisdom ofthat

Indian chiefsums up everythingwe need to do on the environmental front. The first principle

in the Rio Declaration is also very touching and sums up the matter very beautifully. It says

“human beings are entitled to a healthy and productive life in harmony with nature”. The

emphasises on harmony with nature essentially sums up the Sustainable Energy or the

Sustainable Development for biodiversity. I was appointed amicus, I was one ofthe amicus

members ofthe matter in TNGodavarman. Itwas in 1 996 thatwe were appointed amicus and

the matter continued till my elevation i.e. for 1 8 years.Variety ofproblems, variety ofissues,

have dealt with, but I will place before you four or five matters which have been dealt with by

the Supreme Court, and are milestones in this branch oflaw.

The first one, of course, is the judgement in Dehradun case, where Justice Rangnath

Mishra speaking for the Bench banned all mining activities in Dehradun valley which were

essentially limestone quarrying works. It was all licensed work but the tremendous effect of
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mining operations in Dehradun valley was that the water tables were diminishing and

affecting flora fauna and animal life. Therefore under the orders ofthe Supreme Court it was

completely prohibited. That’s one case that actually shows the tremendous awareness in this

context.

The second one is T.N. Godaverman or Kudremukh Iron Ore Company’s case.

Kudremukh was a public sector undertaking. All leases were lawfully granted. It was a

public sector undertaking which was doing excellent mining work. It was a profit earning

company, but because it was having tremendous adverse impact on the entire environment

causing tremendous damage to the flora and fauna in the vicinity, therefore again Supreme

Court stepped in and banned the work as a result of which the entire Kudremukh Iron Ore

Company had to wind up its operations. So look at it this way the two cases actually show us

the impact that perhaps the judicial intervention can achieve for the protection of

environment.

The third case is about the buffer zone. There are various reserve forests or national parks

which are the habitat of animals, birds or even the reptiles. If there is no buffer zone, if the

civilisations were to touch the borders of that reserve forest, then as Mr. Mohan Parasaran

said, citing the case of tiger , the animals are bound to come into your territory. The concept

ofbuffer zone, though itwas known, butwas not getting implemented. The Government said

default buffer zone can be 10 km. Imagine a bird sanctuary in Delhi or Sultanpur, or Okhla

bird sanctuary inNoida, ifyou were to go 1 0 kms away then there won’t be any development

around. You need to do the study, check the life, habitat, the lifestyle, the behavioural pattern

of the animals and the birds and then come out with an expert analysis on the ideal buffer

zone

Coming to the fourth case, in which I was also one of the amicus is vehicular pollution

case. Ifyou check the DTC buses they proudly proclaim world’s best environment friendly

fleet. I remember those days prior to the insistence of the Supreme Court in the matter we
used to have air full of carbon and soot. The Supreme Court insisted upon complete change

over from normal diesel to CNG fuel. As an amicus at one stage we felt that perhaps the

public pressure ofinconvenience is mounting, but the Supreme Court stood firm and I must

say that I am proud ofthat, the reason is for you to see that today the entire fleet in Delhi has

actually turned to completely environment friendly fuel.

Now, the last one and that is ofcourse the famous Span Resorts case. What happened was

that one resort on the banks ofBeas in Himachal wanted to change the course ofthe river so

that it becomes very friendly for the tourists there and it will be saved from floods that might
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occur in the river. Thejudgement is something like an eye opener. It actually acknowledged

forthe first time whatwe call in EnvironmentLaw the Public Trust Doctrine. The Judges said

that no citizen has a right to change the course ofa river and that’s exactly the echoing sound

of that Indian Chief’s whole poetry. That small poem which was found in Sachidanand

Pandey, telling that that all these are assets of the society, and going by the Public Trust

Doctrine everyone ofus has say in the matter, notjust say, it is also our duty to protect that.

Go by that duty to protect and that is what I’ll endmy speech on.

We all Indians in our national anthem give salutations to two rivers- Ganga andYamuna.

What have we reduced our rivers to? Have you ever seen any capital cities like Budapest,

London wherever there are rivers that flow through the capital; they are so beautiful that they

use their rivers for river transportation, for sports, for recreation. Today ask any Delhitie he

won’t even like to go anywhere near the river. When it enters our Delhi the river is absolutely

perfect. Eleven kms down the line when it flows out of Delhi at Okhla it is reduced to the

level as a sewer. What have we done? We are actually dumping all our untreated solid waste

into the river. Ifwe go by this, the Public Trust Doctrine demands thatwe must actually stand

up and save our rivers, save ourmountains and save our forests.

I will just tell you one small instance when we started TN Godavarman, the Bench was

Justice Verma and Justice Kirpal. Our first hearing went on for three weeks. All the States

were issued notices, all the conservators of forest were there in Supreme Court (the

conservators only disclosed themselves later, was an eye opener for them). As a pure forest

official his perceptions are completely different. Ifyou have seen Indian ForestAct, 1927, it

contains nothing but exploiting the natural wealth. The Forest ConservationAct which came

sometime in 1980, changed the perception onwards but those who have been brought in the

forest service their thinking, ideologies and perceptions are still the old ones and when they

came here, they actually went with a completely different perspective in the matter. One of

the conservators told me "
that afallen tree in theforest was taken as theforest wealth to be

used , utilised and sold .After that three week long session in Supreme Court, I have now

found that ifafallen tree in the reserveforest is left the way it is because thatfallen tree can be

an abode and habitatfor animals like rabbit , it canfeed multiple organisms”. And that is

nothing but biodiversity.

Thankyou so much!
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Valedictory Address by

Chief Guest

HoiTble Mr. Justice Ranjan Gogoi

Judge, Supreme Court ofIndia

My esteemed colleague Justice Uday Lalit,

Prof. Tandon, Prof Raina, Prof Gupta, Mr.

Parasaran, Mr. Luthra, members of the faculty, the

organizers of this conference, the participants, my
dear students, let me begin by thanking Prof.

Tandon and other members of the organizing committee for inviting me. I am happy to be

back towhere I belong to. This is one place where I come from. I sincerely believe thatjudges

should normally speak only through thejudgments ,but for the Campus law Centre, I make

an exception. This is a great institution. I have come to know that Mr. Parasaran and Mr.

Luthra are the support pillars of this institution. Mr. Parasaran and Mr Luthra, please

continue your support.

This is a nearly 100 year old Law College established in year 1924. It has been the

nourishing ground of some of the most eminent legal luminaries of the country. Some of

them are judges, some ofthem are active legal practitioners and some ofthem are active in

public life. The Law Faculty ofthis university ofwhich the Campus Law Centre is the flag

bearer can boast ofa multi lingual and multi-cultural student body, imparting legal education

on the basis ofthe case study method. It has withstood all challenges oftime and continues to

occupy a place ofpride in the field of legal education in the country. It is credited with not

only imparting high quality legal education but is an acknowledged centre of continuous

learning, a fact-evident from the present conference which has been successfully organized

by the continuous and untiring efforts of all concerned. I compliment the Campus Law

Centre on holding this conference on a topic of unparallel importance over the entire

humanity.
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Mankind today is facing a herculean challenge to check the unrestricted exploitation of

natural resources, resulting in biodiversity degeneration. Biodiversity is essentially theDNA
ofwhat forms life on the planet. The International Union for Conservation ofNature (IUCN)

defines ‘biodiversity’ as the foundation oflife on earth. As we expand our influence over the

world, we must also be careful to simultaneously protect and preserve the environment

around us. The loss ofbiodiversity cannot be computed in terms ofmoney, it is an invaluable

asset that nature has bestowed on mankind on which there can be no price tag. This is the

essence ofthe Public Trust Doctrine that brother Lalit had talked about.

It is my personal opinion and I repeat it is my personal opinion- an opinion formed on

what I believe to be relevant statistics- that we always wake up a little late to address all

pressing issues that concern mankind, be it pollution, be it environment, be it ground water,

be it any other needs of mankind. It is only in the year 1992 that comprehensive legally

binding treaty namely the ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ (CBD) came into being.

196 countries are the parties to this Convention which for the first time recognized that

conservation of biodiversity is a common concern of mankind and an integral part of

development. Similarly, it is again in the year 1 992 that theUN General Body acknowledged

climate change as a common concern ofmankind. The over dependence on fossil fuel and a

need to explore the methods of finding sources of sustainable energy gain momentum.

However, to produce sizable amount of sustainable energy, large land sites are required and

care is to be taken not to exert pressure on biodiversity

Out of9 topics that had been slated for discussion in the various working sessions in the

last 3 days, some are broad and general, a few are very focused on intricate issues . All such

topics have been well thought out and I am told that they have generated meaningful

discussions and presentation have been ofa very high order. Two ofthese topics which are

linked to the progress of developing nations, namely “Biodiversity and Poverty

Eradications” and “Biodiversity and Gender” have attracted my attention. Therefore let me
specifically deal with the same, thoughvery briefly.

The forest enables the indigenous communities to conduct activities such as gathering

firewood, preparing charcoal, collecting materials for making handicrafts etc. These are the

means oflivelihood ofthese people. The effect ofdegradation ofenvironment is thus felt by

these communities which directly depend on such natural resources. Women in developing

countries play a significant role as primary care takers and natural resource managers. The

preamble of CBD recognizes the vital role that women play in the conservation and

sustainable use ofbiological diversity and affirms the need for participation ofwomen at all
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levels of policy making and implementation. Ironically these are the communities whose

opinions are not taken into consideration while devising strategies and policies for

developmental projects.

An example- where the affected communities were empowered to decide the fate of a

development project was when the Supreme Court of India in Orissa Mining case decided

that the tribal community through the Gram Sabha should determine whether the proposed

mining project by the Vedanta Group in Niyamgiri Hills should be allowed. Pursuant to the

decision, the Gram Sabha of 12 villages falling within the mining zone, unanimously

rejected the mining project. India is one of the 17 mega diverse countries of the world,

accounting for 8% of the global species despite having only 2.5% land area. The

Biodiversity Act, 2002 was enacted in furtherance ofIndia’s ratification ofthe CBD. Under

the Act, several activities related to the conservation of biodiversity have been adopted,

including the National BiodiversityAction Plan, 2008. However, the Act has been criticized

and perhaps, rightly as not being a comprehensive legislation. In particular the lack of

representation ofconservers, creators and knowledge holders ofbiological resources on the

panel ofthe National BiodiversityAuthority has been highlighted.

In addition to this, there are other legislations like Wildlife Protection Act, The Forest

Conservation Act which overlap on the aspect of conservation of different facets of

biodiversity. The need is to have an all encompassing legislation to ensure effective

implementation ofall policies and strategies as may be devised. Some notable human efforts

and policies for conservation of biodiversity will require a specific mention. In October,

2010, parties to the CBD adopted a strategic plan to tackle biodiversity loss. The strategic

plan comprises a vision for 2050, a mission 2020 and 5 strategic goals which inter alia

include reduction of direct pressure on biodiversity and enhancing the implementation

thereofthrough participatory planning, knowledge management and capacity building.

Internationally speaking Costa Rica’s Biodiversity Conservation Policy is based on

‘Save, Know and Use trilogy ofprinciple’. ‘Save’ means protecting representative samples

ofthe country’s biodiversity through a system ofprotected areas, ‘Know’ means knowing the

biodiversity that exists in the country and particularly in the protected areas and ‘Use’ means

using sustainably the biodiversity for the social and economic benefit of the country. An
innovative initiative in promoting public - private Partnership is reflected in the Amazon

Region ProtectedAreas Program, which was started in the year 2003 by the Government of

Brazil in furtherance ofthe pledge taken to triple the protected area ofAmazon basin. We also

need to appreciate instances where pros and cons of a development project have been
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weighed before giving them green signal. In Mexico the Government cancelled the plan to

build the world’s largest Salt water plant on the shores of San Ignacio Lagoon a pristine

breeding area ofthe Graywhale and UN designated world heritage site.

A similar example can be seen in Nepal where the proposed Rapti River Diversion

Project in the Chitwan National Park, a house to about 400 one horn rhinoceros

characteristics of South Asia, was rejected and this world heritage site was preserved for the

benefit of the future generation. Human efforts have shown encouraging results. In

California the decline of small sea birds called the ‘Liston’ began in the late 19* century due

to the desirability ofthe feathers ofthe birds for women’s hats. When listed as an endangered

species in 1970s just 225 numbers were record in California. Active predator control

programs, protection ofnest species from development and disturbance allowed the species

to steadily increase to about 6500 in20 1 0.

Near our home, we have example ofa specie which became extinct namely the “Pygmy

hawk”. A captive breeding program was implemented inmy home stateAssam and you will

be glad to know the specie is now recorded at an encouraging figure of 200. It is indeed

inspiring. Presently, our planet is facing an escalating loss of species across the natural

environment at roughly about 1 000 times the natural rate. Biodiversity hotspots are meted to

identify those regions ofthe world where attention is needed to address biodiversity loss and

to guide investments in conservation. Today, nearly, 20% world population live in

biodiversity hotspot, making it more important than ever to remember that every human

action would have a reaction on the ecosystem. In order to ensure the protection of

biodiversity, not only an effective legal-framework is paramount but also a conscious society

which realizes the significance of this natural gift is needed. The effects of continued

destruction on biodiversity are not confined to the national boundaries and thus, call for a

collaborative effort internationally. I compliment the organizers, the participants and the

faculty ofthe Campus Law Centre for the enormous contribution that the present conference

has made in spreading awareness and offering suggestions to resolve the imminent issues

confrontingmankind.

Ladies and Gentlemen, ThankYou!
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Vote of Thanks

Professor (Dr.) S.C. Raina

Professor, CLC

Hon’ble Justice Ranjan Gogoi, Hon’ble Justice

Uday U. Lalit, Mr. Mohan Parasaran, Mr. Siddhart

Luthra, other members on the dais, my colleagues

off the Dais, delegates off the Dais, it’s my pleasant

duty, as vote ofthanks is always said to be a pleasant

duty. I am lucky to be much more pleasant today

because I will be communicating thanks to none else thanmy own family members.

Right from Justice Gogoi to that ofMr. Siddharth Luthra they are one amongst us. I was

wondering as to how should I grace, Hon'ble Justice Lalit but thank God that he belongs to

our extended family, so we are really grateful to you Sir. Justice Gogoi who always feels that

it is home coming, my Lordship we are thankful to you. We are equally thankful to Justice

Uday U. Lalit who ofcourse has occupied the chair ofelevated Bench in the Supreme Court,

aftermany years ofthe constitutional implementation ofcertain things. People from Bar get

elevated to Supreme Court directly that seems to be one ofthe exceptions. We thank you very

much Sir.

I will thank last two together because Mr. Mohan Parasaran and Mr. Sidhartha Luthra

have been the vertebral support to the Campus Law Centre, visibly and invisibly. If I call

them “triveni ofthesangam ", the riverwhich is not visible, they are the part ofsamesangam.

I know the work they have done. 1 need not comment on that but whateverwe are here today

is because ofthe efforts ofboth ofthem. Mr. Luthra not only is our old boy, a teacher here and

other things but has a symbiotic relationship with the Campus Law Centre since 2005 due to

the International Moot Courtwe hold, we are thankful to both ofyou Sir.

I will be failing in my duty if I do not thank Prof. Usha Tandon, my colleague who has

actually stepped into the shoes ofcertain traditions ofCampusLaw Centre and has well done
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during last three years. The assessment of her success can be assessed by the fact that on a

Sunday evening after 3 days ofhectic activity to hold 200 people in this hall at a Valedictory

Session is ofcourse that, I should say 100 out of 100 marks to her. But I appreciate that this

can be possible only when there is ‘diet to mind’ and ‘diet to body’. I was participant to one

‘diet to body’ and that was wonderful. I was participant to the ‘diet to mind’ in first session,

that was equally wonderful. So, I presume that the sessions have been really academically

rich that’s why participants are held up and of course the diet provided to them is equally

wonderful that might have been another attraction. I was calculating the faculty heads

silently. Almost 30 teachers are present here. You can understand a PIC having a command of

holding 30 teachers in a Sunday seminar means that she is both academically correct and

organisationally having the capacity to do so. Thankyou verymuchMadamUsha Tandon.

Thanks to all the delegates who have come from all other areas of India and abroad

because they have reallymade our conference as a success. I am thankful to those volunteers

without whose participation this could not have been success particularly those who have

tried to bloom flowers in the season when perhaps the season was not for blooming, I am
talking aboutMayank Mittal, and otherswho actually decorated the whole hall.

We have certain things common with where from Hon’ble Justice Uday U. Lalit is

because ifyou see the college ofBombay, exactly near the railway station the building ofthat

college and the building of ours is identical, the production is identical. The age of the

Bombay Law College which has produced as many legal luminaries as this Campus

campus, is the same. So, qualitativelywe are together and ofcourse infrastructurally equal.

So, thankyou verymuch to all the dignitaries.
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Welcome Dinner

The CLC, faculty, students and the delegates of the International Conference had a

wonderfulWelcome Dinner ofthe Conference. Everyone had a great time interacting among

the CLC faculty, delegates and distinguished guests at the Magnolia Hall in the India Habitat

Centre, New Delhi on the evening of 12- Feb 2016. The welcome dinner was hosted by Mr.

Mohan Parasaran, Senior Advocate, Supreme Court ofIndia and formerly Solicitor General

ofIndia. Besides the CLC faculty, student volunteers ofthe conference and delegates ofthe

conference the dinner was attended by distinguished guests. Professor (Dr.) Koh Mun-

Hyun, Soongsil University, Seoul, Republic of Korea; Prof (Dr.) AfzAl Wani, Dean,

Univeristy School of law and Legal Studies, GGSIP Univeristy, Delhi; Prof. (Dr.) C.

Rajkumar, Vice-Chancellor, O.P. Jindal Global Law School, Haryana; Professor (Dr.) Rajiv

Kahanna, Director, Faculty of Law, SGT Univeristy, Gutrgaon’ Professor N.K. Rohatagi,

former Professor, CLC were some ofthe distinguished guests during the dinner. The dinner

started around 7:30pm (Indian Standard Time) and concluded by around 9:00 pm. Everyone

enjoyed the ambience and the food interacting with each other. The presence ofthe host- Mr.

Mohan Parasaran, during the dinner, added elegance to the occasion and was greatly

admired by all forthe successful holding ofthe three day international conference.
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Technical Sessions
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Technical Session -

1

Biodiversity and Ecosystem: Issues and Challenges

Friday, February 12, 2016
\
11:30 am -1:00pm

|
Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) S. C. Raina

Professor, CLC

Rapporteur: Ms. Harleen Kaur

Assistant Professor, CLC

The first Technical Session commenced with the welcome ofthe Chairperson, Prof. (Dr.)

S.C. Raina by the Rapporteur, Ms. Harleen Kaur, Assistant professor, CLC. The

Chairperson was then welcomed by Professor (Dr.) Usha Tondon, Professor-In-Charge,

CLC, with a memento. This was followed by a keynote address by the chairperson. The

chairperson stressed upon the importance oftime and in order to save time, he instructed the

speakers to avoid repetitions and only to highlight key issues and points. He then called upon

the first speakers RichaTyagi and Raghav Srivastava to present theirpaper.

The first paper entitled “Protection of Wildlife Corridors- Variable Legal Tools for

Species Conservation ” was presented by Ms. Richa Tyagi & Mr. Raghav Srivastava,

Programme Officers- Research and Partnerships, Centre for Environmental Law
WWF-India,New Delhi. Theirpaper essentially coveredhow the wildlife corridors ofIndia

are threatened and the importance of corridor management as a relevant tool for

conservation. The First speaker, Raghav Srivastava defined wildlife corridors as linkages

between regional biodiversity populations. They basically link source habitats. A source

habitat is a habitat where the population of a species and the net birth rate is positive. He

further elaborated that even though there are sufficient safeguards for national parks and

sanctuaries in the statutory laws, the law speaks very less on preservation of wildlife

corridors. This leaves wildlife corridors, which are source areas for maintaining a healthy

gene flow particularly vulnerable to rapid infrastructural developments and

industrialization. Furthermore, there are no strict prohibitions on infrastructural

development in and around the corridors. The second speaker, Richa Tyagi elaboratedon this

issue with the help of a few examples ofsuch diminishing and threatened corridors in India.

For instance, the Kaziranga National Park inAssam faces widespread habitat fragmentation

and ecological degradation owing to a national highway that cuts across the jungle. This has

lead to deaths of animals and isolation of source habitats. Another issue threatening

biodiversity highlighted was poaching, which is leading to fast extinction ofvarious species.
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Their paper stressed on the various barriers to corridor conservation and importance of

effective corridormanagement as a relevant tool for conservation.

The second paper entitled “ImpactofEnvironmentalPollution andEcosystem Health -A
Review” was presented by Dr. Pranab Pal, Wildlife Institute of India, Chandrabani,

Dehradun, Uttrakhand. His paper discussed different kinds of pollution in detail,

including its consequences. The presenter highlighted that the pressures and demands on

natural resources are ever increasing an attributed the cause of such ecological degradation

on increasing population ofour country. He further discussed the misuse ofnatural resources

by extensive mining, deforestation, mismanagement ofhuman waste and garbage. The use

ofvarious chemicals in pesticides and chemicals such as lead and arsenic found in industrial

wastes are a cause of heightened threat to humans and animals life alike. For instance, the

toxic wastes in water bodies ultimately find its way to humans through food chain and

consumption ofwater, which is sourced from these water bodies. This consequently results

in ecological degradation and problems such as climate change. To illustrate the aforesaid

mentioned point, he gave example ofextinction ofvultures due to the use ofa common anti-

inflammatory drug administered to livestock known as diclofenac. He concluded his

presentation with suggesting a need of finding equilibrium between development and

preserving ecological biodiversity. This he suggested couldbe achieved by legal reforms and

awareness programs accompanied by change in attitude towards our surrounding

environment.

The third and the last paper of the session entitled “Biodiversity ofAsian Elephants in

Surguja Forest andEnergy ofUniverse
”
was presented by Dr. Hiran Das Mahar,Assistant

Professor, Department of Botany, Government RG PG autonomous college,

Ambikapur Surguja, Chattisgarh. Dr. Mahar authored the paper along with Divya Mahar,

Shri Saibaba Model College Digma, Sarguja University, Ambikapur, Chattisgarh and

Durgesh Mahar, Department ofAstrobiology, University Research Center, Ledari, SJKD,

Korea, CG. The paper highlighted the dangers elephants are posing to humans in Surguja.

Suggestions were put forward as to how the problem can be curbed. Furthermore, he also

discussed the third law oftime that deals with energy. In his presentation he highlighted the

plight of inhabitants of Sarguja and surrounding areas, due to wondering of elephants who

wonder for food, specifically American grass, which poses a threat to elephants, hence

bringing to forefront the issue of man-animal conflict. To solve this problem he

recommended that the Parthenium genus or more popularly known as, American grass

should be eliminated. Furthermore, he suggested the use oftracking devices so that the tribal
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population can be alarmed of approaching animals. He also suggested that enough fodder

should be made available for the elephants, as once fed they will pose minimal or no threat at

all. Furthermore, sterilization of elephants was also recommended as a mode of controlling

the elephant population. He emphasized on the abundance of energy in the universe and if

properly utilized there will be no dearth ofenergy andhence the biodiversity can be very well

preserved.

The chairperson opened the session to the question hour. He requested everyone to be brief

and to the point. He also invited observations ifany.

Question andAnswer Session

1. Question (Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad to Ms. Richa Tyagi & Mr. Raghav

Srivastava) As far as the Nagpur, the Tiger corridor in Kanha is concerned, there was a

conflict between the Nagpur Bench and the Bombay High Court and the NGT. There

were 35000 trees that had to be cut. Now the Supreme Court has said that the tigers are

not important. So the Bombay High Court is going ahead with its plan and they are

expanding, so the Tiger Corridor-You can forget about it. They have totally clarified that.

Sowhat isWWF ’s role in this?What isWWF ’s role as far as the corridor is concerned.

Answer (Mr. Raghav Srivastava): More generally, to tell you, a lot of these state

boards ofwildlife national parks, in the mandate oftheir constitution require a certain

civil society members to be present. So on almost all ofthese boards it is us that are the

members ofthese boards,WWF as an organization. So we give a lot ofpolicy reports.

So when these decisions are given a lot oftimes mitigation measures get added to the

plan, for example, a lot of underpasses and overpasses are constructed so that the

corridors are not disturbed to a certain extent. So, we can contribute to that extent, a lot

ofJcorridors have been secured owing to WWFs efforts . For example, in M.P. the state highwaynumber

8 passing through the reserve has been closed offbecause ofmortality oftigers on those

roads, because ofour intervention. So now the road is being constructed to go round the

tiger reserve. We are able to make certain recommendations in these ways. To this Ms.

Richa Tyagi added: that obviously you will not get to know about the good work that an

organization does. Ifyou do read the minutes ofmeetings ofthese boards, you will get

to know that organizations like, WII,WWF are organizations that do put forward a very

strong stand against these developmental activities. But obviouslywe have to take into

consideration that development is important too. There are people who are dependent

on these development activities. So we have to take that into consideration as well. So,

the leastwe do is provide mitigation measures sowe can save whateverwe can.
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2. Question (Mr. Raghav Srivastava to Dr. Hiran Das Mahar) Why do you suggest

control ofelephant population? Especiallywhen they are already less in number.

Answer (Dr. Hiran Das Mahar): In Surguja area, the population of elephant is high

and they are struggling with the human population. Ifthere is less number ofelephants

itmaybe easy to control them.lt is tough, ifthey are wondering in a group of 12 or more.

Wherever they move they destroy the agricultural crop. I am from that location and I

feel that ifthere is less number ofelephants, people canbe saved.

3. Question (Mr. Raghav Srivastava to Dr. Hiran Das Mahar) You were talking about

elephant fodder, so how dowe grow it and where dowe grow it?

Answer (Mr. Raghav Srivastava): Fodder trees may be increased by tissue culture

system, rooting system, vegetative development, because the fodder ofelephants grow

in a Particular manner. The fruit ofthese trees when eatenby birds, and goes through the

elementary canal ofthe birds, only those seeds grow. This technique can be adopted for

an increase in fodder trees. Ifthe elephants are fully fed they will not attack and will not

destroy the agricultural crop.

4. Question& Observation by (Dr. Mrs. Erimma Gloria Orie on Dr. Pranab Pal’s)

My response ormy reaction to the paper is that the presenter seems to have so much to

discuss on impacts and causes and does not have a balance when it comes to challenges,

recommendations and strategies. What would I have expected to see on the issue of

strategy- the things you have on ground, in India that would make way forwhat we call

diversity conservation. Things like environmental impact assessment, things like law

of the land, things like law on forestry, probably a discussion on them as to give the

reader an understanding that there are structures in your institutional frameworks.

Because if you talk only of your laws and there is no establishment for their

enforcement that’s not the way the laws will work. The paper concentrates only on

causes and impacts without discussing legal framework and institutional framework.

Then the recommendations do not seem to match the challenges. My worry is without

the mention of challenges how are we going to resolve them? Finally, on the issue of

enforcement: With all that has been said about the causes and the impact. I was

expecting the speaker to devolve on the enforcements as a way ofresolving the issues.

Whether the enforcement is weak, whether enforcement is strong and then move on to

recommendation because I find this lacking.

Answer (Dr. Pranab Pal): Well, this is a very big matter, you can always recommend
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but it all depends on teamwork. Government, NGOS, public - all should be involved.

As I told already that land use patterns have been changing, national highways are

increasing from two lines to six line causing forest degradation. Development is

required but it should notbe adverse to the environment. I canmake suggestions but, for

example, In Ganga river more than 1000 dead bodies ofmen and animals are released

every day. We have to spread awareness and be motivated and encourage the people.

Corridors are very big issues not only in Nagpur but in Haridwar and Rishikesh as well.

So it is required that everybody should be involved. India’s biodiversity is a very big

biodiversity when compared to other countries. The tiger population has declined but

we have made efforts and now it is increasing. We have to adopt process method,

scientific method and all these are not one-day questions, rather it is teamwork and

everybody should work systematically. Then we can save our biodiversity. Individuals

alone cannot solve the issue. We can write everything but practically it is very difficult.

The leopard population - since 1994 to 2015, more than 500 leopards were killed. The

tiger population has come down from above 40000 to just a few numbers. We are

responsible for all this. So what shallwe do?We have to work systematicallywe have to

work together with the other countries; it cannot be solved by only talking. Everything

requires cooperation.

Observation by (Dr. Mrs. Erimma Gloria Orie onDrHiran Das Mahar’s)

I have an issue with the topic. It does not seem to give any recommendation. It has

discussed elephants but has not tied together to give a correlation and what should be

done to protect both the elephants and the population.

5. Question (Prof. (Dr.) UshaTandon to Dr. Pranab Pal)

Well, all the presentations were very good. Raghav and Richa have also made an

excellent presentation on wildlife corridors. My specific question is to Dr. Pal. I

congratulate you for having included in the beginning ofyour paper, population growth

ofthe country as one ofthe causes for environmental degradation. InLaw there may not

be many studies in that regard, though I have written a book and certain articles on that.

But ofcourse in Demography this has been recognized and in some other areas this has

been recognized. When we talk of the Law, in India, it recognizes industrialization as

one of the main causes for environmental degradation and does not speak at all of

population pressure. India is going to be the most populous country very soon, you all

know. You highlighted the causes but I was wondering when you were coming to the

challenges. In challenges you did not relate it. Causes and challenges are interrelated. If
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we are talking about the conservation of biodiversity and sustainable development,

then sustainable population also becomes one of the challenges. We just take a

cognizance of the problem, relate it and then forget it. We don’t take it further to the

extent, as Prof. Raina was saying, that ifwe have identified the cause then somewhere

or the we must come upon at least one suggestion based on these causes and the

challenges. So do you feel that sustainable population could be one of the ways for

taking care ofthe impact on the ecosystem. What are yourviews on that?

Answer (Dr. Pranab Pal): For example, construction ofdams, before the devastation

ofUttrakhand the government gave us the task to examine whether this dam is required

for Uttrakhand or not? We submitted our report that dams cause damage to the

ecosystem. Our paperwas rejected. So, as I mentioned that in coal mining, for example,

we have lost 26000 Hectare forest. Sustainable development is not easy and is a very

big word. I think we should do all that we can do, so that, the next generation gets the

benefit. The present generation must act for the benefit of the future generation.

Everything is related. We are to be blamed for the population explosion. Furthermore,

development will occur as per the need ofthe population; hence human beings are the

main cause. Fragmentation, habitat loss because ofthe fragmentation, loss of forest in

the Northeast due to fire etc. are increasing because of the pressure ofthe population.

There is no place where animal can be safe.

6. Question (Dr. Md. Mushiur Rahman to Dr Hiran Das Mahar) You have mentioned

that energy is infinite in the universe. But as far as my knowledge goes, energy like coal,

oil, everything is limited. What I would like to know is what is the particular energy that

is infinite?

Answer (Dr Hiran Das Mahar): There are many types of energy. Light, sound, heat,

cosmic etc. the universe is already very vast and the earth moves 1 1 .2 K.M. per second

and for that how much energy must be required? It is just for one planet. In the solar

system there are many planets and there are many solar systems, so, energy is infinite in

the universe. On the other hand, the minimum energy is calorie, which we have. So

there is a range from minimum to maximum. The universe has maximum energy and

we have minimum energy. Energy is everywhere. Ifthere is vacuum there too is cosmic

energy. Energy is everywhere and some ofenergy is infinite.
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Observations of the Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) S.C. Raina

Professor, CLC

The Chairperson thanked and congratulated the speakers on good comprehensive

papers. In the context of the first paper presented, he observed that the paper did not touch

upon economics and biodiversity and suggested that sustainability of biodiversity cannot

take a utilitarian approach and must represent collective good at the cost ofindividual good.

At thisjuncture he raised a question -can you go for such sustainability or shouldwe look for

a different approach?

With regard to the second paper, the chairperson complimented the speaker on

presenting a comprehensive document on the kinds ofpollution right from water to air. He

further observed that in a session where least is said about the suggestion and more emphasis

is given on problem areas, it is then upon you and I to decide as to what can be done. The

Chairperson observed that Mr. Pal did not come out with the suggestions as to how it is

happening andhow canwe curtail it. That is the main purpose ofthis seminar- to discusshow

we can curb it. Mr. Pal has also not referred toNGT and the role ofNGT in curbing pollution.

In fact, assessment has notbeen referred to, which must have been the prime emphasis.

The Chairperson thanked Dr. Mahar and observed that coming from Chhattisgarh, gives

him the knowledge ofelephants wondering and eating the crops. He also observed that one of

the important highlights of the paper, as Dr. Mahar suggested, was Parthenium Genus also

known as the American Grass. The Chairperson observed that the American Grass

particularly in the rainy season grows very high, almost 4 feet high. It causes irritation to the

human beings but biodiversity wise it is equally good for the health ofthe elephants and that

is why they eat it. It is not that it is dangerous forthem. So by removing Parthenium Genus, he

expressed his doubts as to whetherwe can stop the elephants from coming down. He further

suggested that is not the reason they come. The reason, which Dr. Mahar has actually not

suggested, that why do they come from forestland to our crop, is because their habitat is

destroyed.

The Chairperson concluded the session with a short observation. Introducing himselfas

a teacher in criminal law and not environmental law the chairperson gave a beautiful analogy

between criminaljurisprudence and principles governing biodiversity. He suggested that for

a conflict between two human beings, the rights and the liabilities are decided on the basis of

their contributions. They make to that act because both are capable of thinking. He further
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said that he may have contributed two steps the othermay have contributed one steps. So, his

rights and liabilities will depend upon that. Biodiversity is according to him such a

phenomenon, where rest ofthe organisms, such as, reptiles, amphibian, birds and insects are

without any cognitive faculty. And human being are only genius because as homosapiens

who have the reasoning powers to think - should he destroy or should he keep them. The

liability clearly lies on him and not on them. So, biodiversity is completely in the hands ofthe

human beings rather than on other organisms that are devoid of hands, metaphorically

speaking. He father said that Dr. Pal was correct in saying that it is for us to understand

whether we keep them or destroy them. And, ifwe are able to understand that, that their

destruction means our destruction, thenwe should not destroy them and that is the basis ofall

biodiversity. He concluded by thanking everyonewho was present.
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Technical Session - II

Marine and Coastal Biodiversity: Issues and Challenges

Friday, February 12, 2016
\
2:00pm - 3:30pm

|
Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor Rajiv Khanna

Director, Faculty ofLaw, SGT University, Gurgaon

Rapporteur: Mr. Aash Mohammad
Assistant Professor, CLC

The second Session started on the first day ofthe Conference immediately afterthe lunch

ofthe Inaugural session in the afternoon of February 12, 2016, with the introduction of the

Chairperson Professor Rajiv Khanna, Director, Faculty ofLaw, SGT University, Gurgaon,

by Assistant Professor Aash Mohammad, CLC. The Chairperson was then welcomed by

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tondon, Professor-In-Charge, CLC, with a memento. The Session

began with the keynote address ofthe Chairperson stating that conservation ofBiodiversity

in special reference to marine and coastal biodiversity in recent time is the most debated

subject as marine and coastal biodiversity is the largest source of natural resources which

provides to the maximum needs ofhuman beings and which also supports life cycle of the

largest biodiversity which exists on earth and it not only provides natural resources, supports

life but it also regulates the temperature of the earth which helps in controlling the global

warming. But due to population explosion and the overexploitation of marine and coastal

resources and the unethical industrial, domestic and agricultural practices has led to the

destruction of the natural habitat of biodiverse marine and coastal life which has caused a

worldwide concern primarily because of extinction of certain species which has caused an

imbalance in natural phenomena ofproductivity and consumption and the interdependency

ofbiodiversity in oceans. He appealed to the audience to make the session an interactive and

lively one, after which some time shall be provided for discussion. The Chairperson gave

instructions to the delegates that each delegate shall not take more than 20 minutes and in

order to save time, the delegates must focus on their main points rather than reading the

paper. He also requested everyone to stick to the topic. He told to the House that he is

reserving his remarks to be shared at the end ofsession, as he wanted to give sufficient time to

the presenters and hearthem first.

The first paper titled
“
Marine Biological Diversity Beyond Areas of National

Jurisdiction (BBNJ) - ExploringIssues andNature ofpossible FutureAgreement”

was presented by Commander Kapil Narula, Indian Navy. He highlighted the
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need for protection of marine biological biodiversity, the existing governance

framework and analyses the gaps and limitations in addressing the conservation

and sustainable use ofMarine Biodiversity BeyondAreas ofNational Jurisdiction

(BBNJ) and need for further international cooperation and global support for

ensuring protection of marine biological diversity beyond areas of national

jurisdiction. The paper depicts that upto 13 percent of global fisheries have

collapsed due to commercial overexploitation of the world’s fish stocks. Coastal

areas are also under threat and approximately 30 - 35 percent of critical marine

habitats such as sea grass, mangroves and coral reefs are estimated to have been

destroyed. Although Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) have been established to

conserve the biodiversity ofthe oceans, yet, only approximately 1% of the world

oceans are protected as compared to 12% of the land area. Unintended impacts of

anthropogenic activities include pollution at sea from merchant vessels, floating

garbage and plastic waste (e.g. Great Pacific Garbage Patch), impacts of bottom

trawling and seabed drilling on deep sea corals and on the sea floor. Along with

these direct impacts, there are indirect impacts as ocean de-oxygenation,

eutrophication and acidification which are changing the chemical and biological

composition ofthe oceans, thereby making it progressively unfit for aquatic life. It

discussed various International legal provisions for conservation of marine-

biodiversity specially for areas beyond national jurisdiction e.g. Under UNCLOS
1982, Article 194(1) assigns duty on the states, and lists the measures to prevent,

reduce and control pollution of the marine environment explicitly stating that

“States shall take, individually or jointly as appropriate, all measures consistent

with this convention that are necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution of

the marine environment from any source, using for this purpose the best

practicable means at their disposal and in accordance with their capabilities, and

they shall endeavor to harmonize their policies in this connection”. Such measures

must also include those necessary to protect andpreserve rare or fragile ecosystems

as well as the habitat ofdepleted, threatened or endangered species and other forms

ofmarine life. It is the responsibility ofthe ISA to adopt the necessary measures to

protect and conserve the natural resources oftheArea, and to prevent damage to the

flora and fauna. On the other hand, shipping activity in the High Seas is regulated

by the International Maritime Organization (EMO). Under the current rules the

authority to punish environmentally irresponsible conduct by ships on the High

Seas falls on the flag state of each vessel. This has led to the practice of ‘flag of
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convenience’ for merchant shipping and is one of the major weaknesses for

protection ofmarine environment. The Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992

(CBD) which is a comprehensive legally binding multilateral treaty covers all

ecosystems, species, and genetic resources and is a key document for protection of

biodiversity, sustainable development and fair and equitable sharing ofthe benefits

of resources. However, the CBD does not specifically address the uniqueness of

issues related to conservation of marine biodiversity and does not contain any

specific article on marine and coastal biodiversity. Further there are many non-

binding instruments which provide policy guidance for addressing marine

biodiversity in ABNJ. These include, the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 adopted

at the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development; the

Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (World Summit on Sustainable

Development, 2002) and; ‘The FutureWe Want’ (outcome document ofthe United

Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, 2012). The Decision VIII/21 on

‘Marine and coastal biological diversity: conservation and sustainable use ofdeep

seabed genetic resources beyond the limits of national jurisdiction’ was also

adopted. However, over the course of time, it was recognized that the existing

framework of regulations and agreements did not sufficiently address the

conservation and sustainable use of marine BBNJ. This was both due to ‘legal

gaps’ as well as ‘implementation gaps’.A ‘legal gap’ describes the absence ofa rule

or inadequate legal mechanisms to regulate an issue at a global, regional or sub-

regional level. Hence, an issue remains inadequately addressed, either in a

substantive or geographical sense or both. Realizing the importance of marine

biodiversity and inadequacies in governance oftheABNJ, anAd Hoc Open ended

informal Working group was established by the UN General Assembly in 2004 to

identify the gaps in the international legal regime and to study issues relating to the

conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity beyond areas of

national jurisdiction In the fourth working group meeting held in 201 1, the group

agreed to a “package” of issues which could be addressed in an ‘implementing

agreement’ under the UNCLOS. Marine genetic resource, including the sharing of

benefits. Area-based management tools, including marine protected areas,

Environmental ImpactAssessments (EIA), Building capacity to enable sustainable

and equitable development, The transfer of marine technology. Marine genetic

resources (MGR) which is a potential source for drugs and medicinal use is one of

the main issues ofcontention between the developing and the developed countries.
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The existing UNCLOS regime is silent on theMGR and only refers to the mineral

resources in the Area. Marine scientific research (MSR) inABNJ does not require

any permission from the coastal state and is a part ofthe freedom ofthe high seas.

Bio-prospecting is therefore open to all States in the ABNJ as it is the common

heritage of mankind, except for the general obligations to protect the marine

environmentwhich is specifically mentioned in theUNCLOS. At the end the paper

presented the recent recommendations oftheAd Hoc Working Group on the BBNJ
adopted by the UN General Assembly in September 2015. The Preparatory

Committee (Prep Com) will make substantive recommendations and will submita

report to identify the elements of a draft text of an international legally binding

instrument under UNCLOS to the General Assembly before the end of the 72
nd

session, to be held in September 20 1 7.

The second presenter Ranidipa Ghosh presented her paper entitled
“
The need of

Legal andJudicial Measuresfor Preservation ofthe EndangeredAquatic Species

Inhabiting in the Rivers ofIndian Sub-Continent” which started with mentioning

the need of legal and judicial measures for preservation ofthe endangered aquatic

species specifically Dolphins in the rivers of Indian sub-continent (Ganga). it

discussed some recent attempts of government have given some hope to this life

supporting source to many aquatic species (dolphins) like National Mission for

Cleaning ofGanga River (Namami Gange), National Ganga River BasinAuthority

and budget ofRs.300 crore by the central govt. In 2015 along with declaring more

ecological sensitivity zones within 10 km of DOLPHIN sanctuaries and

prohibition ofany kind ofactivity to take place within this prohibited zone whether

it is industrial, commercial or domestic traditional practices and also strictly

implementing the sec. 3, clause(3) ofEnvironment Protection Act( NGRBA) and

also ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESMENT method before establishing

any industry or commercial entity which is pollutive in nature and which might

endanger the aquatic species (DOLPHIN) which are completely dependent on

GANGAriver for their bio diverse life.

The third paper titled
"
Preservation ofMarine and Coastal Biodiversity in the 21

st

Century through Sustainable Development” was presented by Sahil Ghei and

Nidhi Nagpal, Students, Campus Law, Centre, University of Delhi which

focused on depleting health ofMarine life and Oceans, disturbed pH levels, High
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use ofchemical fertilizers, Domestic Sewage, Eutrophication, Industrial Effluents,

overexploitation of Fisheries, etc. It discussed that the evolution of life on earth

primarily had existed in oceans only and the variety of life which now exists is the

result ofthis billions ofyear evolutionwhich is known as biodiversity but now this

so called variation among species which forms a very important fabric oflife in the

form of food chain is being threatened and is depleting because of the

anthropogenic activities which is the result of overexploitation and the unethical

and degrading activities like Deep Sea Mining, Nuclear Pollution, Chemical

Industries untreated waste disposal into water streams, Growth of Algae,

Utrofication and Over Fishing. It suggested that International laws and legally

binding treaties are required to be framed for the protection ofbiodiversity which

exists in seas and other water sources which accounts more than 2/3 of the total

biodiversity which exists on earth e.g. UNCLOS 1 982 and all the nations should be

made parties to these International agreements and they must feel and realize and

bind themselves to be legally compelled to abide these international obligation by

enacting and amending their national and municipal laws in such a way that

protects the coastal and marine biodiversity and there should be the same kind of

legal sanctions, penalties and punishment for violating these rules with equal force

as are being imposed when other national or local laws are violated like; criminal

and civil law like Art 51(A) of the Indian constitution empowers Judiciary to

protect environment and its implications and at the end the paper suggested the

need to develop MPAs to check species extinction in South Asia, improvement of

Base Line information, scientific data on marine biodiversity.

At the end ofthe Session, during the question hour, few important questions were asked by

some other delegates. The question and answer are as follows:

Question andAnswer Session

:

Question 1)-Dr. Erimma Gloria Orie : What should be the way out to protect the

biodiversity ofareas beyond nationaljurisdiction on high seas?

Answer- (Kapil Narula): Presently there are not any such International legally binding

agreement that can prohibit a particular nation to explore or utilize bio diverse natural

resources on high seas, it is just the conscience ofeach nation which has to be protective

and preserving in nature that the biodiversity of oceans or its natural bounty is not

overexploited to that extent that the damage to biodiversity is irreparable in nature. Aim
of this paper presentation is to spread awareness about the importance and the evil
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consequences that might occur ifbiodiversity is not protected rest people can make their

own conclusions.

Question 2)- (Dr. Md. Moshiur Rahman) : What are the Suggestions to step up rights of

India and Bangladesh to extract marine resources?

Answer (Kapil Narula): Developing Countries like India and Bangladesh argue marine

resources should be available for all the nations on an equal footing there should be fair

distribution of those resources with the help of capacity-building measures like transfer

of technologies by the developed world to the developing nations so that they can also

have a fair share in the natural bounty of marine resources and developed countries

should make a biodiversity pool which should be distributed on the basis of equity

principle.

Question 3:- (Student, CLC): Which authority controls the Deep Sea mining excavation?

Answer ( SahilGhei): Any issue regarding the overexploitation deep sea and it’s an a mining

is controlled by ISA, which is governed by stringent laws. India is one of the countries

who have been a party to the International agreement to protect the biodiversity from

excessive deep sea mining.

Observations of the Chairperson

Professor Rajiv Khanna
Director, Faculty of Law, S.G.T. University, Gurgaon

The Chairperson, Professor Rajiv Khanna observed that in recent times there has been a

significant change in the climate and environment and as a consequence structural

imbalance in the very fabric ofbiodiversity has occurred because ofthe population explosion

and its increasing demand on the limited sources of nature and as well as the practices and

method adopted by us to explore the natural resources to fulfill those requirement which has

affected the global biodiversity to a great extent because of the loss ofnatural habitat ofbio

diverse life and the cumulative effect of this process has led to extinction ofvarious species

which plays a very important role for a balanced natural phenomena. He cautioned that it is

very urgent to stop this over-exploitation ofbiodiversity ifwe want our future generation to

enjoy the same kind of quality and quantity of natural resources which is also the very

premise on which the principle of sustainable development is based. Conservation of

biodiversity is not only a scientific problem but it also involves public policy and their

effective implementation at National as well as International platform. There is need to
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enforce International treaties and conventions for the protection of biodiversity at the

national level with the same legal sanctity as local municipal laws are enforced. He also

emphasized the need for eradication of poverty as poverty leads to degradation of

environment. Along with eradicating poverty we also need to reduce the inequalities which

exists between developing and developed nations when it comes to distribution of natural

resources. We need to devise capacity-building measures among them so that natural

resources are explored and utilized in environment friendly manner through transfer ofeco-

friendly technologies by developed nations to developing nations He gave example of the

Clean Development Mechanism and like mechanism to be adopted for conservation of

biodiversity. He cited International initiatives like GATT, TRIPS and other regional and

International conferences which have been conducted but still the problem of loss of

biodiversity has not been addressed properly. He put forward the question that whether we

should follow the same pattern which other nations have followed which has destroyed the

natural habitat and led to species extinction due to that loss or we need to develop our

conscience to be more responsible and conscious towards protecting this very fabric of life

supporting phenomena called biodiversity.
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Technical Session - III

Gender and Biodiversity

Saturday, February 13, 2016
\

09:30 am - 11:00 am
|

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) InduAgnihotri

Director& Professor

Centre forWomen’s Development Studies

Rapporteur: Dr.PoonamVerma

Assistant Professor, CLC

The session on the second day on the conference started with introduction of the

chairperson Prof.(Dr.) Indu Agnihotri President, CWDS by the rapporteur, Dr. Poonam

Verma, Assistant Professor CLC. This was followed by the presentation ofa memento to the

chairpersonby Mr. MaotoshiAo, Assistant Professor, CLC.

The session formally began with address by chairperson where she mentions that the

topic of the conference was extremely not just relevant but critically significant not just for

lawyers to understand but for our country and all our citizens to understand what are the

issues involved. She further instructed that the time allotted for each paper was ofabout 15

min and in order to save time the presenters should mention only the highlights oftheir paper

and skip any point which has been discussed previously by some other presenter in this

session.

The first paper entitled “The Right to Grow, to Nurture and to Conserve Feminist

Dimension on the Biodiversity Challenges in India
”
was presented by Ms. Niharika Bahl,

Independent Law Researcher and Guest Faculty, Campus Law Centre, University of

Delhi. She broadly discussed the role ofwomen as food providers, cultivator, nurturers and

keepers of traditional knowledge. She highlighted the relationship between women and

biodiversity and the fact that despite accounting for 60-80% of all food production in the

developing countries, women’s contribution in management and conservation of

biodiversity remains largely ignored. She further emphasized on the shrink in biodiversity

due to a shift from subsistence to commercialisation ofagriculture and demands ofcapitalist

growth, and its impact on the lives ofwomen, which urgently calls forbringing to the fore the

role ofwomen in sustaining the biodiversity. She briefly discussed the international as well

as domestic legal framework like - Nagoya Protocol, Biodiversity Act, 2002 Forest Rights

Act, 2006 etc. and where these laws are lacking in giving women the due rights and
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recognition, she lastly suggested some steps to be taken and changes to be made to make

women’s voices count.

The second paper entitled
“
Conservation ofBiodiversity and Indigenous people

”
was

presented by Ms. Madhu Bhatti , Assistant Professor , Law Centre - II , Faculty ofLaw,

University ofDelhi. The focus of study in her paper was the rights ofindigenous people in

the context ofxaxa committee report. She defined who indigenous people in context ofIndia

were, how they were recognised in groups but with passing time individuality becoming

prominent in the identity, they are now alienated and majorly deprived of their rights and

resources. She mentioned about basis of distinction or classification of these tribes that

guided the colonial British Indian Government and is also reflected in theV and VI article of

the constitution. She critically analysed the situation in the light ofrecommendations made

by the xaxa committee report and the amendments suggested by them. Also discussed the

developmental measures with help ofthree approaches namely- Isolationism, Assimilation

and third and the best approach Integration
,
suggested by the National Tribal Policy. She

further emphasized on the legal framework present internationally and domestically like

International Labour Organisation , Convention 169 , 1989 and Panchayat ( Extension to

ScheduledArea )Act, 1996 and the lack in implementation in their provisions.

The last paper titled “Achieving Redistributive Energy Justice - A Critical Analysis of

Energypolicies in India
”
presented by Ms. MansiVerma LAMP Fellow, PRS Legislative

Research , New Delhi. She discussed about the concept of redistributive energy justice in

context of India which would mean that everyone despite their standing in society enjoys

access to secure energy. She quoted data from several government reports which reflect the

situation of energy injustice in India i.e. energy poverty in rural India where a huge number

ofhouseholds do not have access to modem energy resources, high poverty near Economic

Zones etc and mentioned the dire effects of energy deprivation. She focused on attaining

energy justice through “energy trilemma” and its three goals - Energy security , Cost

effective energy and sustainable use ofenergy. She analysed inter-connections in energy and

economic development which calls for a rise in need for energy with the growth ofeconomy

and how can these ever increasing energy demands be satisfied using renewable and

alternate energy resources. Highlighting the current public policy scenario in India like-

UDAY ,
The Draft Renewable Energy Act, 2015 etc and recommendations ofthese policies,

she also suggested the measures which can be taken to achieve distributive energyjustice,
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Question & Answer Session

1. Question ((Mr. Neeraj Gupta to Ms. Mansi Verma) How can we collect fund and

provide infrastructure for energy justice? Do we have any fiscal measures to tackle this

problem?

Answer (Ms. Mansi Verma): First of all nowhere in my presentation did i say that energy

justice is only about cooking food, even if it was, I think food is definitely the most important

thing as far as education is concerned definitely having electricity at home greatly increases

the chances of studying, especially in villages to be capable to focus on education so that

aspect hasn’t been missed. There has been research which is in the context of India which

says that ifthe very basic level ofelectricity is made available then the schooling years on an

average have gone up in those households, so there is definitely a linkage there. As far as the

fiscal measures are concerned I dint mention about such schemes. The point here is not that

where we get the funds from, funds can raised. We have international development

assistance available, it’s abouthow those funds are to be utilised andwhere those funds are to

be utilised that is the bigger question . so for instance, one ofthe schemes thatthe government

has recently launched is UDAY where basically the state is going to take over the huge

liabilities ofthe power distribution companies which runs in lakhs and crores and some ofthe

states like Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand etc where transmission loses are created
,
those are some

ofthe states on which the burden is going to be much bigger as compared this how much are

we investing on renewable energy that’s the question thatwe need to look into the point to be

seen is thatwe are just thinking that the way to achieve universal access ofenergy is that we

need more coal basedpower plants
, we need to lay downmore distribution and transmission

lines and we need to connect every household with that, that hasn’t worked in the past and

thatmight notwork in the future. The DraftRenewable Energy laws which were supposed to

be passed categorically laid down that those parts on India where laying down bridge is not

possible we should look for alternate solutions, we should look for distributive locally

available renewable resources which can be used to generate electricity only for that area,

that will also empower the community because they will be involved in the process

principles of procreation and principles of community ownership coming into picture but

then how much are we investing in that? The distributive generation as compared to 33,000

crores thatwe are investing in expanding our grids.
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Observations of the Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) Indu Agnihotri

Director & Professor

Centre for Women’s Development Studies

She said that she got at least a chance to look through Niharika’s paper and for others she

did not have a chance to look through except while they were being presented. She

commented that it is very interesting the ways the subject has been approached, although

gender was not necessarily there directly in all the presentations but she acknowledged that

there is scope to incorporate those concerns. She addressed that the three presenters are

aware that this needs to be done, but she said that she feels it has not been sufficiently

addressed.

She further added thatwhat die papers are trying to do which is interesting and important,

especially in the light ofthis conference is that there is an attempt to draw linkages as well as

comparisons or explore the possibilities both in terms of the international law, convention

etc. and the national laws. What she found slightly missing and she put it since she haven’t

read the papers with a depth she can’t say that it’s not there at all but there is an issue that

when we discuss all this there is always need to explore what are the fault lines in this and

when she says fault lines she meant the issues of inequity and inequality which exist and

come up both in terms of international exchanges vis-a-vis our own concerns, our own

history, our own context and also within the nation. Within the country, there are issues of

unequal access, differential impact of these policies, and differential ability to access the

rights that are being talked about she said that some ofthose concerns are there when you are

talking about say, forest rights etc and even Madhu’s paper she observed that there is a need

to integrate that slightly more. She said that Niharika makes an attempt to bring in the

colonial situation but she commented that it is not sufficient to look at it in terms of

colonialism and British policy but in terms ofa chronology. She further observed thinkwhat

we need to understand is that it should be under lying our discussion in a sense is, how there is

an intrinsic logic in capitalist development particularly which wreaks havoc with the natural

resources its relationship with environment has always been anuneasy relationship to say the

least. She meant to say that it is uneasy is a very benign comment in fact it is a very

confrontationist relationship and whatwe are seeing in terms oftribals and their loss ofland,

resource, forests in displacements etc and then the issue that you raised ofmigration, so these

are all interlinked processes and what is equally important for us to understand is that even

though the government of India swears by Constitution, the challenge for all of, who are
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working in the area oflaw, is to see how the laws and conventions that are being drawn up at

the international level, whereas these are acting as statements ofgood intention but actually

do they inform our policy ? and if they inform our policy, is that policy actually being

implemented? are those commitments to the citizens being honoured ? or how unequally

they are being honoured? and where there is scope for legal intervention or the law to be

invoked to ensure that citizens’ rights are not trampled upon, especially in the cases of the

marginalised communities, whatever name you call them. She commented that we must be

very sensitive to the fact that this notion and this concept of indigenous people has actually

been imposed on us and this is not the only time, a lot of international laws and conventions

impose a vocabulary on us that vocabulary, for instance, the whole notion of indigenous

people in context oftheAmerican continent has a specific meaning but does it have the same

meaning in terms ofIndia? its an issue.

Secondly she, acknowledging Madhu Bhatti, said that there is a politics to that

vocabulary as, that India’s position is that we are all indigenous which also has its own

politics because in India in fact it is like
“
har aadmi is mein laga hai ke mem khoon sabse

asli hai, matlab main hi asli hindustani hu
”
so in this conflict this international vocabulary is

increasing unlike in the 70s there was a larger and a more intense debate about that

vocabulary, today what is coming form the UN is being accepted whole sole lock stock and

barrel. She made the session know that she started hearing this whole thing about indigenous

around the time of Beijing 1995 where they actually held a series of sessions around

indigenous women she observed that In India of course indigenous is a big debate
“
kaun

pehle se hai kaun nahi hai kaun kahan se aya hai kaun kahan gaya hai isika to sara khel chal

raha hai politics mein” and cautioned that let us be sensitive to that reality there is also

another aspect to it, the whole anthropological ethnographic approach to tribes is often

steeped and draws upon a whole stock of colonial anthropological records, perceptions etc.

those also have to be taken with some critical importance and the struggle there is that on one

hand we know that colonialism went along with and evangelical agenda to spread

Christianity but she placed that something else has been on for the last 20 years definitely in

very categorical terms, there is an attempt to
“
hinduise” the tribes. Sowe should be sensitive

to both these subjects ofinternational convention as well as the underlying conflicts debates

in within the national context so that needs to be looked at a little bit more. One more point

she made in general that somewhere underlying all the three presentations are issues which

have been very much in the centre ofdevelopment ofwomen’ studies in India and elsewhere

and it may help to draw upon that a bit more familiar way that the fact that in the 70s the

whole issue of women studies and focus on gender came up as part of what we call the
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“development debate “ and a whole critique ofwhat was seen as mainstream policies, which

were very intrusive, exclusive, discriminatory and unequalising towards people in general

but towards women in particular and the whole debate on development in which third world

countries participated with more critical contributions and forced the first world countries to

think and look critically at their own agendas because the whole pattern in which the UN
system works today is that there is a fountain head of knowledge which is located in the

north as we say or in the first world and then some laws are brought in, some international

conventions and then there are some training programs where it was always first world

trainers coming to third world people with no information, no knowledge ofour systems our

histories etc. So there was a huge debate
,
right through the 1 980s the women’ movement and

academics like Prof. Veena Majumdar, Prof. Lotika Sarkar, African academics and activists

who were also engaging in policy debates intervened at the international level to push critical

perspectives and i thinkwe have a lot to learn from reading more about those debates because

for instance this phrase of“mainstreaming gender”, what does it mean ? does it mean “jisko

hum apni bhasha mein simplisticaly kehte hain - chai ka cup hai usmein cheeni daal ke mila

dejiye
,
cup to wahi hai, chai to wahi hai” so do we want to be mixed up in the existing

system? or are talking about alternative policies? and is there a need for more critical

alternatives to be sought out ? so its a huge debate which was reflected in theUN platforms,

you can say in the whole think ofwhatwe use as acronyms like women in development, and

all. So there is a need to draw upon some ofthose. She asked Niharika not to take this maria

mies vandana shiva framework uncritically, the women’ movement has critiqued this whole

nature, culture and its equation with gender role, because it stereotypes gender roles it also

essentialises women and it not only essentialises women it also asserts a homogeneity about

the category ofwomen which is highly problematic, she cautioned that we always need to

careful abouthowwe invoke tradition very often its done very selectively but ancient Indian

history gives us very rich examples of what we call separateness without being totally

isolated because the tribal communities have always had the repositories in terms of very

specific expertise particularly with regard to the metals, natural resources, forest, wealth etc.

and you can see that from ancient times, some ofthe interesting thoughts ideas in 6th century

B.C. come not from so called mainstream development we tried to translate that word to 6th

century B.C when the state was coming up, the peasant societies coming up, in fact ifyou go

into Budhism, Jainism the origins of all are critical ideas in 6th century B.C. come from the

margins they do not come from the heartland ofthe advancing peasant society. So there is a

lot to figure out from there and there has always been a healthy exchange despite maintaining

a separateness and there is a lotwritten about that so you could look at that.
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On the issue of forest rights committees and BMCs etc, she asked to remember the 70s

where there was intense debate, they did not want women, the women really pushed

themselves in and the women’ movement pushed them but them women from the forests

actually just pushed themselves in saying what the hell are you saying, when you are setting

up these communities and you are excluding us. the CWDS has had a 35 year long

programme which started with Bankora district in West Bengal but it is three districts of

west Bengal still where we are working with the forest dwellers and in essence and rich

experience ofjoint forest management initially then forest protection committees etc. So we

should have a look at what Prof. Veena Majumdar, Narayan Banaijee etc have written, that

could be interesting

.

On Madhu’s paper she made some comments about indigenous people but she again said

what we need to look at is the links with the policy framework because in our case we

specialise in having some very good committees, for instance the Sacchar Committee came

up with very interesting findings but where are we with any of its recommendations now

khaka committee will also come up with some. She for instance pointed about interstate

migrant workmen’ act, in which she and her centre were involved and studied internal

migration in 22 states of India. She made said that ts all circular migration, if you go by

Supreme Court definitions its almost bondage condition they are out oftheirhomes ifyou go

to Jharkhand, Chattisgarh, Orissa where the tribals are residing, 6 to 8 months the tribals are

away from theirhomes in construction industries. The conditions as far as payments, wages,

by any definition of the supreme court it would bring on the bondage or semi- bondage

conditions but even after the intervention ofthe forest rights act how much is being done to

actually translate those. Even ifyou interact with the tribal women living in Delhi in ourown

homes as maids, they will tell you “jana haiwoh kagaz nahi aya hai” so she pointed out that it

would be very interesting ifstudents oflaw go on to see how these laws are actually playing

out on the ground it would be worth exploring that and asked to linkup all these things with

the development policies.

On Mansi’s she said that again it draws on the international context, she had a lotto learn

in terms of the concepts were being used and they need to be more simplified for use and

understanding by others. She said what we really need to understand and that’s where

thought gender was missing but the fact is that thewomen’s movement in India has been very

concretely saying that all that you are talking about which actually up there in terms of

international debates on climate change
,
carbon footprints and all those things but actually

these things are having a direct impact on women’s lives if you go to any of the villages
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where the tribals reside you find their life is more difficult because ofthe sort oftaking away

oftheir resources, so their habitat continues to be in those regions but the resources are gone

that is why they are out in search ofwork for 6 to 8 months because the natural resources

through which they earn their livelihood and managed their lives are gone. You might be

interested to see how one of the things we are grappling with is the rate of migration for

women has gone up some 20% higher than it has for men now what is the reason for it? is it

that their access to natural resources common property resources where women’s role was is

being lost ? what is determining this shift, there is no other explanation for it but on the other

hand what the paper really needs to bring in component from india in terms of what is

actually happening on the ground. In chattisgarh Korba district is where all your BALCO,
NTPC are there it is known as the power hub and in the villages there the tribal person holds

that “ye chirag tale andhera hai” because you are sitting literally in the village where the

biggest power hub ofIndia but there no electricity in the homes ofthe villagers. She said that

it really sums up the story, but what we need to look at is actually because environment and

these issues of biodiversity have affected women directly because of that perhaps women
have been in forefront of all environmental struggles in India all whether its Chattisgarh,

Narmada, Arunachal where you have a plan for 40 hydro electricity plants. She further

observed that we need to look at some of those issues more carefully and for more Indian

references, many of the references related to the international debate but there is a lot in

Indian history and sociological work as well as more recent work from the women’s

movement which draws on these linkages between international treaties and agreements, the

national fallout of these or the non - implementation and the actual impact on lives. Lastly

she thanked all very much and asked everybody to explore those linkages and keep

inequality and the need for democratic processes to be incorporated into all development

debates and development processes at the centre and generously said that all have a lot to

offer in terms ofhow the law can be used to take issues on.
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Technical Session - IV

Biodiversity, Development, and Eradication of Poverty

Saturday, February 13, 2016
\

11:15 am - 01:00pm
|

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) SurenderKumar
Professor, Delhi School ofEconomics

Rapporteur: Mr. Mayank Mittal

Assistant Professor, CLC

The session started with a brief introduction of the chairperson Professor (Dr.)

Surender Kumar, Professor, Delhi School of Economics by Rapporteur Mr. Mayank

Mittal, Assistant Professor CLC. Mr. Mittal then invited Dr. Poonam Verma to present the

memento to the Chairperson and also handed over the charge ofthe conference to him. The

proceedings formallybegan with the keynote address by the chairperson who emphasized on

making the session an interactive and lively one. He then stated the time limit to be followed

by the delegates which was 15 mins. He requested that in order to save time, the delegates

must focus on the main points rather than reading the paper. He also requested everyone to

stick to the topic.

The first paper titled “Causes ofBiodiversity Depletion in Bangladesh and its Impacts

on Ecosystem Services: Study on Sundarban
”
presented by Dr. Md. Moshiur Rahman,

Deputy Director, Bangladesh Public Administration Training Centre (BPATC) Savar,

Dhaka, Bangladesh. The objective of the paper was to estimate the resent scenario of

biodiversity in Bangladesh, causes of its depletion and its effect on the ecosystem. As the

name suggests the paper also focused on analysing the role that Sundarban plays in

preserving the biodiversity in Bangladesh and the reasons for its depletion. Dr. Rahman

discussed about the diverse species of flora and fauna, the forest is a host to, and how due to

human intervention like pollution, use of fertilizers, sinking of coal and oil takers, hunting

etc the forest and its inhabitants especially the infamous tigers ofSundarban are endangered.

As a result ofthese continues interventions a large number species ofanimals have become

extinct in the area. He also highlighted various data surveys done to know the impact ofthe

proposed Rampal Power Station Project, on the biodiversity. He concluded by making

recommendations to mitigate the present situation and save the Sundarban forest.

The second paper titled “Challenges and Legal Regime to mitigate Climate Change in

Reference to Biodiversity, Development and Hunger” presented by Ms. Mukta Verma

Assistant Professor, Faculty ofLaw, University ofAllahabad, Uttar Pradesh. Her paper
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created a nexus between biodiversity, hunger and poverty and focused upon how

conservation ofbiodiversity plays a vital role in ensuring food security, as well as in other

medicinal purposes like, pharmaceuticals, herbs and traditional knowledge etc. The

presenter discussed the effects of climate change on agriculture which leads to hunger and

poverty and the role that advancements like food biotechnology, genetic engineering, etc.

play in food production and further on the rights of farmers, indigenous people and

intellectual property rights at national and international levels. She also gave an insight of

the legal regime present in this regard, nationally and internationally i.e. Biological

Diversity Act, Wildlife Protection Act, TRIPS, UPOV etc and suggested how government,

people and industries can participate to reduce climate change effect to protect biodiversity.

The last paper entitled “Biodiversity ofNorth East India and the Impact ofIndigenous

Mode of Cultivation on its Flora and Fauna with Special Reference to Mizoram
”
was

presented by Ms. Ikshita Singh, Student, Campus Law Centre, University of Delhi. The

paper attempted to highlight the impact of shifting cultivation on the biodiversity ofNorth

East region, as this form ofagriculture is one ofthe major drivers ofdeforestation. Ms. Singh

discussed thathow shifting agriculture results in loss ofsoil nutrients and invasion by weeds

etc. and how as a result ofthis, the forest cover in this region is rapidly decreasing. The paper

highlighted that how practices like shifting agriculture also known as jhumming, can be

appropriately regulated to save the biodiversity of the surrounding area. For example- the

state ofTripura has banned this practice and other states such as Nagaland, Mizoram have

given it legal recognition and effectively regulate it, Nagaland empowerment of people

through economic development (NEPED) and Mizoram Forest Act, 1955. She emphasized

that because practice ofjhumming is an integral part ofthe culture and tradition of the North

East India, it cannot be banned or curbed as a solution but it should be regulated and used in a

more productive way for the conservation ofbiodiversity.

Question and Answer Session

1 . Question (Dr. Erimma Gloria Orie to Ms. Mukta Verma) How can public policy be

created so as to balance the relationship between fulfilling every citizen’s right to

healthy, organic, and nutritious food, and meeting the quantities of food supply

required viahigh-productivityGMOs, whichmay interfere with biodiversity?

Answer (Ms. Mukta Verma): We should create a balance by encouraging organic

farming and simultaneous research and development of cereals to boost production.

While GMOs may not be ideal in their current state, continued research is important
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because in order to guarantee the right to food, huge quantities ofgrains and cereals will

be required.

2. Question (Mr. Mizum Noyodu to Ms. Ikshita Singh) Why jhuming was targeted

when it is a traditional source of livelihood shared by the community, while mindless

destruction of forests for timber, which does not allow for regrowth, is a concurrent

threat to biodiversity? Are there any alternative methods of cultivation other than

simply banning the practice ofjhuming.

Answer (Ms. Ikshita Singh) Instead ofbanningjhuming, the Centre and the States of

the North-East should look at examples ofArunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya where

community efforts have been directed toward finding a middle-path of regulation of

jhuming, without a ban.

3. Question (Dr. Vandana Mahalwar to Dr. Rehman) What are some ofthe challenges

and solutions to the depletion ofbiodiversity inBangladesh?

Answer (Dr. Rehman): Any industrial project site should be located at least 50 km
away from a rich and vulnerable ecosystem such as the Sundarbans. Governments

should not give assent to industrial projects purely to make monetary profits without

considering the ecological impact on the surrounding area. Young researchers and

students should spread awareness about the ecological situations around them which

require preservation and protection.

At the outset the chairperson thanked the organisers for inviting him to chair this

interesting and policy relevant session on “Biodiversity, Development, and Eradication of

Poverty”. He said that this session had three papers, out ofwhich two are case studies and

one discusses the food and resource conservation scenario in the country and the common
thread in all these papers are the three key words: development, ecosystem services and

public policy and law.

He observed that he continuous loss ofbiodiversity and persistence ofpoverty in the last

decades have attracted the attention of both policy makers and researchers for protecting,

restoring and enhancing ecosystem services and eradicating poverty. Conventionally,

poverty has been defined in terms of calories intake or per day per capita minimum

Observation of the Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) Surender Kumar
Professor, Delhi School ofEconomics
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expenditure. These expenditures just take into account only the goods and services that are

marketed. But, note that the human well-being is linked to both, marketed and non-marketed

goods and services and the development measured using the figures ofmarketed goods and

services cannot be true indicator ofhuman well-being.

He further said that sustainable development is commonly defined following the

definition given in “Our Common Future”, that "... development that meets the needs ofthe

present without compromising the ability offuture generations to meet their own needs.
”

Here, the question is how to make this definition of sustainable development operational.

The development can be sustainable ifwe are able to transfer the per capita capital stock that

we got from our predecessor to our coming generations. Here we are taking about the capital

stock, it does not mean just about the man-made capital such as buildings, infrastructure,

machinery etc, it also includes human capital, built capital, social capital and natural capital.

Human capital includes the knowledge and information stored in the human brains, their

physical health and labour force. Knowledge and information is linked to the availability of

educational and advancement facilities available to the human beings whereas the physical

health get strengthened through the medical facilities. Built capital is the capital that is

conventional defined stock of man-made capital and the natural capital incudes all those

natural resources which are not produced by human agencies, i.e., the natural world, the

ecosystems. Social network and norms that facilitates cooperative actions constitute social

capital and it includes cultures and institutions. All these four types of capital are necessary

formaintaining and supporting sustainable human well-being.

He made a point that it has also been observed that in the last two decades, there is

considerable research in the areas ofbiodiversity conservation andpoverty eradication, but it

have limited impact on the decisions ofpolicy makers. The reasons for the limited impacts

are generally searched in an ineffective interface between the policy makers and research

community. In the concerned literature, it has been observed that salience, creditability and

legitimacy ofthe knowledge generated though the research are the enabling conditions for

linking research and policy. Legitimacy in the knowledge is linked with the unbiasedness of

the knowledge and fair consideration ofstakeholders ’ different point ofview. He concluded

the observation by asking the research community to understand the processes and

challenges in decision making and said that increased interactions, frequent exchange of

information and clarifying conflicting stakeholders’ values will help in reducing the

research-policy gap.
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Technical Session -V

International /Regional Legal and Institutional Framework

Saturday, February 13, 2016
\
2:00pm - 3:30pm

|
Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) C. Raj Kumar
Vice Chancellor, O.P. Jindal Global University, Haryana

Rapporteur: Mr.AkashAnand

Assistant Professor,CLC

This Session started with a brief introduction about the chairperson by the Rapporteur

Mr. AkashAnand and the Chairman Prof. C. Raj Kumar was felicitated by the Conference

Director Prof. (Dr.) Usha Tandon herselfwith memento. The first speaker Dr. Niraj Kumar,

Assistant Professor, National Law University, Delhi with his paper “An Enquiry into

Possibility of Global Environmental Organisation with Special Reference to IUCN and

UNEP ”
deliberated thatIUCN was established in 1948 with the help of 1 8 governments, 124

national agencies and non-governmental organisations and a collective of individual

scientists and lawyers. Part I of IUCN Statutes declares that International Union for

Conservation ofNature is constituted in accordance with Art. 60 ofthe Swiss Civil Code as

an international association of governmental and non-governmental members. Over the

period IUCN has become one ofthe world’s largest global Environment organisation, with

almost 1 ,300 government andNGO Members and more than 1 5,000 volunteer experts in 1 85

countries. Since then it has been working tirelessly to help the nations ofthe world address

emerging threats to the environment with the objective to influence, encourage and assist

societies throughout the world to conserve the integrity and diversity ofnature and to ensure

that any use of natural resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable. The statute of

IUCN states that every statemember shall have three votes; every Governmental agency that

is not part of state member shall one vote. Every National non-governmental agency shall

have one vote and every International non-governmental agency shall have two votes each.

Therefore it can be assumed that IUCN is sui generis so far as its representative character is

involved. IUCN has entered into strategic partnership with Global Environment Facility,

UNEP, UNESCO,WWF and World Bank to achieve its goals. IUCN has been instrumental

in developing the CBD’s “Programme of Work on Protected Area”. IUCN has been also

providing secretarial assistance to many high contracting parties e.g. in case of Ramsar

Convention. IUCN also serves as a principal scientific advisor to the Conference of the

Parties in application of article 23, paragraph 5 under CBD. So there are enough evidences

to suggest that IUCN interacts with many of the existing environmental instrumentalities to
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achieve collective goals. There has been a general trend in Post world war I and II towards

creation of Global organisations, for example WTO, WIPO, ILO to name a few. Some of

them proved to be very potent likeWTO and others like ILO were not so effective. So ifone

is inclined to generalize on the basis of success or failure of existing organisation may find

evidences inconclusive on either side. But an enquiry in the light of cost-benefit analysis is

demand of the day. The author holds the view that current international environmental

structure is having many fault-lines. The author also believes that creation of a Global

Environmental Organisation must not be a monolith with great centralizing tendencies. The

major arguments in favour ofGlobal Environmental Organisation are inter alia; it will lead

to coherent emphasis on environment issues both internally i.e. between various

environmental organisations like IUCN, UNEP etc. And externally vis-a-vis other issue

based international organisations like WEPO, WTO, WHO and may be also with

international agencies like IAEA. Lack of coordination has resulted into a scenario where,

after collapse ofKyoto Protocol, there doesn’t exist even a single binding climate change

treaty. It is also being submitted that achieving of the above goals will not be very

problematic because ofthe fact that most ofother organisations and agencies have their in-

house environmental branches. It has been accepted by almost all players that there can’t be

even benign neglect ofthe environment. One of the important structural issues which have

been explored is the role ofNon-governmental organisations in this kind of Organisation.

Generally, International organisations allow representation by State players only. Even if

one fundamentally disagree with membership of Non-governmental organisations in

recommended international organisations but one can argue for some status like observer

status for them, given the role played by them in environmental issues historically. The

barriers to achieving these goals are also many folds. There is a general sense of unease

among proponents of free trade in accepting environment as a trade barrier. The author

submited that these concerns are not well founded and interaction between a centralised

environmental organisation and other issue-specific international organisations will result

into fewer conflicts.

The second speaker. Dr. Vandana Mahalwar, Assistant Professor, Indian Law
Institute, New Delhi, with her paper “Biopiracy, TRIPS and CBD: A Call for

Harmonisation
”
affirmed that Biodiversity, being the verity and variety of life on earth

comprising million ofspecies ofplant, animals and microorganisms, each having a value of

its own, seems to be more relevant in the landscape ofchanging pattern ofglobalisation and

emerging environmental problems. United Nations adopted the Convention on Biological

Diversity (CBD) in 1992 and formulated three key objectives concerning the Genetic
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Resources: conservation of Biodiversity; sustainable use of its components; fair and

equitable sharing of benefits arising from use of genetic resources. India, passed the

Biological Diversity Act, 2002 to be in line with the provisions of CBD. The Biological

DiversityAct, 2002 addresses the key issues which dominated the CBD landscape i.e. access

to biological resources and sharing of benefits arising out of such access. Conservation of

biodiversity in wake of biopiracy unfolds multifaceted issues regarding the commercial

potential involved in these biological resources and the associated knowledge. But, the

predicaments get exacerbated when the some ultimate products based on these genetic

resources are protected by the Intellectual Property rights and commercialized. Though

conservation of biodiversity is not a part of The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspect of

Intellectual Property (TRIPS), but biological resources constitute valuable property which

get translated into major economic and technology gains and the country of origin of the

concerned genetic resources remain deprived of its legitimate share ofthe profits generated

out ofthem, it. Such free-ride or unfair advantage ofthe biological resources and traditional

knowledge is referred to as ‘Bio-piracy’. Section 6(1) ofBDA provides that any kind of

Intellectual Property Right for any invention based on any biological resource obtained from

India is required to obtain prior permission ofThe National Biological Authority. Likewise

Section 10(4)(d), Patents Act, 1970 requires a disclosure of source and the geographical

origin ofthe biological material in the patent application. But, Article 29 ofTRIPS does not

establish any obligation on the patent applicant for the disclosure of geographical origin of

the bio-material and knowledge. Moreover, TRIPS does not require to provide evidence on

‘Prior Informed Consent’ from the holders of Bio-resources. Also, TRIPS is silent as to

ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits between the patent owner and the resource

owner. Certainly, the inclusion of disclosure requirement in national law would leave the

global biopiracy problem unanswered unless the said inclusion is advanced at international

level too. Hence, to further the aims of CBD, there is a need for incorporation of some

compulsory provisions under TRIPS Agreement which all member states would be

mandated to comply with and the amendment to TRIPS should incorporate three disclosure

requirements: (a) disclosure of source and country of origin of biological material; (b)

disclosure of evidence ofprior informed consent; (c) disclosure of an evidence of a benefit

sharing agreement. She in her conclusion discussed the tensions between TRIPS and CBD,

the proposed amendments and responses to such proposal by the developed and developing

countries.

The third speaker, Dr. Shabnam, Assistant Professor, LC-II, Faculty of Law,

University ofDelhi, Delhi with her paper “Project Tiger in India-A Prodigy ofConvention
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is International Trade in Endangered Species ofWildFauna andFlora (CITES)
”
but before

herpaper presentation said that she had a lot to learn despite being a teacher and recognized

Dr. Usha Tandon as her mentor though not guide but a guide in several ways that she guided

us towards important issues in environmental matters. She described her as a leaderwhere as

far as environment issues are concerned and we as faculty following her everywhere,

wherever she starts with environmental issues or conferences or seminars and thanked her

formaking her a partofthe conference.

She affirmed the importance of project ‘tiger’ which was named in India earlier. But

when incidents of poaching and extinction in Sariska and various wildlife sanctuaries

came into the forefront not by the Indian Authorities but by authorities in the U.S. and the

world broad looking. It broad into matters focus on the animal which is referred to as the

Panther or wild Asian cats and it was the danger of the extinction of animal which brought

into effect the qualities or the law of land which was changed to bring in authority for the

protection and preservation. The prime way to bring protectionist into force I would like to

say that it’s just not the National issue; it’s a Trans-National issue. Started with adoption of

several measures inter nationally first then it went nationally. Leaders have elaborated on

the issues of I.U.C.N. and this was one of the basis for starting of the convention on

endangered species i.e., C.I.T.E.S. and under this convention it brought about various

changes. Looking into the history of Wild Asian Cat. We see that it had a natural habitat

which spread from Caspian Sea to the island of Java. Starting from previous century to the

current century which can be trace from 1 940. After that when the number started to become

nil they have been reducing even though the census goes on to talk ofnumber that at times

like in India, when the number were counted there were 2000 Tigers but with the efforts of

the Govt, as well as the wildlife officers the number had increased to 4000 in 1989. Near

extinction of the endangered animal ‘Tiger’ paved the way for action plans for saving the

species by specifically having specific provisions added to The Wildlife Protection Act,

1972 under the Indian Law. It was initiated by the Central government in 1973 for their

protection in their natural habitats by combating their illegal hunting with the help ofa Tier

Conservation Authority set up for their special protection. This Authority in 2012 notified

specific guidelines for its conservation and Tourism as well as ‘ecotourism’, a term for

synchronization of natural environment and wildlife with the local people of these areas.

Destruction of the corridors of natural habitats and the species living getting endangered

brought out the C.I.T.E.S, an agreement amongst Nations, under the aegis of the Would

Conservation Union. She concluded by saying that convention provides for a framework.
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making it legally binding on member states to percolate the same through the domestic laws

oftheir country, coming into force in 1 975.

The fourth speaker, Dr. Kavitha Chalakkal, Assistant Professor, Amity Law School,

GGSIU, Delhi with her paper “Role ofConvention on Migratory Species ofWildAnimals in

Conservation ofBiodiversity in India ”, affirmed thatThe convention on the Conservation on

Migratory Species ofWild Animals (CMS) 1979 is the only global treaty capable of linking

disparate regional initiatives for the protection of migratory species. As migratory species

cross international boundaries, inter-jurisdictional management issues are highly complex.

A common framework treaty such as the CMS provides a good platform for concerted

international legal effort to address the issue. The tools that CMS has used to attain its

objectives such as legally binding agreements, memoranda of understanding, and action

plans have resulted in better international conservation strategies, over the years. However,

the true success of the Convention depends on the proper implementation of these

instruments at the domestic level. CMS has placed significant implementation and reporting

duties on the States, which while differing from each other in technical and financial

resources and political stability and will, have towork togetherunderrespective instruments.

Worldwide, the problem of disappearing species is mainly being tackled from the

perspectives of biology and ecology, with comparatively lesser attention to the socio-

cultural, economic and institutional factors that bring the species under threat. Conservation

mechanisms for migratory species should ensure equity by structuring the overall

conservation schemes in such a way that related factors like the right of the societies

concerned and the extend ofrestrictions on the sovereignty ofMember States are addressed.

This gains relevance in the Indian context, especially, while considering the conservation

issues regarding certain threatened migratory species such as the Tibetan antelope (which is

killed in China to extract wool processed, woven and traded exclusively in India), Bengal

tigers, Asian elephants, theAmur falcons (which is hunted in thousands in tribal areas within

the Indian Territory, during its travel from EastAsia to Africa), etc. India, with its tremendous

biological diversity and political clout, has the capacity to lead other States, especially in

Asia, towards an effective regional conservation regime compatible to CMS system.

However, though the nation is party to CMS and to certain particular species-protection

instruments under it, India is yet to recognize the need to have a special focus on migratory

species protection, especially in cases whether the species are either not covered under its

Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 or when covered, might not be listed in the Schedule-I ofthe

Act. Moreover, it is yet to wake up to problems like geographical shifts (habitat changes

altering migratory ranges) that could happen under the influence ofglobal Climate Change.
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The presenter looked into the qualitative changes that have taken place in the

intergovernmental normative approach-soft to hard instrumentalities-in the conservation of

wild animals, especially, migratory species and its domestic implementation in India and

also threw light on the current general legal framework for the protection wild animals in the

country, and how it deals with the conservation ofmigratory species and would also suggest

ways in which India could adopt a comprehensive conservation plan for migratory species.

The last speakers were Trinadh Kumar Potina & Shruti Gulia, Students, CLC,

University of Delhi, Delhi and with their paper “The Impact of Bioprospecting and

Biopiracy on theFoodSecurity andEconomy ofthe Indian AgriculturalDiaspora
”
asserted

that Bioprospecting is the search for commercially valuable biochemical and genetic

resources in plants, animals and microorganisms and Biopiracy is the commercial

development ofnaturally occurring bioilogical material such as plant substances or genetic

cell lines by a technologically and/or economically advanced country or organisation

without fair compensation to the indigenous population within whose territory such

materials were originally discovered. These two terms are the product of intellectual

ingenuity of the advocates of free trade and intellectual property rights and they have the

prospect of destabilizing a technologically or economically disadvantaged country’s social,

economic and biodiversity fabric by exploiting its indigenous knowledge base. A simple

example is the case ofa bioprospector drawing on indigenous knowledge ofmedicinal plants

like Neem and Turmeric which is later patented by pharma companies without recognizing

and acknowledging the fact that the knowledge is not new and one invented by the patentee

and thereby depriving the indigenous community of the rights to commercially exploit the

techniques which they themselves had developed and mastered over thousands of years.

The Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD) endeavours to secure the rights to control

access to genetic resources for the countries in which those resources are located and its

objective is to enable lesser developed countries to better benefit from their traditional

knowledge and genetic resources and it requires the bioprospectors to obtain informed

consent to access the prior art existing in the biodiversity-rich country. TheNagoya Protocol

is a supplementary agreement to theCBD and provided a transparent legal framework for the

effective implementation of one of the three objectives of the CBD; the fair and equitable

sharing ofbenefits arising out ofthe utilization ofgenetic resources. On the other hand the

Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) is adopted by

theWTO to have Intellectual Property protection that will contribute to technical innovation

and the transfer of technology while enhancing social welfare. These two conventions

appear to be in conflict with each other with the indigenous people favouring protection
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under CBD and the industry seeking protection under the TRIPS umbrella. In India

Bioprospecting and Biopiracy has already had its impact in the agricultural sectior in the

form ofattempts ofhijacking traditional knowledge and genetic resources like Basmati Rice,

Neem, Turmeric etc. One the Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) front India has also

had bitter experiences through BT Cotton and BT Brinjal. At their conclusion they

deliberated on the detailed aspect of the impact of Bioprospecting and Biopiracy on the

agrichemical, agribusiness and food security sectors as well as on the Biodiveristy ofIndia

and the legal versus the policy conflicts and loopholes between the CBD and TRIPS and

other relevant international conventions that results in a failure to protect the traditional and

indigenous knowledge in the agricultural sector.

Question andAnswer Session

1. Question (Mr. Neeraj Kumar Gupta to Dr. Niraj Kumar) What kind of

compositionyou look forward? Is it inclusion ofStates orNGOs?

Answer (Dr. Niraj Kumar): I look at Art. 22 mechanisms for effectiveness so some

kind of bargain has to struck between the legal standing and the possibility of

effectiveness of the order. And, the representation across this spectrum so I will say

that primarily the States should be the members, theNGOs and other institutions ofthe

international standings can be given observer status. There are many ifs & buts in that

sowe can discuss that subsequently.

2. Question (Dr. Ashish Kumar to Dr. Niraj) What are the Stumbling blocks which

might exist inthe realization ofestablishment ofglobal environmental organisations?

Answer (Dr. Niraj Kumar): I understand that there are stumbling blocks and the

greatest coming from the trade institutions because over a period of time what has

happened the environment is one ofthe thing funny thing which happenedwas thatUN
charter was not talking about environment. It was talking aboutmany other thing. UN
could not establish such a situation. Subsequently environment because very important

all the trade institutions and the bodies like GATT, WTO that we are going to have

interface with the environment. So there developed some kind of in-house working

mechanism to take care ofenvironment issues. And Iam verymuch sure that whatthey

all as now trade barriers and possibility of creation of all these barriers so these are

issues whichrequire some kind ofmanaging notjust enquiry.

3. Question (Mr. Ajeet Singh to Dr. Vandana Mahalwar) In reference to Nagoya

Protocol, what is supplementary agreement to original agreement?
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Answer (Dr. Vandana Mahalwar): The reason why you not find mention on the

Nagoya Protocol in my presentation is that the concern was on only for patents is one

thing. And second thing is that you must be knowing it as you have been teaching it for

a long time that all developed countries, they have not ratified CBD so far but they are

party to TRIPS because they are member-state to WTO. So my concern was on only

for developed state so that we should do something which meant to comply with. So

this is the reason. And one more thing, that why we fell for this Nagoya for equitable

arrangement is not discussed because the primary focus was on disclosure ofregion.

4. Question (Dr. Pranab Pal to Dr. Shabnam) Kaziranga Tiger Reserve poacher killed

our staff, within 5 days come out ofjail, how you would strengthen environment local

laws? Second You said Tiger population is declining, but I would like to share we

recently while issuing a report, tiger population has increased from 20 1 3 to 20 1 6.

Answer (Dr. Shabnam): The question as far as the census is concerned, it is finalised

by the authorities which says what the Indian number has been given is not accurate

because ofthe probably the monitoring system which is the pug marks system census

system and camera traps system and they are not being to catch accurately the number

which they are given out, they have given approximately 1700 number ofwild nations

in India. As far as incidents narrated are concerned, we are not only concerned, we
accept certain factors that exists in our country which is corruption, the another is

poverty, people’s dependence on that. One of the suggestions, which I would like to

say for creating awareness is providing alternative occupation to the village or

communities who are living around lowering that dependency on the animal of the

illegal trade helping them into engaging them into livelihood which are other than

agriculture or forest areas. What iforwhether a person is literate or illiterate. Aperson

definitely knows that killing of an animal is wrong. We had had our ancient culture.

We had ourmodem laws. I think killing cannot suffice or get killing or eliminating or

extinction cannot be a justification only for as it would be a quick monetary gain for a

very fewpeople. Whatwe are losing out on that is somethingmuch more as highlighted

by our Union Minister yesterday, that ifwe lose out ofone ofthe species, it means we

are also losing our certain species of plants and interdependence of these animals

which are dependent on them. So to know that as an excuse we must have a bureau

which is a crime control bureau.
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5. Question (Dr. Pranab Pal to Dr. Kavita) Tiger reserve percentage has increased now.

How people can get awareness to fringe village areas, this is the main reason, so how

they can develop environment laws?

Answer ( Dr. Kavita): I think we have to really see how many ofthem are really illegal

poachers are very close to the near fringe areas or are they outsiders so just making the

fringe villages aware will not solve the issue. Then I would say because claiming of

particular tribe or particular village as responsible people for that is not the exact thing.

Observations of the Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) C. Raj Kumar
Vice Chancellor, O.P. Jindal Global University, Haryana

The Hon’ble Chairperson at the outset said that it is not possible for him to provide a

comprehensive summary ofthe rich presentations. He said that this whole idea ofwanting to

create a legal institutional mechanism deals with the big issues of our time, the natural

temptation to create large organisations which can have overall regime but barring theWTO
many other organisations have not been in very positive. The evolution ofinternational law

and remaining issues has not been treated important. And most specialised organisations

has certain regional frameworks which might be a better approach. Having said that, for all

the regions that were articulated by a number ofpanellists led by Neeraj makes a case ofthat

mechanism and even the some ofthe interventions talks about the institutional architectures

and the design that needs to be evolved for this organisations to be effected and ofcourse we

had some really thoughtful presentation looking at project both tiger and migratory bird on

the other and migration ofspecies in general in these cases one thing is clear the rhetoric and

aspiration ofthe regimes that created and probably the lack ofeffectiveness in implementing

the institutional mechanism oflegal measures that were both domestic and international. He

observed that is the continuance ofwork in progress and probably can hope ifwe are moving

towards international architecture then to what extent that can help in the enforcement. He

further noted that although, we know in the context ofhuman rights and other areas is far

more effective for domestic and national level. One other thing that he did hear and observed

is the panel which is very worthy of talking is that the role of civil society, politicians,

environmental activists, surrounding many ofthese issues clearly both in India and group of

developing world is ofmost of environment activism has not come from the state activism.

Describing it he said that it actually came from the non-state activism even then the courts

have played an important role. It was largely because of public litigation as well as civil
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society organisations, environmental, NGOs, reaching these issues. May be that also takes

us to the point back to what extent standing for these organisations have international. He

said that it was a very good presentation by the panels including some ofthe students oflaw

faculty on issues surrounding TRIPS & biodiversity, food security and its impact. He

emphasized on the question that why there is very strong need for keeping in mind issues

surrounding traditional knowledge as well as to what extent the developing countries need to

become a part of the conversation. He also argued that this is clearly large scale social,

political and institutional failure on the part of the developing country for not being playing

an active role in this internal regime and it is fair to saywe are living in the world todaywhen

developing countries are and we are having a duty and responsibility for ascertaining their

institutional identity and the need to play a far better role thatwe are playing historically. He

said that he does not think the country like India can abdicate its responsibility towards

playing an active role is both negotiating as well as leaving space for third-world wise, which

will represent many other countries. He further deliberated that we have far too long

completely lost our card and also abdicated our responsibility towards playing an important

role in large international system and have begun and we are in that process. But he made a

remark that it is important for countries like India to play therefore better role on that there is

also a need for developing institutional capacity in relation to these aspects for even the

context of IP and the right of emphasis on legal education within the context of legal

education there is a lot can be done some ofthe issues are discussed here today in this panel

also has huge impact on the nature and the context of how we need to promote trade and

capacity to build in because many of these issues are relatively dynamic grossly evolved

issues and concluded by saying that what has been decided so far as loopholes and as well as

the need to strengthen policy level engagement will get inevitably revised in the years to

come.
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Technical Session - VI

Energy Law and Sustainable Development

Saturday, February 13, 2016
\
3:45pm - 5:15pm

\

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon

Professor-in-Charge, CLC

Rapporteur: Ms. Cheshta Dahiya

Assistant Professor, CLC

The sixth working session ofthe Conference started on the second day in the evening of

Feb. 13, 2016 with the introduction of the Chairperson, Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon,

Professor-in-charge, CLC, by the Rapporteur, Ms. Cheshta Dahiya, Assistant Professor,

CLC. The Chairperson clarified at the outset that she is not ccupying the Chair ofthis Sesioon

because she has expertise in it, but because Energy Law is attracting her attention after

climate change and biodiversity, and she wants to learn it to understand its legal issues in

somewhat better manner. On the lighter note, she said that this may be enjoying the

privileged position ofthe Director ofthe Conference. She expressed her firm believe that this

Session would be enlightening enhancing her own knowledge along with the members of

this august house. Further she complimented that she is very pleased with the level of

discussions happening in all Technical Session held so far.

The first presenter Chandralekha v., Assistant Professor, SDM Law College

Mangalore Karnataka, while presenting her paper entitled
“
InternationalEnergyLaw and

WTO issues and challenges
”
highlighted that the energy trade at the international level is

mainly regulated by the domestic law. There is no international energy law as such to

regulate energy trade. She emphasized that WTO rules are applicable to trade in energy

goods and services. But there is no separate agreement under institutional framework of

WTO. So the increasing energy needs and privatization of state owned entities, the

relationship of energy trade and environmental pollution, debate on sustainable

development are strongly compelling the WTO to adopt some policy framework towards

the regulation oftrade energy. She further discussedAgreement on technical barriers to trade

and energy trade. This Agreement deals with rules relating to technical regulation and

product standards. Members are free to adopt only those technical regulations which should

not create “unnecessary obstacles to international trade” and must not be more trade-

restriction than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective. The legitimate objective includes,

national security, requirement, prevention of deceptive practices, and the protection of
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human health and safety of animal orplant life or health or the environmentThese Technical

Regulation are relevant to energy trade. For example a number ofWTO members have

technical regulations relating to energy efficiency for products like automobiles and

appliances. Now it is common to use energy efficiency labels to the product and provide

information on the products energy performance. These labels are affixed to the product and

provide information on the products energy consumption of electrical appliances and to

show the level ofcarbon dioxide emitted by the vehicle, etc. The International Organization

for Standardization (ISO) has developed standards on solar energy, hydrogen and wind

technology, solid and liquid bio-fuels, as well as concerning the calculation of thermal

properties ofbuildings or construction materials

Then she Concluded by saying that there is no international energy law as such to

regulate energy trade. The WTO rules are applicable to trade in energy good and services.

But there is no separate Agreement under the institutional frame work of WTO. The

GATT/GATS are not defining the energy trade and trade in energy is not expressly included

in its purview. There are many Conventions and Treaties at the international level to protect

environment and prevent climate change, through energy issues. From the point of

international trade law, all these agreement regulates the international energy market, and the

WTO has also indirectly regulates the energy trade. As the population increases ,the demand

for energy also increase, which results in increasing ofenergy trade. It affects environment as

well as the biodiversity. Like energy trade even environmental protection also not considered

through separate instrument by the WTO. Each and every Multilateral Instruments ofWTO
makes provision for environmental protection and conservation ofnatural resources. As we

know energy transactions cause highest environmental pollution. For the purpose of

protecting biodiversity the WTO trade agreements can accept separate instrument so that

along withthe regulation oftrade, the environmentpollution can be minimized.

Ms. Nikita Patta Joshi, Research Scholar, the West Bengal National University of

Juridical Sciences (NUJS) Kolkata, West Bengal, the presenter ofthe session, presented a

paper entitled “IP in the Way ofa Clean and Green Environment: is Licensing the Solution
”

She discussed that on one hand it is believed that strong EP rights and protection urges

continued growth of a clean technology industry. But on the other hand such strong rights

would impede developing countries access to the most efficient available technologies. She

emphasized that IP rights to promote clean technology innovations and enabling global

access to these technologies can be seen analogues to the tussle between strong IP rights to

protect inventions and fights for access to life saving drugs in developing countries. While it
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is true that stronger patent encourages technology transfer in the form of imports, FDI and

licensing to developed countries, stronger patents have little effect on technology transfer of

ESTs and climate change related technologies to low income countries. Experience across

jurisdictions show that it cannot even be said that strong patent positively impacts

innovation. Also, various legal uncertainties have continued to undermine possibilities of

meaningful balancing action from sides of developed and developing countries. Further,

ESTs and climate change related technologies encompass a wide variety of technologies,

each focusing on a different aspect ofenvironment and climate change. Thus there is need to

focus on building more and more frameworks for mutually beneficial economic

arrangements between developed and developing countries to encourage innovation and

transfer of technology to address climate change. The consideration of various measures

related to IP should consider all opportunities within climate negotiations and not be limited

to TRIPS Agreement. Any suggestion should also be made in light of difficulties and vast

political cost of modifying existing regime under TRIPS. Lastly, at the end of the day we

must not lose sight ofthe fact that IP rights are only one ofthe various factors affecting flow

of technology across jurisdictions. At the international level too, technology transfer has

become increasingly drawn into political negotiations between developed and developing

countries, particularly those relating to environment related issues. Thus other factors like

enabling environment, financing mechanism, adequate incentives etc, need equal attention,

in the absence of which no amount of flexibilities in the IP regime would help achieved

desired levels oftechnology diffusion and dissemination. Thus it is the need ofthe hour that

more and more practical initiatives that would enable diffusion of green technologies into

developing countries should be focused upon and issues like changing the IP regime should

be addressed subsequently.

Thus, any suggestion considering the need for developing flexibilities in the EPregime to

facilitate flow of clean energy technologies can be scrapped off. The question whether the

existing IP regime and the flexibilities provided by the legal framework is adequate for

healthy development and dissemination of green technologies to developing countries

evokes mixed response. Therefore, there is no single policy solution or balancing

mechanism to solve the issue ofsustainable access to ESTs by developing countries. In view

of the discussion above, she concluded that the call for developing countries to resort to

compulsory licensing mechanism is a laudable step, but may not be a very feasible one as it

poses an unattainable standard, we need to look at the debate from a multidisciplinary

perspective that would look at not just flexibilities in the law but also developmental and

social politics as well as environmental politics.
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The third paper entitled “The Urgent needfor an Urgenda in India was presented by Mr.

Shreeyash Uday Lalit, Student, Campus Law Centre University of Delhi. He focused

on the recent landmark decision of the Urgenda Foundation case ofthe Netherlands, Hague

District Court. He highlighted that the District Court has compelled the Government of

Netherlands to fulfill its obligation, by nature of its duty ofdue care, to achieve its objective

of25% reduction in Green House Gas emissions as under the UN Framework Convention

on Climate Change. He discussed the decision ofthe Court in lightofcivil and constitutional

law and compared the same to Indian situation. He divided his discussion on this into three

major points. Firstly, in drawing a parallel between the Urgenda case and the Indian legal

scenario, the first point of inquiry would be to determine if a tort action on similar grounds

can be upheld in the Indian legal system. Prior to the promulgation of statutes, tortious

actions based on nuisance or negligence were more of customary law. Moreover, the

requirement of standing or locus standi in environmental matters has been considerable

relaxed. India offers a highly relaxed and widened application ofthe principle oflocus standi

which is a complete departure from the “proof of injury approach”. This catalyzed the

formation of a new kind of litigation, known as Public Interest Litigation (PIL) which is

extremely effective in dealing with environmental disputes in so far as they are concerned

with the rights ofthe community and not the individual It may entail the appointment of an

amicus curiae and follow a non-adversarial approach Therefore, there would be no issue in

importing the decision ofthe Urgenda case in so far as the standing is concerned. Secondly,

in India, the doctrine ofseparation ofpowers has no strict position in the Indian Constitution.

However, it has been as a part of the constitutional law developed by various jurists over

time. Subsequently, in a catena ofdecisions pronounced by the Indian Supreme Court on the

subject, the doctrine of separation ofpowers is not deeply entrenched and embossed in the

constitutional framework. In re Delhi Laws Act case, the then Hon’ble Chief Justice Kania

observed that “although in the Constitution of India, there is no express separation of

powers, it is clear that a Legislature is created by the Constitution and detailedprovisions

are madefor making that Legislature pass laws. Is it then too much to say that under the

Constitution the duty to make laws, the duty to exercise its own wisdom, judgement and

patriotism in making law is primarily case on the Legislature?” What followed were a

number ofjudgements which categorically upheld the separation ofpowers as being a salient

feature ofthe Indian Constitution. Thirdly, the Precautionary Principle is well established in

the Indian legal system, which is the same principle incorporated into the understanding of

the climate change mitigation in the Urgenda case. The Indian Supreme Court in the case of

Vellore Citizens ’ Welfare Forum v. Union ofIndia , held that the precautionary principle is a
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prominent principle ofenvironmentaljurisprudence in India. Furthermore, in A.P. Pollution

Control Board v. M. V. Nayudu the Supreme Court discussed the historical development of

the principle. In the case ofNarmada BachaoAndolan v. Union ofIndia the Supreme Court

observed that where a lack of data or material may disturb the ecological balance, then the

benefit ofdoubt must go in favour ofthe path that is less likely to result inpollution.

The last presenter Ms Sana Nassem, student Faculty of Law, Aligarh Muslim

University, Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh while presenting her paper entitled “Energy Law,

Climate ChangeandSustainableDevelopment :A comparativeAnalysis
”
submitted that the

relationship between Economic Development and climate change is of particular

importance to developing countries because they are in the development process and also

because ofthe particular climate challenges that many face. She highlighted the significance

and importance of energy security, and measures for improving and management of

conservation of biodiversity laws and sustainable energy, vis-a-vis the present climate

change and for promotion ofglobal sustainable development. There is a need for collective

responsibility for effective implementation of the mitigated climate policy in quest for the

energy security. A major obstacle to implementing improved access to energy is that states

and communities do not have the financial means or the technology to do so. In calling for

energy access for all, the World Commission for the Ethics of Science and Technology

(COMEST) has emphasised the responsibility of industrialized countries to cooperate with

developing countries in an endeavour to reach energy equity. And, in Cancun it was decided

that the developed countries would raise a Green Fund worth $ 100 billion annually by 2020

to assist developing countries in meeting their challenges of climate change. As of May
2015, the amount raisedwas a paltry $10.2 billion. Though, policy should be coordinated at a

cross-national level since energy is a global commodity. There are various strategies to

enhance energy security, the most obvious being the diversification of energy sources and

resilience against shocks and disruptions.A cross-border is also crucial so that entire energy

chains can be protected effectively. International organizations play a central role in the

emergence ofinternational energy law. They represent a response to the globalisation ofthe

regulatory challenges. Strategies for SD at international, national and local levels as well as

in private andnongovernmental spheres can help overcome barriers and create opportunities

forRE deployment by integrating RE and SD policies and practices. Poverty alleviation and

economic development require more widespread provision ofenergy resources and services,

which will adversely impact on human and environmental security unless energy needs are

met in a sustainable way through the use of more efficient and sustainable distribution,

generation and consumption technologies. The increasing use of fossil fuels poses a danger
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to human security for a number ofreasons. And if, the oil dependency is not reduced, there

will

be significant competition for remaining oil resources which is likely to create further

conflicts and considerable oil-price volatility. As reported by the World Bank, 20 1 0, in India,

major crop yields are projected to decline between 4.5 and 9 percent over the next 30 years as

a result of climate change. As the Third IPCC Assessment Report warns, “the impacts of

climate change will fall disproportionately upon developing countries and the poor persons

within all countries, and thereby exacerbate inequalities in health status, access to food,

clean water, and other resources.”

At the end of session, during question hour a few important questions were asked by

other delegates and certain observation were also made.

The question and answer are as follows:

Question andAnswer Session

Q. 1. Question (Professor B.B. Pandey, Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, to

Chandralekha)

As your presentation is on energy law and when we have different type of laws, so

how can you say there is no international energy law, what type of energy law you

have taken into consideration?

Answer: (Chandralekha V.): I have mentioned in my presentation thatWTO rules are

applicable to trade in energy good and services, But there is no separate Agreement

under the institutional frame work of WTO as such to regulate energy trade it is

mainlyregulatedby domestic law so separate regime should be there.

Q. 2 (Dr.Erimma Gloria Orie Nigeria, to Chandralekha)

In the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions ( INDC) submitted just before

Cop21 this year, it is no surprise that India’s thrust throughout negotiations at Paris

this year has been on differentiation, so that developing countries can have necessary

emissions space to grow. So what impact it has brought andhow far energyjustice for

its people has been given?And what isWTO contribution to this?

Answer: (Chanderlekha V.): WTO has created a lot of confusion by ignoring the

energy trade. Debate on sustainable development etc strongly compelling the WTO
to adopt some policy framework towards the regulation oftrade in energy. My paper

focusedmainly onWTO and not onINDC
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Q 3. ( Mr. Ajeet, Assistant ProfessorCampus Law Centre to Shreeyash Lalit)

Why are you not looking into Indian aspects, as way back in 1987 Justice Bhagwati in

Bandhumukti Morcha case has observed few of the principles that it is the duty of

state to see the needs of present and future generations which was referred by the

presenter through a foreign judgement. Even in the National Green Tribunal 2010

,

one of the provision says that when there is environmental issue it has to be solved

keeping in mind sustainable development.

Answer: (Shreeyash Lalit)

My paper deals with the consequences ofthe neglect ofthe duty ofthe State to take

care ofenvironment in the specific context ofGHG. There is national commitment to

an International Covenant. Ifthat is not fulfilled by the State, what action canbe taken

by the citizens against the State. Generally writs are filed. But this Hague judgment

givesjurisdiction to the lower courts.

Observations of Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon

Professor-In-Charge, Campus Law Centre, DU

The Chairperson, Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon complimented and applauded all the

presenters- Chandralekh, Nikita, Shreeyash and Sana- for their excellent presentations.

While congratulating Chandralekha on her wonderful presentation, which was quite

exhaustive and very systematically presented, she commented on one of the suggestions

given by the Chandralekha that separate international institutions for trade energy should be

there. The Chairperson expressed the concern that multiplicity of institutions can also be

one ofthe problems. She narrated one story ofa Professorwho had two daughters- in- law

,

both of whom were very faithful to him, but there was no coordination between both of

them. The Professorhad to attend some Conference. He bought anew trouser, whichwas two

inches extra long for him. He told his daughters to mend it. One daughter- in- law took the

trouser, cut it short by two inches and kept it back in the room of Professor. Thereafter the

other daughter- in- law also did the same and consequence was that when Professor wore it

on the day ofthe Conference, it was short in length by two inches. So, too many institutions

may not serve the desired purpose. However, as far as this area is concerned, one thing is

there, that it has not got the requisite attention from the international law architects.

The Chairperson commended Nikita for her clarity ofthoughts in bringing out the point
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in her presentation that the conflict in Intellectual Property Rights to promote innovations in

clean technology of industrialized countries and the enabling global access to these

technologies by the developing countries can be resolved by analogy of IP rights to protect

pharmaceutical inventions and fight for access to life saving drugs. The Chairperson also

highlighted that transfer of technology is important for the developing countries including

Asian&African countries, but particularly for India, as India is not only developing country

but also mostpopulous, so we need to develop for the poor and large population, but without

misusing the technology, as was done by the developed countries.

The Chairperson congratulated Shreeyash for picking up an unusual and remarkable

case on climate change- known as climate negligence case- from the Dutch District Court

in Hague, pronounced very recently in June, 2015. She applauded Shreeyash for dissecting

this judgment to examine its civil, constitutional and international law aspects and

appreciated his deep understanding of tort of negligence demonstrated in his brilliant

presentation. She commented that the development ofEnvironmental law in India got many

dimensions from pro-active Indian judiciary. There are many cases where the Indian courts-

but higher courts- have struck down the town- planning policy of the Executive from the

point ofview ofcitizen’s right to healthy environment. However in the Dutch case discussed

by Shreeyash, the court examined the adequacy and effectiveness ofthe policy ofthe State in

the context of its obligation under UNFCCC and ruled it to be illegal and ordered the

Government to curb State’s GHG emissions as promised in UNFCCC. She advised him to

followup the case as the mattermay go in the appeal to the higher courts in Netherlands.

While commenting on Sana’s paper the, Chairperson remarked that the paper dealt more

with climate change and sustainable development and the discussion on energy issues was

not detailed. Initially the mention of Energy Security, interested her, but it was not taken

further. Overall, she appreciated Sana’s effort, being a student, to come to Delhi to present

her paper.

In her general observations, she highlighted thatwe cannot address the broader issues of

climate change or biodiversity without addressing the issue of energy. For instance,

renewable energy can play a leading role in addressing climate change mitigation and

enhancing conservation of biodiversity. The legal aspects of international energy

governance may relate to international trade liberalization, investment protection,

environmental protection, energy security, and energy transit etc. However, when we talk

about regulation oftrade in energy,we do not find any specific mention ofin the international

law. It is surprising that the trade regime has not dealt with energy issues directly. At the
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international level, there is no universal framework exclusively governing global trade in

energy. A multi-layered patchwork of regimes has emerged, the largest part ofwhich is the

World Trade Organization (WTO). These days we have many new forms of energy like

biomass and cogeneration along with old energy form like oil and gas. Question arises

-shouldwe regard energy as service or goods. Traditionally, the classification ofenergy into

goods and service did not arrive. Because of privatization and liberalisation, the trade in

energy increased, and the establishment ofWTO resulted in the divisionofenergy into goods

and services. For WTO all primary energy like fossil fuels, oil, natural gas and coal, were

considered as goods, whereas the secondary energy which results from the conversion of

primary energy like supply of electricity is generally considered as service. But The

International Convention on The Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System

(HS Nomenclature) declared Electricity energy as commodity. In European Union Law,

Electricity is considered as goods and not service. Electricity energy is thus considered to

qualify as a good and by that subject to the rules of the World Trade Organization (WTO).

She emphasized that it may be difficult to differentiate between goods and service aspects of

trade in energy sector.

At the domestic level, she told that like forest conservation, Indian Government, has

enacted 15 years back , The Energy Conservation Act, 2001 for efficient use and

conservation of energy. It was felt that by adopting energy efficiency measures, energy

consumption can be reduced to a large extent. It has established “Bureau of Energy

Efficiency” in 2002 known as BEE, the primary objective of which is to reduce energy

intensity in the economy. She cautioned that the understanding ofthis Act involves the basic

knowledge ofmany technical terms, which are defined in the Act. She also told that the Act

has been amended in 2010 . The seriousness of the Government in having such piece of

legislation can be judged by 2010 Amendment,that enhances the penality for offences

committedundertheAct from 10,000 to 10,00000 (ten lacs).

At the end, the Chairperson thanked all delegates for their wonderful participation with

one reservation, in the capacity ofConference Director, that presenters are not attending all

the Technical Sessions. She apprised the audience that organizers have taken cognizance of

the fact that local candidates are coming mainly for their own presentations. She did not

appreciate this way of attending international conference of this level and sounded that it

may have an effect on their certificates.
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Technical Session - VII

Policy and Management

Sunday, February 14, 2016
\

9:30 am - 11:15 am
\

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) AfzalWani

Professor& Dean, University School ofLaw and Legal

Studies, GGSIPU University,New Delhi

Rapporteur: Ms.AnjuSinha

Assistant Professor, CLC

The Session started on the third day of the Conference in the morning of February 14,

2016, with the introduction of the Chairperson Professor (Dr.) Afzal Wani, Professor &
Dean, University School ofLaw and Legal Studies, GGSIPU University,New Delhi by Ms.

Anju Sinha and felicitation with memento by Moatosh Ao, Assistant Professors, Campus

Law Centre . This was followed by a keynote address by the Chairperson. The Chairperson

pointed out that diversity is already there and diversity is in nature itself. Probably the

creation owes its existence to diversity. It is difficult to understand what creation is without

diversity. Bio is one element of diversity, but taking it, as how people understand it, the

diversity is innate even to a single person. However, at present the situation is such that there

is a threat to it and we are intelligent enough to understand that threat to diversity is threat to

existence. When there is threat to existence, we selfish human beings have started talking

about conserving biodiversity. This session is about policy and management, and policy is

not merely a policy, policy has to have a source. If it is rightly sourced, it is good but if it is

wrongly sourced, it leads to chaos.

He then appreciated the panel of speakers and suggested to all those present to not only

listen with eyes and ears open but with an open heart. Only then the Session will invoke some

thoughts and ignite questions in the minds ofthe listeners. Such questions then will help the

speakers to further investigate the issues. He also advised the speakers to take questions

positively.

The first paper of the Session entitled “Biodiversity Conservation andManagement in

India, Brazil and south Africa: Under Law, Policy and Diplomacy in contemporary age
”

was presented by Mr. Amrendra Kumar, Research Scholar, Centre for International

Legal Studies, School of International Legal Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University,

New Delhi. The presenter while stressing upon the significance of natural and biological

resources in the overall development of a country specially ofbio-diverse countries such as
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India, Brazil, and SouthAfrica, talked ofbiodiversity conservation management as a process

which involves promotion, management, and sustainable use of various natural resources.

He further elaborated on the role played by these bio-diverse countries in harboring and

sustaining immense biodiversity under diversified ecological habitats. These countries have

also shown their international commitment in this regard since Rio Earth Submit held under

United Nation Conference on Environment and Development. Being a party to various

international conventions and treaties they have implemented international principles in

their domestic laws and policies as well. The presenter expanded on this aspect by

highlighting various laws and policies that have been enacted and implemented in the three

countries. He further proposed that these countries should amend the existing legislations

and improve the plans and policies for better biodiversity conservation and management.

The second paper entitled
“
Protecting the Green Cover in India: Problems in

Implementation andEnforcement ofLaw
”
was presented by Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad,

Advocate, Supreme Court of India and National Green Tribunal, New Delhi. The

presenter highlighted various protection measures, which are aimed at protecting the green

cover as adopted in India, and how they are completely divorced from scientific approach.

He further criticized the inconsistency in implementation ofthese policies. In this context an

illustration of Delhi Prevention of Trees Act was given. Under this Act cutting of trees is

prohibited but because of lack of infrastructure and staff, the Act is not being implemented

properly. He emphasized that in face of infrastructural development, the environmental

value oftrees is completely being disregarded. The presenter highlighted the fact that every

geographical area has its unique flora and fauna and they in turn support each other. Since no

regard has been given to scientific plantation or replantation oftrees, cities are loosing their

original biodiversity. This further leads to ecological degradationHe concluded with placing

emphasis on the urgent need for conservation of biodiversity including green covers with

effective policymaking and implementation ofthe same.

The third paper entitled
“
Governance ofTransboundary Water Resources with Special

Reference to Teesta River-India and Bangladesh ” was presented by Dr. Shilpa Bagade,

Assistant Professor, IMS Law College, Noida, Uttar Pradesh. The presenter through this

paper highlighted the conflict between countries with respect to Transboundary Rivers. The

lack of corporation then leads to mismanagement of natural water in the Tran boundary

Rivers, which in turn directly affect population depending on such resource and destruction

ofecological balance. She illustrated this issue by specifically focusing on Teesta River that

flows from Sikkim, India, to Bangladesh. She further elaborated that even though UN
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convention on the Law ofthe Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, 1997

attempts to resolve such issues amongst riparian states, as India and Bangladesh are non-

signatories to this convention, the issue ofdistribution ofthe river water remains a matter of

contention. With both countries planning various hydropower projects on the river also has

ill effects on the conservation and management ofriver water especially during lean periods.

The speaker suggested a few possible solutions including a more holistic approach instead of

nationalist approach towards river water management, involvement of technical expertise

etc.

The fourth and the last paper entailed “The Importance ofBiodiversity and Socio-legal

Responsibility for Conservation in India
”
was presented by Ms. Manjula Raghav,

Assistant Professor, Amity Law School, Delhi. She commenced her presentation with a

quote by Mahatma Gandhi-
“
There is a sufficiency in the worldfor a man s need but notfor

man s greed
9
'. She described biodiversity as the variety and variability among all groups of

living organisms and ecosystem complexes in which they occur. Furthermore, there are three

levels ofbiodiversity- Genetic, Species and ecosystem. Biodiversity is crucial for sustaining

existence, for instance, it helps in production on oxygen, maintaining water circulation,

prevention of soil erosion, etc. The speaker brought out certain threats to biodiversity in her

presentation, which included, disruption of natural habitat, poaching, mining and man-

wildlife conflict. Consequently today we face threats such as global warming, extinction of

various species, etc. In her presentation she also highlighted various constitutional and

statutory provisions in India, which goes a long way in protection of biodiversity. However

there is a failure at the implementation level as there is lack of infrastructure. Her most

important suggestion was to take personal responsibility and contribute even if it is a small

contribution.

At the end ofthe Session, during the question hour, few important questions were asked

by some other delegates. The question and answer are as follows:

Question andAnswer Session

1
.

Question (Dr. Pranab Pal to Ms. Manjula Raghav)Do you think that for the threat to

biodiversity, human is also responsible?

Answer (Ms. Manjula Raghav): The concept of sustainable development can be

achieved if there is harmony between human actions and the development. We are

somewhere ruthless; we are not sensitive towards the environment. And we can do

some basic things, for example, use ofplastic bags. We are prone to use plastics and we
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always criticize as to how will things work without them, we need it on day-to-day

basis. We don’t think that ifwe transform our actions, even in the small ways, we can

definitely do something about it.

2. Question (Dr. Pranab Pal to Dr. Shilpa Bagade) Ifwe approve hydro projects how

much would be the effect on the eco-system. Any suggestions with regard to how can

we curb the damage on the eco-system in that area?

Answer (Dr. Shilpa Bagade): When hydropower projects are established, the natural

course of the river is diversified. When the location for a damn is selected, the

government and administration are involved in the decision-making. Sometimes you

find a location where the natural course ofthe river can be followed but sometimes the

natural course is diversified, and then after few course, the water is thrown

downstream. But where the passage is left empty, there the flora and fauna; the fishery,

the animals; and the aqua life is totally spoilt. At the same time the issue of

sedimentation also arises. So, the recommendation is that the natural course should not

be stopped. Development is required, we require the power projects, the hydropower

projects because this the very natural way in which we can generate energy. But at the

same time we have to follow the course ofthe nature. Ifwe work against the nature then

we have seen the ill effects ofthe nature againsthuman life.

3. Question (Mr. Raman Kanshik to Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad) Whether there is

accountability or a sanction provided in Statutes, which talk of compensation and

transplantation of trees, for non-compliance? The Delhi Prevention of Trees Act

provides that for every tree cut ten trees have to be planted and you stated that only 1 %
trees would survive out of those. So do we have any sanctions or any time period is

allotted forwhich the person must maintain such trees?

Answer (Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad): There is no specific law on transplantation

and compensation and wherever there are laws, they are also not being implemented.

There is a need to have very specific legislation vis-a-vis transplantation, vis-a-vis

compensatory plantation or vis-a-vis anything else that we need to do on a very

practical ground, on a very practical level. As far as accountability is concerned neither

the private individuals nor the government departments are taking responsibility. If a

person cut a tree today he has to maintain those five saplings for ten years- nobody

cares as to what is happening in ten years. There is no computerized data, which shows

that the forest officer would go every day and see whether those plantations are there,

or not. The Delhi Forest Department was audited by the Directorate ofAudit ofDelhi
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Government itself and they said that they maintain no plantation registers. The same

plantations are shown as replantation again and again.

4. Question (Mr. Raman Kaushik to Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad) Apart from

conventional education, that we have at present in India, is there any specific

professional or vocational courses for transplantation or compensation management?

Can we use environmental ethics as a compulsory subject in all the curriculums from

1

0

th

standard to post graduation? Will thatbe effective?

Answer (Mr. Aditya Narayan Prasad): Yes, there is training happening at the Forest

Institute in Dehradun but again it is at a very minuscule level. Nobody knows about it,

unless there is demand for it, unless people start taking it seriously there won’t be any

interest. Yes, environmental ethics can be in curriculum, it is in our curriculum buthow

effective are we? When we see a tree being cut what do we do? So that is the question

that needs to be addressed. We can have a chapter in all schools and in some places

there are these chapters but it is the individual responsibility that needs to be looked

into.

5. Question (Mr. Mohib Anwar to Dr. Shilpa Bagade) How increasing disputes

between the countries are threat to the conservation of the biodiversity? What is the

connection between the increasing disputes and the conservationofbiodiversity?

Answer (Dr. Shilpa Bagade): Regarding the biodiversity and the connection with the

transbounderies water governance, which ever the treaties and conventions there are in

this regard, they do not devolve on the biodiversity. Basically they have devolved on

how the water should be managed for the betterment ofthe human being at the same

time how there should not be any dispute between the states regarding equitable

utilization ofwater. Even ifwe look at European Convention on Non- Navigation Use

ofWater it also just mentions that there is a threat to the biodiversity due to the access

utilization of water at the upper riparian state. The lower riparian state will not get

enough flow of the water, which they require to develop their biodiversity. This is the

grey area, which has to be developed in various agreements and in various

conventions, which have not focused on the issue of biodiversity in case of

transboundary water dispute.

6. Question (Mr. Mohib Anwar to Ms. Manjula Raghav) How do you see the overall

response of the public to the conservation of biodiversity because in India we do not

have any direct legislation, which gives right to the public to stand and claim their own
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rights. We see only environment impact assessment rules, those probably from 1996,

amended several times, but yetno such right that has been given on national level to the

public that whenever there is a threat to biodiversity they can stand and claim their

rights. For example, right to public participation, right to have environmental

information, right to have access to judiciary. So how would you like to comment on

these three things?

Answer (Ms. Manjula Raghav) Public participation is not codified. There is no such

legislation. But Public Interest Litigation is a weapon in our hands. We can actively

utilize it and judiciary is also taking interest in PIL. Environmental law is the result of

judicial activism. Before thatwe were not active towards our environment, however, it

is the creativity ofjudiciary that has brought out focus towards the environment. Of

course, it is yet not codified but again there are movements such as Swach Bharat

Abhiyan. We can do our bit for instance; we all can plant a tree. Yes, I don’t possess a

big house but two plants you will find at my home. In this way we all can contribute

towards the environment.

7. Question (Mr. Mohib Anwar to Mr. Amrendra Kumar): How Cartagena Protocol

has seen the role ofpublic in conservation on biodiversity because there are so many

provisions there but I don’t see any real implication ofthose provisions with regard to

the environment preservation, public participation and access tojustice?

Answer (Mr. Amrendra Kumar): With regard to the Cartagena Protocol, this has

been adopted for the safe transfer and use and the management ofthe living modified

organisms. So the community based participation or their corporation is very sincerely

required. Though there have been provisions and recommendations for their

participation and corporation in this regard, there are also recommendations about

their education as well. This is because they are the major stakeholders and the

providers, like the indigenous communities and the local communities, of the genetic

material. So basically their participation and the cooperation as such in this particular

protocol have been endorsed. It has been noted and recommended in its preamble as

well. So this Protocol has been a very important aspect and instrument for advocating

for public participation and their cooperation in governance and modification of the

living modified organisms, as they are a part ofthe rich biodiversity.
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Observations of the Chairperson

Professor (Dr.) M. Afzal Wani
Professor & Dean

University School ofLaw and Legal Studies

GGSEPU, New Delhi

Prof. M. Afzal Wani, who chaired the VII Session, started with the observations that:

“It was a very great occasion to converse on a very important issue that is like a volcano at

the base ofhumanity on planet earth. There is a ‘threat’ which can explode anytime and it’s

like a time bomb and the only thing that can save us is our alertness to the threat. It depends

on many things and some ofthem have been discussed in the session.”

He appreciated all the presenters and particularly Mr. Amrender Kumar for bringing the

discussion to the international level, who spoke specifically about India, South Africa and

Brazil. The Chairperson remarked that it should not be taken as the study for the whole ofthe

world. More study is required though in mathematics there is a concept called ‘factors’ and

the position with respect to these three countries may together explain the position in other

countries ofthe world. It needs to be seen in multiple contexts like: What sort ofdiplomacy

they have? What sort of issues they have identified? To which level they can get the

coordination? To identify if there are any similar zones that exist on this planet for

cooperation and coordination and what criteria be adopted for promoting harmonization

furtherresearch and appropriate action is required.

There is a lesson to be carried out. The lesson is to learn about earth’s existence. Whether

the universe came into existence itself or was created by God. Whatever it may be

understood, the fact remains that it is one Unity. It is not separate parts. There is something,

which keeps its cohesiveness and then only it exists. It survives because there is coordination

in it. It survives because there is a kind ofnatural process, which is continuing and ifyou find

‘any particular kind of change’ in it then it can definitely result into some devastation. The

human being has existed on this planet and during this existence he has passed broadly

through three kinds of stages, (a) The period of “gods’: when he would totally depend on

unseen. If there was scorching heat he would get into the cave! If there was a threat from a

beast, he would get into the cave! And ifthere was severe cold, he would get into the cave!

Because he wanted to sustain his life and leave everything to gods without doing anything

about it as these things (heat, beast and cold) were sent by gods in his perception of things.

Thus, he would adjust himselfto the situation. But then there was a form of activation in his
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mind and he started adjusting the environment according to his own comfort. If the man

could sustain on the flesh ofthe beast then why could not he use the skin ofthe beast to cover

his body and think ofa dress? Once he is dressed he is not afraid ofthe cold, he can apply his

mind and can get the environment suited to him rather than himselfobeying the odd around.

Then, the man started with assumption and used his mind to conceptualize and got to

concepts oflaw, ethics, management, and policy etc.Aman could then understand better the

war and peace and causes for them. Today we are at that stage of civilization that the man

should now really be civilized. He should be sensitized and whole ofthe international legal

regime related to biodiversity and its sustainability should be look from this perspective. The

circumstances around have putman to test to see at which stage ofcivilization the he proves

himselfto be. Is he behaving like a man at war or a sensitized and civilized person? Is it that

he is alert to threats and responsive to comforts, and at the same time looking at the

development ofthe world in a very balanced way. During the last 100 years we are looking

into the constitutionalism in all parts of the world and in that constitutionalism one of the

policies was to promote the rights of the people, especially the prime rights to ensure the

sustenance ofthe human being on this planet. Thehuman being can onlybe civilizedwhenhe

is conscious of the fact that he has to live with another human being harmoniously. The

policies should not be guided by the rule of survival ofthe fittest. That could have been the

thought at the first stage ofcivilization or at some other stage of society, but not now, when

the society is facing challenges together. The nations cannot survive in isolation or by self-

aggrandizement. They cannot survive byputting one anotherdown. Please look at the world:

God did not create the world flat but he created it in an oval shape, where you cannot have

same thing existing at every place. Some where there grow plants, which are medicinally

rich; it can somewhere be rich in certain minerals; it can somewhere be rich in wildlife; and it

can be rich somewhere in water bodies. It is not the same everywhere and that is why, this

whole world being a large family together taken with all wealth at different places is very

rich. Separately it cannot sustain longer. We have to take the benefit and use all of it together.

It can apply to city, it can apply to a state, it can apply to a country, it can apply to the all the

countries together all overthe world. This is a policy given by nature itself. That is why, Prof.

Wani reminded the listeners again and again that we have to look at this policy as a policy

given by nature itself. When you frame the policy at the global level, at the national level, at

the regional level or at the domestic level then you have your self-interest prime in that. That

is a policy but that is not the policy in consonance with the policy dictated by nature itself.We
are in an international conference, not a conference for Delhi or India. In this international

conference we should definitely convey to the international community that we should
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resolve and find out and frame a policy that will suit the whole ofthe world. We should have

an equal love for the life and beauty and existence of every human being in any part ofthe

world.

The chairman expressed that the scientific tests and the data, which is being presented, is

not always correct. Some times the methodology is not correct. The population ofthe world

as it is today can very well comfortably be sustained and maintainedby the riches that exist in

the world. But it depends on the pattern it is used and how it should be used. The scientific

findings and scientific research should always be neutral. There is sometimes politics with it

and that politics which is at the back ofthe statistics makes the things difficult to resolve and

that is why you find some times you do not reach to certain conclusions and that makes the

effort futile and does not attain its objectives. We need to see the statistics in a very neutral

way and in an unbiased way. In case ofthe use and conservation ofenergy and biodiversity,

issues have to be reconsidered in that way.We need to focus at things thatwe generally do not

bring into focus. At the international level we are definitely looking for a very strong

international legal regime and that is getting strengthened day-by-day because the nations

themselves are losing the ground. They are not able to maintain themselves without the

cooperation of sister nations. Since this is the fact, you all need then to come together and

find out the enforcement agencies at the global level.

It should not be that the international law is a weak law. We have to have globally very

strong agencies and then at the national level alsowe shouldhave a concept in mind, which is

provided in the Indian Constitution in Article 5 1 that we have to develop international

understanding, we have to promote international understanding. There is a fundamental duty

also to contribute towards better understanding ofinternational policies.

Ifwe open our minds to all those realities then definitely something will come out which

you may call as “environmental ethics’. Unless there is ethics supporting a law it cannot

prove effective. There can be so many kinds ofreasons and kinds of causes, which will be

created by the unscrupulous ones to defeat you. It is because man can do it andman has done

it. Unless that ethics is emerging and coming out ofthe heart and mind and that is basically

regulating behavior ofthe man, you cannot regulate it only by the institution oflaw. Ifyou do

it then you are coercive and ifyou are very coercive then you are defeating the rights ofthe

human being again. So ifyou want to be persuasive; ifyou want to attain the objectives, then

definitely there should be an emergence of a parallel, coincidental and a supplementary

regime of ethics that can make things easier. That can in turn bring into existence a

management, which will be a persuasive and effective management. That will bring into
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existence that kind of awareness, awakening and action that is required for the

implementation ofthe policies and by the implementation oflaws.

Democracy was bom for all, but we burry it by excluding others both at national and

international levels. The democracy has emerged from axiom, which we call- “It is the

wearer who knows where the shoe pinches”. Nobody else can know it, nobody else can

realize it and that’s why the democracy came into existence. Being democratic is asking you

that where your shoe is pinching and what we should do for that? And that’s at the city level,

at the state level and at the international level. We have to see it andwe have to understand all

that pain which is caused by the present system, by the present traditions, by the present

regimes, by the present attitudes and that’s very important. If that is democratized then the

things will be very different. The chairperson was very confident that with the present laws

that exist and their implementation is not very democratic. It is lopsided. There is a big gap

between the developed and so-called developing countries. There is a lot of conflict of

interest and there is lack ofunderstanding ofmutual coexistence and that is whywe only take

up the instrument of law for solving the problems under an influence of those who are the

stronger parties. Because the bare making ofthe law, the bare implementation ofthe law and

bare enforcement ofthe law is definitely in favor ofthe party orthe parties whichhave played

the role in bringing that particular law into existence. The trouble begins there and that iswhy

we have to have a critical examination ofthe policies, the law, the management mechanisms

and the history of last more than 60 years of universal declaration ofhuman rights. Where

from the resistance is coming for mutual coexistence on this planet? Where fromwe find that

people think that we should have the maximum power in our hands? Where has it lead the

people ofthe world to? Know that please! And then only you will find out that wherewe have

to hit and where we have to go. The chairperson expressed that he would not like to be only

philosophical but would also like to be understood jurisprudentially. He also observed that

we have to improve our contribution and make it more comprehensive taking it as a global

study rather than a study ofa few countries and nations.

Continuing his observations, the chairperson observed that mathematics is very

important for policy making. If a study is made about a tree, as was done by one of the

presenters Mr. Prasad, it can be replicated, tested and multiplied as a variable, an algebraic

expression or a common factor. It can help in developing a good harmony in terms of

biodiversity and sustainability. IfDelhi can be developed into a model for any place in the

world or this region is a challenge.

The chairperson also appreciated Ms. Shilpa, who spoke on the Teesta. He suggested that
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the study should be more clearly related to the life and biodiversity rather than specifically

talking on the management ofthe river water itself. He suggested that specific studies should

be done on all significant the water bodies in the county because water bodies are very

important for ecology. When man started settling he first settled on riverbanks and riverbeds.

At least it was clear that ifyoumay be thinking that water is inanimate butwater does possess

some life and that is giving life to other things. He appreciated the paper regarding social

perspective ofbiodiversity as well.

At the end, emphasizing social responsibility, he reiterated that the voice for change

should come from within. Ifthe voice does not come from within then things cannot happen.

Everybody is talking bout change in mind-set but he expressed that he has been hearing that

for 30 years. Every speaker is saying the same, but what should be put in the mind of the

people is something about which they are blank.Andwhatwe put in others mind unthinkably

or emotionally may be having the same defects which are in his mind today. So, you are just

spending crores and thousands of crores from ministries on seminars and conferences and

telling only one thing that there is a need for change in mindset. You are, in other words,

surely not saying what has to be put in the mind. And then what you suggest may be worse

than what is in themind ofthe people.

There is a need to put a ‘receptive device’ in the minds ofthe people. And that receptive

device should not only listen to what is happening outside, the receptive device should hear

from within also—from within his heart, the inner voice. Ifyou connect and listen to it, that

says only one thing that your body can exist only if all the parts ofthe body cooperate. This

body can exist only if there is coordination. And this mind will tell you that I am mind and I

am very important but I also depend on all the other parts of the body. So in this way some

country is a developed one, some is underdeveloped one, some is developing one; some one

is in a posh colony, somebody is in a slum; then definitely they all have to cooperate and

coordinate and go together. The chairperson implored that we must shake our inner

conscience, shape our policies according to that; shape our laws according to that; and have

the management ofbiodiversity according to that inner voice.
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Technical Session - VIII

Traditional Knowledge and Intellectual Property Rights

Sunday, February 14, 2016
\

11:30 am - 1:00pm
|

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Professor (Dr.) B.T. Kaul

Chairperson, Delhi JudicialAcademy

Rapporteur: Mr. Neeraj Gupta

Assistant Professor, CLC

Eighth Technical Session of the Conference, was chaired by Prof. (Dr.) B. T. Kaul,

Chairperson, Delhi Judicial Academy, who was introduced by the Rapporteur Mr. Neeraj

Gupta, assistant Professor,CLC and felicitatedby MoatoshiAo, Assistant Professor, CLC.

The session was initiated by Prof. (Dr.) B T Kaul (Chairperson), pointing towards the

importance and the relevance of the area of conference in the contemporary scenario,

especially in developing countries. He also pointed out the importance of the theme in the

context of developing country. He said the awareness regarding Traditional Knowledge

(TK) and Biodiversity in the sub-continent has arisen due to bio-piracy and bio-prospecting

by the Multi National Companies (MNC) and developed countries. He observed that there is

urgent need to tackle the phenomenon ofbio-piracy. Cases such as Neem, Turmeric etc. has

led to awareness regarding protection ofTK. Now we have also started compiling theTK in

the form of digital libraries (TKDL), so that we can cross check at the time of filing of a

patent application whether it is based on the prior art or existingknowledge.

Chairperson emphasised on the benefits being reaped from TK since time immemorial.

TK owes its origin without any assistance from the modem science and still it has proven

effective in curing various illness and problems atmuch cheaper cost than the modemmodes
oftreatments. Over and above, these forms ofmedicines, based onTK are generally without

any side effects thatmakes their reliabilityby indigenous people stronger.

There is a need to create balance between the inventions and the traditional knowledge.

He said that the current legal system only provides the defensive mechanisms to protect TK
and we do not have positive measures. Here also, the area of replication and duplication are

vexed questions for the courts. He added that some positive rights have been enacted in the

Biodiversity Act, 2002. Certain steps are also being taken at international level as well, to

protect the biodiversity and traditional knowledge. He said the Convention on Biological

Diversity (CBD) was drafted with the object to conserve the biodiversity and TK, its
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sustainable use and to provide for benefit sharing, ifaccess is granted to biodiversity and TK.

After these preliminary observations, the Chairperson invited the speakers ofthe session to

present theirviews.

The First presenter of the session was Dr. Pushpa Kumar Lakshmanan, Associate

Professor, the School ofEcology and Environment Studies, Nalanda University, Bihar.

The presentation was on the topic of "The Issues and Challenges of Implementing the

Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing". Dr. Pushpa Kumar (speaker) started with

explaining that the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing (the protocol) is related

to the CBD. He explained how the dishonest use of developing countries’ biological

resources by the multinational companies and sovereigns led to the creation ofthe CBD. The

CBD provides for the conservation ofthe biodiversity. It has also recognised sovereign right

over the resources to the state concerned, state also have right to regulate these resources.

They are also entitled to lay down the policies with regard to the resources -which should

aim to provide justice to the persons who are involved in keeping and maintaining the TK
with regard to biological resources. It also provides that the resources may be shared by the

sovereign and access may be given to aliens to the resources with the condition of benefit

sharing.

It was observed by the speaker that the Protocol is one ofthe defensive mechanisms to

protect the rights of the TK holder and the sovereign having the biological resources. The

positive mechanisms are being deliberated at other forums such as WIPO and WTO
however, till datewe have no such positive mechanism in place.

The Protocol provides concrete rules with regard to prior informed written consent for

access to biological resource and TK. Secondly, the consent has to be obtained on the

mutually agreed terms. In addition, benefit sharing also has to take place. The Protocol

provides that the state parties shall take the legislative, administrative, and policy measures

to provide access to genetic resources as well as TK and benefit sharing regarding them

based on mutually agreed terms. The Protocol also gives guidelines in this regard.

Apart from above, the Protocol also takes into considerations the emergent situations and

provide exceptions to benefit sharing in case of outbreak of a disease, for non-commercial

research and promotion ofagriculture. The protocol also provides that the use ofresources is

not restricted to benefit sharing, itmust also lead to benefit ofenvironment.

The speaker pointed out that the CBD was attempted to be implemented in India with the

help ofthe Biological Diversity Act, 2002, (Act of2002) which provides for constitution of
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various agencies under the Act of 2002 for the administration of various provisions. The

speaker also highlighted that theAct of2002 came into force before the Protocol, and due to

this, there are certain gaps between the Act of 2002 and the Guidelines under the Protocol

which need to be filled up.

Firstly, the Protocol provides that not only the country which is giving the resources must

have in place administrative and other mechanisms but, the receiving country should also

have in place the mechanism which ensures that the person bringing the resource in the

receiving country has complied with the laws ofthe giving country. This aspect is missing in

theActof2002.

He also pointed out the distinction between the foreigners and nationals in the Act of

2002. The Act has made provisions that in case ofaccess to genetic resources, both national

as well as foreigners have to take the permission ofthe concerned authority. However, in case

of access to TK by the nationals, the Act of 2002 is completely silent. And as far as the

exploitation is concerned, it canbe done by any personbe it a national or a foreigner.

He concluded the presentation with the argument that the Protocol is aimed at the justice

to the local and indigenous persons, though the Act of 2002 talks about the consent of the

concerned authority, this consent by the concerned authority should be given keeping in

mind thejustice aspect to the local communities.

Then the speaker referred to the case studies from India and Africa with regard to

medicines based onTK and Biological resources. He argued that these cases may be used as

guiding lights for benefit sharing

Dr. Neeru Nakra, Associate Professor, Vivekananda institute of Professional

studies, was the second to present her paper titled
“
Interface between Traditional

Knowledge and Intellectual Property Rights: An Indian Scenario Dr. Neeru Nakra (the

speaker) started with the examples ofuse ofhome remedies for various health problems and

how TK has always been part ofour daily routine, yet, the student and teachers ofIPR have

not paid heed to the subject. It remained ignored for a long time and only few years backTK
has come to be seen as an important academic area.

The speaker described thatTK is one ofthe branches ofknowledge held and passed from

generations to generations. Similarly, IPR is also a branch ofknowledge. Protection to IPR

strengthened with the emergence of WIPO and TRIPS. However, the TK is not getting

enough attention.
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The speaker asserted that India has definitely attempted to give protection to TK through

various methods such as the Protection ofPlant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act, 2001 and

theAct of2002. She asserted that as far as protection ofTK through EPRregime is concerned,

there are certain obstacles. TK is a collective right and it belongs to the entire community

rather than an individual. On the other hand Patent and other IPR laws protect the individual

rights.

Secondly, the Patent Act does not protect the knowledge which is part ofprior art, thus,

making it impossible to protect the TK as it is already in public domain. The Geographical

Indications ofGoods (registration and Protection) Act, 1999, is applicable only on goods. It

is not applicable to mere knowledge.

The speaker highlighted that department ofAYUSH is also helping to protect the TK by

digitising the information related to TK. The speaker emphasised that TK definitely need

protection and argued for a sui generis regime for its protection and cited the examples of

various countries which have already taken step in this directions.

She emphasised that ifwe create a protective regime forTK it will consequentially lead

to the betterment of the society, especially those who possess the TK. The benefit sharing

aspect will lead to their better economic position as well as they will get the recognition as

equivalent to the IP creators.

The final presenter was Ms. Sneha Jheethay, 2
nd

yr LL.B(H) at Law College

Dehradun, Uttaranchal University. The topic ofher paper was “Protection ofBiodiversity

and Traditional Knowledge: Issues and Concerns’’. The speaker started with the

introduction as to how CBD came into existence and the parallel debate on the issue as to

howTK should be protected. Should it be protected through IPR regime, adjustment ofnon-

IPR laws orsuigeneris mechanism?

The point is that we have not come to a unanimous decision as to what is the most

appropriate way to protect TK. There is not a single theme ofIPR where it can be protected.

Some portion ofTK falls under the expression part, but not fixed in form, making it difficult

to protect in Copyright Laws, similarly, the issue of authorship also creates problems with

regard to folklore etc. Medicines etc. should fall under Patent law, yet, being part ofprior art,

not protectable under Patent law. Still, TK is the source of livelihood many people and it

needs to be protected.

She emphasised that the legal regime should give equal protection to IP and TK, only

then we can attain the justice. She emphasised that till we find the sui generis mechanism to
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protect TK, we should attempt to protect it through IPR. She concluded that apart from legal

protection, we also need to make persons aware about their rights and their enforcement.

Question andAnswer Session

1
.

Question (Ashish Kumar to all the panellists) Where and how shouldwe draw a line

between a traditional knowledge and superstition?

Answer (Dr. Pushpa Kumar): The dividing line is difficult to draw. However, TK is

something which is based on proved results. Superstitions are based on mere belief.

TK, we can say that, based on reason to believe.

2. Question (Parikshit Sirohi to Dr. Pushpa Kumar) What is the reason that

indigenous persons from Africa and other countries prefer traditional medicines? Is it

the cost or something else?

Answer (Dr. Pushpa Kumar): The reason is, it is nature based, cost effective, and

there are no side effects. The traditional medicines should be called the mainstream

medicines, rather than Allopathic. We also need to protect Ayurveda, Siddha, Unani

etc. form of medicines. We should protect them as a gesture of thanksgiving to the

generations who have contributed in passing this to us. This will lead to justice —
justice in exchange, correctivejustice andprotectivejustice.

Observation 1: Mizum Nyodu (Assistant Professor, Campus Law Centre) InArunachal

Pradesh, the cases of smuggling are on rise related to genetic resources. However, the

Authorities under the Act of 2002 have not been constituted in sufficient numbers, there is

only one BiodiversityManagement Committee in the entireArunachal Pradesh.

Secondly, we also find lack of coordination among the enforcement agencies. The forest

department officials, the officials under the Act of2002 and local police just play the blame

game andnone is responding to the smuggling taking place.

Observation 2: Dr. Erimma Gloria Orie (Lecturer National Open University of

Nigeria) It is found that the problems ofIndia and Nigeria are similar in nature.

Observations of the chairperson

Professor (Dr.) B.T. Kaul

Chairperson, Delhi Judicial Academy

The Chairperson pointed out that the first paper attempts to bring the harmony between

the international law and domestic laws, and attempts to highlight the gap between them.
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which need to be filledup. Secondly, the paper also highlights the fact that the persons having

the TK with them are not aware about their rights and it is tough task for the government to

educate them. He also said that the now, Regulation of year 2014 of the Act of 2002, is in

place, which should have been incorporated in the paper; however, it has been dealt in the

spirit rather than the words. Further, the paper attempts to highlight that the Protocol sets the

global norms regarding access and benefit sharing and it is an attempt to attain globaljustice.

This point becomes very relevant in the light of divide between the developed and

developing countries.

On the second paperthe Chairperson observed that the paper enquires whetherTK can be

dealt in the traditional legal system of IPR or it needs a sui generis approach. He also

observed that the TK and GI have to be distinguished. Though both fall under the collective

rights yet, TK deals with the knowledge itselfbut GI deals with the goods. GI provides the

origin of the goods. Thus, it becomes difficult, that how TK can be protected under the

conventional IP Law regime. He observed that the paper also deals with the aspect of

fundamental right to culture which is directly related to TK and it also talks aboutTK in the

perspective of spirituality apart from the economic and social rights aspect. The point of

holistic approach is very important andTK is the cultural spine ofIndia which can also help

in economic and socialjustice. It can also help in create a healthy society.

For the final paper of the session he observed that this paper specially focuses on TK
from the perspective of indigenous people’s right to conserve the culture, identity and

traditional and cultural expressions. She has given reference to Art 3 1 UN Declaration on

the Rights of Indigenous People, 2007. The Declaration expressly recognises the right to

protect and preserve theTK and cultural expressions. The paper also focuses on the issues as

to how these can be protected through the IPR regime and what are the gaps. Chair also

pointed out that the Sui Generis Bill is still pending thus, in interim various laws including IP

law can be used to protectthe TK.
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Technical Session - IX

Comparative / Domestic Laws on Biodiversity and Sustainable Energy

Sunday, February 14, 2016
\
2:00pm - 4:00pm

|

Venue: Seminar Hall, CLC

Chairperson: Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay

Advocate, Supreme Court ofIndia

HonoraryManaging Trustee -ELDF

Rapporteur: Mr. MoatoshiAo
Assistant Professor, CLC

The Ninth Technical Session which was the final Session ofthe Conference started with

the introduction of the Chairperson Mr. Sanjay Uphadhyay, Advocate, Supreme Court of

India and Managing partner of the India’s first environmental law firm, Enviro Legal

Defence Firm (ELDF). Prof. (Dr.) Usha Tandon, Professor-in-Charge and Conference

Director, welcomed the Chairperson by presenting a memento to him. Mr. Moatoshi Ao,

Assistant Professor, CLC was the Rapporteurofthe session.

The Chairperson expressed his pleasure in coming back to the faculty and expressed his

gratitude to be in thepresence ofProf. Usha Tandon and Prof. B.T. Kaul, his teachers.

The Chairperson thanked his erstwhile professors at Faculty ofLaw, while revealing that

he had initially been admitted to CLC but later shifted to LC-II due to his full time

involvement in the filed of environment. He also complemented Prof. B.T. Kaul for his

detailed and elaborate skills ofteachings. He expressed his gratitude to Prof. B.T. Kaul and

Prof. Usha Tandon from whom he learnt the roots from great teachers like them. As the

session could only last till 4:00 p.m., Mr. Upadhyay requested the participants to keep their

presentations crisp and articulate, with each speaker been given about 15 minutes to make

her case.

The first presenter of the session was Dr. (Mrs.) Erimma Gloria Orie, Lecturer,

National Open University of Nigeria, Nigeria. Presenting her paper titled “Sustainable

Wetlands and Biodiversity Conservation: Nigeria ’s Lagos Lagoons in Focus
”
the presenter

stated that Wetlands are one ofthe world’s most important environmental assets, containing

a disproportionately high number ofplant and animal species compared to other areas ofthe

world. However, the rate ofloss and deterioration ofwetlands is accelerating in all regions of

the world including Nigeria. According to her Nigeria has about 14 identified major

wetlands, including Sokoto-Rima, Komadugu Yobe, Lake Chad and Lagos Lagoon and
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Lekki Pennisula. In spite of Nigeria being a signatory to several international treaties and

conventions for conservation and sustainable use ofbiodiversity, there is no specific national

law regulating the maintenance ofwetlands. The Lagos Lagoon is one ofthe most extensive

wetlands in the southern region ofNigeria but has witnessed more than 96% loss. She than

elaborated on the role ofwetlands in conservation of biodiversity like GDP booster, carbon

sequestration, flood buffers, source of water, support to agriculture, reservoir of fish, etc.

According to the presenter there are various domestic and international laws and polices for

regulation of wetland in Nigeria, a few among them are, 1999 National Policy on

Environment, National Forest Policy, 2006, National Policy on Erosion, Flood Control and

Coastal Zone Management, 2005, The National Environmental Standards and Regulations

Enforcement Agency (Establishment) Act (2007) (NESREA), National Environmental

(Wetlands, River Banks and Lake Shores) Regulations, 2009, National Environmental

(Watershed, Mountainous, Hilly and Catchments Areas) Regulations, 2009, National

Environmental (Soil Erosion and Flood Control) Regulations, 2010, National

Environmental (Desertification Control and Drought Mitigation) Regulations, 2010, The

Natural Resources Conservation Act 1989, Federal Environmental Protection Agency Act,

1990, The Environmental Impact Assessment Act, 1992, etc., and even Section 20 of the

Constitution ofthe Federal Republic ofNigeria 1 999. Besides, the domestic legislations and

policies, Nigeria also has international collaborative efforts like the Canadian International

Development Agency (CDDA), the United Kingdom’s Department for International

Development (DFID). Furthermore, the World Bank, through its Global Environment

Facility “Local Empowerment and Environmental Management Project,” is working with

the Department of National Parks and Bauchi State in Nigeria to develop capacity for

protected area management components (among other activities). The United Nations

Environment Programme (UNEP) and United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization

(UNFAO) also supports the cause in Nigeria. However according to the presenter these

institutions are expected to assist in the management of the Lagos Lagoon wetlands for the

benefit ofthe immediate community andNigeria at large, but this has notbeen the case due to

numerous challenges like, absence of law, weak enforcement, capacity building and lack of

awareness, the top down approach, invasive species, widespread poverty, urbanisation,

flooding and erosion, impact of population and recognition of market or economic value.

The presenter concluded her paper by suggesting some strategies and recommendations for

conservation ofwetlands in Lagos Lagoon Wetland, like, there is an urgent need to transmit

the International Conventions into the Nigerian body of laws; a strong institutional

framework is essential for proper enforcement oflaw; urgent need to improve the knowledge
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ofchange in wetland areas in Lagos state, and to improve the consistency ofdata on change

in wetland areas inpublishedpapers and reports; The Nigerian government should recognize

biodiversity conservation as feasible investment in Nigeria’s economic development and

consequently incorporate natural resources valuation fully into the national economic

planning; and population control, etc. The importantrecommendations recommended by the

presenter includes, the government should adopt a mechanism that will use the invasive

species particularly water hyacinth, Nypa palm and cattail (Typha sp) as raw materials for

production; the government should enact a comprehensive wetland protection legislation

and in addition place Lagos Lagoon wetland on gazette (and by extension all wetlands in

Nigeria) as a conserved urban ecosystem that should not be developed; Recognize and

maintain local community rights to wetland resources in the laws; and Integrate community

management of wetlands and compensation for environmental services into national

development policies and the proposed wetland law.

The Second presenter Dr. Stellina Jolly, Faculty of Legal Studies, South Asian

University, New Delhi, presented a paper titled “Role of Judiciary in Bio Diversity

Enforcement and Compliance: Comparison between International Court of Justice and

Indian Judiciary ”.

Dr. Stellina investigated into role played by international court ofjustice for biodiversity

protection. She enlightened elaborately how environmental principles pertaining to bio

diversity protection has been argued and how it has been considered by International Court

ofJustice in the case ofPulp Mills case and Gabcikovo-nagymaros case. She also cited other

cases like Corfu Channel case, Nuclear Tests case, Traction case, etc. Dr. Stellina through a

catena of cases dwelled into the role played by Indian judiciary in protecting and bringing

compliance to India’s international commitment at bio-diversity protection. She highlighted

that in compliance to United Nations Conference onHuman Environment, Stockholm, 1972

the government ofIndia amended the Constitution and inserted Article 48A and 5 1A(g) and

also enacted various legislations like the Water Act, 1974, Air Act, 1981, Environment

(Protection)Act, 1986, etc. The rule oflocus standi was modifiedby Supreme Court ofIndia

adopted and concept of Public Interest Litigation was brought into operation. Article 21 of

the Constitution was interpreted to include right to a healthy and clean environment. The

presenter cited numerous landmark cases decided by the Supreme Court of India

substantiating die role played by the Indianjudiciary. Narmada BachaoAndolan v. Union of

India, Vellore Citizens’ WelfareForum v. Union ofIndia, T.N. Godavaraman Thirumulpad v.

Union ofIndia and ors, Indian Councilfor Enviro - LegalAction v. Union ofIndia, Vellore
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Citizens WefareForum v Union ofIndia, A.P Pollution ControlBoard v. Prof M. VNayudu,

etc. are some cases cited by the presenter in which the Supreme Court of India has applied

various International Environmental Law Principle. The presenter concluded stating that a

perusal ofcases decided by ICJ and Indianjudiciary reveals that, domesticjudiciary has been

more successful in terms ofarticulating environmental principles, applying in the context of

the case and ensuring compliance. According to her “at the international level very few cases

have been addressed relating to environmental concerns. States feel more at ease in basing

their arguments on other treaty mechanisms than environmental law provisions”. Thus, a

comparison will reveal that role ofjudiciary at the domestic level has been more successful

in terms ofrich environmentaljurisprudence and compliance.

The final presenter ofthe sessionRitupriya Gurtoo,Assistant Professor , Department

of Law, Prestige Institute of Management and Research, Indore, Madhya Pradesh

presented her paper titled
“
Enforcement and Compliance ofJudicial Pronouncements in

Biodiversity: Indian Perspective The presenter started her presentation by highlighting on

the importance of biodiversity for ecosystem like genes, species, poverty, degraded

ecosystem, etc. She highlighted the various International Conventions with regard to

biodiversity and sustainable development like, Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),

the Basel Convention, International Convention on oil pollution preparedness, response and

cooperation, 1990, International Maritime Organization (IMO), International Convention

forthe Prevention ofPollution ofthe Sea by Oil (OILPOL) was adopted in 1 954, Convention

on the Prevention ofMarine Pollution by the Dumping ofWastes and other Matter (London

Convention), 1972, Protocol Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases ofPollution

by Substances Other Than Oil, (1973), etc. She expounded on the role of Indian judiciary

with the help ofvarious cases decidedby the Supreme CourtofIndia. Francis CoralieMullin

v. The Administrator, Union Territory ofDelhi, Subhash Kumar v. State ofBihar, Calcutta

Wetland Case, Doon Valley case, Narmada Bachao Andolan v. Union of India, etc.

According to the presenter, the proactive role ofthejudiciary is countering the challenges of

biodiversity even in the absence of domestic law. She also suggested that the courts should

step into the shoes of legislature and make laws in the light of international conventions.

While the core issues of biodiversity loss are well known, the role that judges can play to

alleviate the crisis is less considered, even by judges themselves. The presenter concluded

that firstly the Courts in India have played a distinguishing role in gradually enlarging the

scope of a qualitative living by applying various issues of environmental protection, and

secondly, the active role played by the Indianjudiciary in the past two decades has redefined

its place in India’s society.
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Question and Answer Session

1. Question (Tanveer Ahmed to Ritupriya Gurtoo) How does judiciary react to such

cases where there is limited or absence ofcomprehensive research as for instance the

recentCNG case?

Answer (Ritupriya Gurtoo): The main point ofconcern is somewhere somebody has

to take the first step. If there is no comprehensive legislation ofpolicy on a particular

fact, the only recourse left for us is to go to the judiciary. I understandjudiciary is over

burdened, I do understandwe do have so much ofexperts, but then experts are not there

even in relation to company law or in relation to other DPR ifyou talk about, so why do

you distinguish environmental law. It is just a matter ofthe fact, you take one-step, and

the entire thing will fall in place. That one-step is not taken either by legislature or by

thejudiciary.Who takes the first step that is the question?

2. Question (Dr. Pushpa Kumar to Dr. Stellina Jolly) Sustainable development is

understood by many jurisdictions as an concept or as an approach towards

development. How do you think it could take the shape ofa principle? Secondly, tomy
understanding by reading judgements sustainable development is more of

development and it is never sustainable. Is it true?

Answer (Dr. Stellina Jolly): Thank you Pushpa. I can only give my perspective

because there is nothing called right and wrong. It is an endless discussion. I agree with

your point that today sustainable development is on development. This linkage has

come into existence because ofthe third world approach. I feel that developing nations

could actually change the discourse of the subject from environmental protection to

sustainable development. Regarding the approach or concept, even the same thing is

applicable in terms of precautionary principle. European Union considers it as a

principle of customary international law while United States consider it as an

approach. Rather than brining it as a substantive law, the utility of sustainable

development is an integration, it is an procedural requirement. If you see the Rio

principles, a combined reading ofprinciple 3 and 4 shows that there is an unqualified

right to development. All developments may not be sustainable, but you need a

maintain a balance environment and economy. In CMC case it was held that

sustainable development is a part of customary international law, but how the

principles will be invoked and applied and how do you bring about that balance and

that remains aproblem forjudiciary. There no clarity in the international community in

the wording of sustainable ofdevelopment because today sustainable development is
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not a mere integrating principle. If you look at the Delhi Declaration of Sustianble

Development, how the international national law association as clarified and how the

various jurists which is working on the environmental laws clarified. They said

sustainable development has various components, polluter pay, precautionary,

environmental impact assessment, duty of consultation, and eradication of poverty,

whatever under environmental law or even good governance is part of sustainable

development. So, it is like the rule oflaw, how it is evolved. So, I don’t think that when

you have so many dimensions and components to a concept, whether that is actually

ever capable ofbecoming a principle inthe normative status.

3. Question (Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon to Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay) We are

witnessing a trend how the environmental judgements are delivered. They are unlike

otherjudgements. In the last para ofthejudgement there are directions. In addition the

court also constitute various committees to observe or supervise. There are also

contempt and curative petitions being field. There are reports that the orders and

directions of the Supreme Court are actually not being complied with. We come to

know environmental laws by reading the judgements. Tell us something beyond those

judgements and directions to what extend they have been followed.

Answer (Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay): The Court today has a very enthusiastic way of

issuing continuous mandamus in most of the environmental cases be it M.C. Metha

matter, be it Godavarman, etc. In Godavarman case, there are 557 or 558 orders, which

are effective orders, which has national implications, state implications. Not many

people including lawyers andjudges know about it. So one thing is to share knowledge

of these decisions, etc. The other thing is the linkage it has with other decisions on

environment. For example, today the entire environmental jurisprudence in the

Supreme Court, you will find it revolving around Godavarman, Goa foundation,

Bombay natural history society case, etc. So there 4 to 5 cases that rules the rule

territory, but the linkages are not known. So one thing is that the sheer volume ofthese

directions which has implications and unless you are sufferings those directions you

really don’t come to know about it. The way rosters happen in the court the call of

benches change in the court, it is very difficult form them to find what’s been said in

1995 or so on. Unless the civil society is by and large aware of what’s happening in

their area and there are also lawyers who understands the court and the field reality,

often it get unnoticed and that is the biggest ofproblem ofso many orders that are there

on environment which are implemented. For example ifyou look at the Godavarman
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decision of defining forest, there entire concept was revisited by lata german in 201

1

but many people do not understand the lata german which are very North Eastern

context, Meghalaya is a very different State versus what happens in the genetic forest

area. So, I think the linkages are a very huge issue that we are facing. Now there is a

solace in the NGT, because lot ofthe forest cases are transferred to NGT. So, nowNGT
is playing a central role. It is more aware than the regular courts.

4. Question (Ranidipa Gosh to Ritupriya Gurtoo) When a dam is constructed,

biodiversity or the area should be taken care of, so are you referring to river

biodiversity in which the dam is constructed and if so is there any legal provisions for

protecting the river biodiversity.

Answer (Ritupriya Gurtoo): In construction of a dam, the biodiversity of the river

would be a paramount concern, but when you construct the dam that too in a

uncontrolled manner that do not have a sound management than it causes harm to the

land, air and also the river. So the concern is not only on the river bed, but subsequently

all other things will be taken in consideration.

Observations of the Chairperson

Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay

Advocate, Supreme Court of India

Honorary Managing Trustee - ELDF

After the presentation of the first paper of the session Dr. Erimma, the Hon’ble

Chairperson Mr. Upadhyay complimented her on how well laid-out her problem statement

was and remarked that Nigeria’s problems were similar to those in India till 2010, when a

legislation dealing with wetlands was passed here. The Hon’ble Chairperson exclaimed Dr.

Stellina Jolly how she was “true Indian” as she had studied and worked in many parts ofthe

country. The Hon’ble Chairperson thanked her for familiarizing the audience with how the

world is dealing with the issue of biodiversity. After the final presenter of the session

Ritupriya Gurtoo the Hon’ble Chairperson said that he wished she had spoken on the

National Green Tribunal and advised her to visit courts more often to see how burdened they

were and how difficult it was for them to take suo motu cognizance of issues. According to

the Hon’ble Chairperson the judiciary needed to keep innovating to deal with the scientific

questions involved in biodiversity problems and stated that National Green Tribunal (NGT)

is a good mix of science andjudicial knowledge to iron out differences. When a member of

the audience (Dr. Pushpa Kumar) asked ifsustainable development had been reduced to just
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development, the Hon’ble Chairperson, Mr. Upadhyay responded by saying that the

situation was quite complicated as each environmental clearance for any project was riddled

with numerous conditions but there was no mechanism in place to monitor whether these

conditions were being respected. On being asked by Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon to

comment on whether Supreme Court directions on protection ofthe environment were being

implemented, he replied that most people, including lawyers andjudges, were not aware of

many of such directives because ofthe sheer volume of such orders. The NGT was slightly

better informed in this regard, he added.

In his concluding remarks, the Chairperson explained how customary practices of

wetland management had not been included in the legal framework. This exclusion of local

communities has also been witnessed in the relationship they share with State Biodiversity

Boards. He also demonstrated the way the system works by sharing a few anecdotes from the

cases he has fought, most notably the Dibang Dam case in Arunachal Pradesh where the

projectwas initially rejectedby theAdvisory Committee three times butwas given clearance

when the new government changed the Advisory Committee. In addition, he rued over lack

ofresearch with regard to the downstream impact ofdams on rivers. But, basin studies, being

conducted by the government, were a step in the right direction according to him. Mr.

Upadhyay signed off on an optimistic note, hoping that such efforts will strength

environmentaljurisprudence in the years to come.
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Summary of Discussions
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CONCLUSIONS

1. In India there is no law which specifically defines or protects wildlife corridors, or

prohibits development within, and around important corridors. Though wildlife

corridors have found mention in certain environmental and wildlife laws and guidelines,

these legal measures have hardly been used by the government to protect wildlife

corridors and have remained largely dormant in the area of corridor protection mid

management.

2. Population pressure, deficiency and weak institutional scaffold have frequently been

viewed as the predominant fundamental causes of forest reduction and degradation in

developing countries. In India more than 80% of total house grasp and 95% of the

population make use ofbiomass fuel and coal. It is estimated that 4-5.5 lakh premature

deaths are going on annually in India from indoor air pollution revelation in particular

among children under 5 and adult women 12-20 million disability used to life year are

lost due to indoor airpollution.

3. In India, the use of various chemicals in pesticides and chemicals such as lead and

arsenic found in industrial wastes are a cause ofheightened threat to humans and animals

life alike. For instance, the toxic wastes in water bodies ultimately find its way to humans

through food chain and consumption ofwater, which is sourced from these water bodies.

This consequently results in ecological degradation and problems such as climate

change. For example, the extinction of vultures due to the use of a common anti-

inflammatory drug administered to livestockknown as diclofenac.

4. According to the report ofthe WorldWide Fund up to 300 people are killed by elephants

in India in a year. The main reason elephants invading human habitat or farms are in

search of food. Parthenium genus (American grass) is very harmful herb to the

environment and socio economics. It is progressively spreading in India at a fast rate.

Parthenium weed is main competitor of grasses, eaten by elephants and as a result of

which the elephants are compelled to move out in searchoffood.

5 . It is estimated that up to 1 3 percent ofglobal fisheries have collapsed due to commercial

overexploitation of the world’s fish stocks. Coastal areas are also under threat and

approximately 30-35 percent of critical marine habitats such as sea grass, mangroves

and coral reefs are estimated to have been destroyed Although, Marine ProtectedAreas

(MPAs) have been established to conserve the biodiversity of the oceans, yet, only

approximately 1% of the world oceans are protected as compared to 12% of the land

area.
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6. The UN Convention on the Law of the Seas III, 1982 (UNCLOS) provides the legal

framework for governance ofthe oceans and the seas and lays great importance on the

preservation ofthe marine environment. However, there are legal and implementational

gaps in the conservation and sustainable use of Marine Biodiversity Beyond Areas of

National Jurisdiction (BBNJ) and the existing legal framework for addressing BBNJ is

inadequate. The legal gaps arise due to limitations in international law and agreements to

protect the biodiversity while the implementation gaps flow from insufficient and

uncoordinated efforts or from overlapping scope ofexisting agreements. Both the ‘High

Seas’ and ‘The Area’ fall beyond areas of national jurisdiction and hence states cannot

exercise any laws for monitoring or for declaring marine protected areas in these

regions.

7. The existingUNCLOS regime is silent on the Marine genetic resources (MGR) and only

refers to the mineral resources in the Area. Marine scientific research (MSR) in Marine

Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction (ABNJ) does not require any permission from the

coastal state and is a part ofthe freedom of the high seas. Bio-prospecting is therefore

open to all States in the ABNJ as it is the common heritage of mankind, except for the

general obligations to protect the marine environment which is specifically mentioned in

theUNCLOS.

8. The Ganges river basins support more than 10% of the world’s human population. An
estimated 260 million litres of industrial wastewater, largely untreated, is discharged by

hundreds of factories, while other major pollution inputs include runoff from the

agricultural fields. More than 6 million tonnes ofchemical fertilizers and 9,000 tonnes of

pesticides are used annually within the basin. The Ganga also has the richest freshwater

fish fauna (378 species). Two species ofdolphins are found in the delta: the Irrawaddy

Dolphin (Orcaella brevirostris), and the Ganges river dolphin (Platanista gangetica

gangetica). There is a threat to the Gangetic Dolphin due to Poaching, Accidental

Killing, fishermen competition. Construction ofdams and barrages, Irrigation, Riverine

River Extraction, Sedimentation, Pollution, Depletion ofPrey Base, etc. Despite various

steps taken by the Government the threat to the Gangetic Doplhin continues and their

population is estimated to be around 1600-1700 individuals. Therefore, rapid

conservation actions are required before the Gangetic Dolphin population declines

irreversibly.

9. The current legal regime fails to appreciate the critical role played by women in food

subsistence and managing biodiversity. Women’s involvement is limited to token
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representation without allowing for actual decision making. The existing legal

framework does not secure or promote women’s right to grow or gather food, feed and

sustain their households as it is directed towards facilitating commercialization of

agrarian and other natural resources.

10. Although numerous domestic and international law has been adopted recognizing

various rights ofindigenous people but the implementation ofthe protection systems is a

dream still to be achieved. One ofthe reasons being these communities lacking political

awareness and absence of agitation on their part. Therefore, responsibility to protect

these communities rests upon nation states and governments because their existence is

essential for the protection ofnature and bio diversity.

1 1 . Redistributive energy justice in the context of India would mean that everyone despite

their standing in society enjoys access to secure energy which has been generated in a

clean way with minimal possible damage to either nature or human life. Several

government reports reflect the situation ofenergy injustice in India i.e. energy poverty in

rural India where a huge number of households do not have access to modem energy

resources. Deprivation from modem energy services and dependence on inefficient and

unclean sources of fuel for cooking and lighting also has its attendant negative health

consequences discriminately affecting the poor the most. As far as India is concerned, in

2004WHO estimated that indoor pollution is likely to cause 4,88,200 deaths per year as

compared to 1,19,900 deaths caused annually by outdoor pollution. Despite

acknowledging and often even quoting these findings by WHO, the Government of

India has not undertaken any research to study pollution related mortality in the country

or to study the effect ofpollution in rural areas.

12. Sundarban plays a vital role in preserving biodiversity in Bangladesh. However,

biodiversity is in threat due to human induced and natural causes. Already, 12 wildlife

species have become extinct from Bangladesh. In addition, 40 Mammals, 41 birds, 58

reptiles and eight amphibians have listed in red data book of threatened animals of

Bangladesh. Lack of adequate conservation efforts to maintain and protect indigenous

crop genetic resources reduce propagation of species. Hence, the habitats ofother lives

are seriously hampered. One ofthe major threats ofbiodiversity ofSundarban found the

“top dying” disease of the Sundari trees. Besides the poaching and hunting, lack of

public awareness and shortage oftrained manpower about biodiversity preservation is a

major concern for loss ofbiodiversity inthe study area.
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13. Climate change and loss of biological diversity is directly related to food security.

Conservation of biodiversity plays a vital role in ensuring food security, as well as in

other medicinal purposes like, pharmaceuticals, herbs and traditional knowledge etc.

The effects ofclimate change on agriculture leads to hunger and poverty.

14. Shifting agriculture (Jhum cultivation) practiced in the North Eastern region of India

results in loss ofsoil nutrients and invasion by weeds etc. as a result, the forest cover in

this region is rapidly decreasing and ultimately the loss ofbiodiversity.

15. There has been a general trend in Post world war I and 13 towards creation of Global

organisations, for example WTO, WIPO, ILO, etc. Some of them proved to be very

potent like WTO and others like ILO were not so effective. So if one is inclined to

generalize on the basis ofsuccess or failure of existing organisation may find evidences

inconclusive on either side. But an enquiry in the light ofcost-benefit analysis is demand

ofthe day. The current international environmental structure is having many fault-lines.

The creation ofa Global Environmental Organisation must not be a monolith with great

centralizing tendencies. The major arguments in favour of Global Environmental

Organisation are inter alia
; it will lead to coherent emphasis on environment issues both

internally i.e. between various environmental organisations like IUCN, UNEP etc. And

externally vis-a-vis other issue based international organisations like WIPO, WTO,
WHO and may be also with international agencies like IAEA. Lack ofcoordination has

resulted into a scenario where, after collapse ofKyoto Protocol, there doesn’t exist even

a single binding climate change treaty. One ofthe important structural issues which have

been explored is the role of Non-governmental organizations in this kind of

Organization. Generally, International organizations allow representation by State

players only. Even if one fundamentally disagree with membership of Non-

governmental organizations in recommended international organization but one can

argue for some status like observer status for them, given the role played by them in

environmental issues historically.

1 6. Conservation ofbiodiversity in wake ofbiopiracy unfolds multifaceted issues regarding

the commercial potential involved in these biological resources and the associated

knowledge. But, the predicaments get exacerbated when some ultimate products based

on these genetic resources are protected by the Intellectual Property rights and

commercialized. Though conservation ofbiodiversity is not a part of the Agreement on

Trade-Related Aspect of Intellectual Property (TRIPS), but biological resources

constitute valuable property which get translated into major economic and technology
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gains and the country oforigin ofthe concerned genetic resources remain deprived of its

legitimate share ofthe profits generated out ofthem. Moreover, TRIPS does not require

to provide evidence on ‘Prior Informed Consent’ from the holders of Bio-resources.

Also, TRIPS is silent as to ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits between the

patent owner and the resource owner. Certainly, the inclusion ofdisclosure requirement

in national law would leave the global biopiracy problem unanswered unless the said

inclusion is advanced at international level too.

1 7. Although there have been improvements in Tiger conservation in recent years, there are

few reliable data on almost all aspects. The Tiger’s secretive way of life in dense forests

and its vast range hinder attempts to obtain a clear idea of the numbers. Attempts to

perform a total count in India, which has more than halfthe surviving Tigers, have been

criticized on the grounds of faulty methodology and the announced results have been

attacked as exaggerated. It can only be said that we do not know how many Tigers there

are nor do we know whether they are declining in number, stable, or increasing.

Whatever the truth, the remorseless erosion of habitat and prey depletion continues and

is the ultimate threat to the Tiger’s survival in the wild. Poaching and trade in Tiger

products are covert activities. Seizures by the authorities represent only the tip of the

iceberg in relation to what the total contraband must be. It is a situation similar to that of

the illegal drug trade. Some of those tracking illegal activities believe that traders have

become more circumspect, making itmore difficult to detect them.

1 8. Migratory species require protection during the entire stage oftheir migratory routes in

order to maintain or restore their populations. These animals may utilize many different

habitats under different jurisdictions for activities such as feeding, resting, mating, and

nursing. Different legislations and regulations among these jurisdictions or range states

can result in ineffective management. If a specie is unprotected and there is a lack of

regulation in one of its necessary habitats, the management strategies implemented in

the more restrictive jurisdiction could be nullified. This indicates the need for a uniform

set of laws protecting these species throughout their migratory routes. As migratory

species cross international boundaries, the inter-jurisdictional management issues

become more complex. In this context, a common framework treaty such as the

Convention on Protection ofMigratory Species ofWildAnimals 1979 (CMS), provides

a good example ofa concerted international legal effort to address the issue.

1 9. There is an existence ofan actual or potential conflict between theAgreement on Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 1994 (TRIPS) and the Convention on
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Biological Diversity (CBD). Three provisions of the CBD which have a contentious

bearing on the intellectual property rights are Articles 15, 16 and 19. Coupled with the

Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) requirement ofthe Nagoya Protocol, the above three

Articles run contrary to the neo-liberalistic setup ofTRIPS. Thus, these two conventions

appear to be in conflict with each other with the indigenous people favouring protection

underCBD and the industry seeking protection under the TRIPS umbrella.

20. There is no international energy law as such to regulate energy trade. TheWTO rules are

applicable to trade in energy good and services. But, there is no separate Agreement

under the institutional frame work of WTO. The GATT/GATS have not defined the

energy trade and trade in energy is not expressly included in its purview. As the

population increases the demand for energy also increase, which results in increasing of

energy trade. It affects environment as well as the biodiversity. So the increasing energy

needs and privatization of state owned entities, the relationship of energy trade and

environmental pollution, debate on sustainable development etc. is strongly compelling

theWTO to adopt some policy framework towards the regulation oftrade energy.

21. The question whether the existing IP regime and the flexibilities provided by the legal

framework is adequate for healthy development and dissemination of green

technologies to developing countries evokes mixed response. Therefore, there is no

single policy solution or balancing mechanism to solve the issue ofsustainable access to

Environmentally Sound Technologies (ESTs) by developing countries.

22. The call for developing counfries to resort to compulsory licensing mechanism is a

laudable step, but may not be a very feasible one as it poses an unattainable standard.

Firstly, the private sector is increasingly insensitive to appeals of ‘equity’ or imbalance

and thus in no case would respond to attempts to create balance between countries by

means oftransfer oftechnology from one to the other. Secondly, the kind oflicensingwe

see in the agricultural and medical or pharmaceutical field can thus be considered as

‘humanitarian licensing’ and thus would involve asking developed nations to agree to

forego their national favoritism in licensing publicly funded inventions, at least with

respect to technologies of global environmental importance. Thirdly, licensing as a

policy balance might not be very attractive if a direct export of a given technology is

more profitable than investments in local manufacturing. Finally, valuation ofa license

in the course of licensing negotiations would require looking into investment by the

licensor, licensee ’s potential profits andprospective benefits from not licensing.
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23. The urgenda, Foundation case ofthe Netherlands, Hague, District Court compelling the

Goverment ofNetherlands to fulfill its obligation by nature of its duty ofcare to achieve

its objective of 25% deduction of GHG emmission under UNFCCC is appreciated.

Despite the Urgenda decision an admixture ofEuropean, international and Dutch law, it

still bears a resemblance to the legal situation in India.

24. There is need for collective responsibility for effective implementation ofthe mitigated

climate policy in quest for the energy security. A major obstacle to implementing

improved access to energy is that states and communities do not have the financial means

or the technology to do so. Poverty alleviation and economic development require more

widespread provision ofenergy resources and services, which will adversely impact on

human and environmental security unless energy needs are met in a sustainable way

through the use of more efficient and sustainable distribution, generation and

consumption technologies.

25. The conservation and management of biodiversity sometimes comes into conflict with

the crucial requirements of ecological survival, development needs and public

pressures, which led to the sacrifice of priceless biological resources and natural

heritage. India, Brazil and South Africa holds greater responsibility and accountability

as biodiversity rich countries in the world. Biodiversity laws and policies have been

made along with rules, regulations and institutions for effective protection and

management in these nations. However, there are certain challenges in execution and

operation of such plans and policies in contemporary age due to economic aspirations

and technological development under persistent restraints of insufficiency offunds and

technology as well as lack of awareness and political will towards biodiversity

conservation andmanagement.

26. In the bio-diverse countries such as India, Brazil, and South Africa there are some

inherent problems prevalent in their legal system and contain issues like ownership of

biological resources, definition of certain terms, conflict of norms with existing laws,

exception to academic and scientific research on ABS, bioprospecting and bio trade,

sharing the equitable benefits, identification ofthe rightful holder ofthe resources, rights

of the indigenous peoples and local communities, intellectual property rights,

institutional literary, lack of capacity development methods and information

managementmechanisms for the biodiversity conservation andmanagement.

27. The problems in protecting the green cover in India suffers due to implementation and

enforcement oflaws besides being completely divorced from scientific approach. As for
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instance, the Delhi Preservation of Trees Act, 1994 prohibits the cutting of trees but

because of lack of infrastructure and staff, the Act is not being implemented properly.

The workers engaged for carrying out the process usually have no sympathy or concern

for the trees and a majority oftrees perish. There are no transplantation guidelines ofthe

Centre or the States. There are no guidelines as to which species of trees can stand the

rigors oftransplantation and how the process should be carried out. Every geographical

area has its unique flora and fauna and they in turn support each other. Since no regard

has been given to scientific plantation or replantation of trees, cities are loosing their

original biodiversity. This further leads to ecological degradation.

28. The lack of cooperation in cases conflict between countries with respect to

transboundary rivers leads to mismanagement of natural water in the transboundary

rivers, which in turn directly affect population depending on such resource and

destruction ofecological balance eventually. Teesta River that flows from Sikkim, India,

to Bangladesh is one such example. Even thoughUN Convention on the Law oftheNon-

Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, 1997 attempts to resolve such issues

amongst riparian states, as India & Bangladesh are non signatories to this convention,

the issue of distribution of water and its management is straining Indo-Bangladesh

relations despite Indian attempts at reviving the relationship with Bangladesh to a new

level oftrust & cooperation. Adding more adverse effects on the ecology both countries

are planning various hydropower projects on the river which has ill effects on the

conservation and management ofriver water especially during lean periods.

29. Nagoya Protocol is an instrument ofglobaljustice. Innumerable number ofpopulation in

developing countries suffer from poverty and hunger, still they are living repositories of

traditional knowledge and they contribute to biodversity conservation. There have been

attempts to misappropriate their knowledge and biological resources to make new

inventions. Such inventions are patented in many countries and used to make enormous

profits. However, the population that offeredknowledge or their services to conserve the

biological resources have not been adequately compensated. The Nagoya Protocol is

thus an attempt to bringe the gap.

30. How far the Biological Diversity Act, 2002 (BD Act) meets the requirements of the

Nagoya Protocol and what needs to be done in giving effect to the provisions of the

Protocol so far as India is concerned. The BD Act and the access and benefit sharing

(ABS) Guidelines take care of most of the provisions of the Nagoya Protocol and

country need not enact any new law to implement the Protocol. Instead, what is required
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is to introduce certain provisions within its existing legal framework to fruitfully

implement the Protocol.

31. Traditional Knowledge (TK) is one ofthe branches ofknowledge held and passed from

generations to generations. Similarly, IPR is also a branch of knowledge. Protection to

IPR is strengthened with the emergence ofWEPO and TRIPS. However, the TK is not

getting enough attention. India has definitely attempted to give protection to TK through

various methods such the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act, 2001

and the Indian Biological Diversity Act, 2002. However, so far as protection of TK
through IPRregime is concerned, there are certain obstacles. TK is a collective right and

it belongs to the entire community rather than an individual. On the other hand Patent

and other IPR laws protect the individual rights. The Patent Act does not protect the

knowledge which is part ofprior art, thus, making it impossible to protect the TK as it is

already in public domain. The Geographical Indications of Goods (registration and

Protection) Act, 1999, is applicable only on goods. It is not applicable to mere

knowledge.

32. How TK should be protected, should it be protected through IPR regime, adjustment of

non-IPR laws or sui generis mechanism? The point is that we have not come to a

unanimous decision as to what is the most appropriate way to protect TK. There is not a

single theme of IPR where it can be protected. Some portion of TK falls under the

expression part, but not fixed in form, making it difficult to protect in Copyright Laws,

similarly, the issue of authorship also creates problems with regard to folklore, etc.

Medicines etc., should fall under Patent law, yet, being part ofprior art, not protectable

under Patent law. Still, TK is the source of livelihood many people and it needs to be

protected.

33. Indian Copyright Law impliedly provides for protection traditional knowledge of

indigenous people under Section 31A of the Indian Copyright law, which protects the

unpublished Indian work. However, there are major drawbacks in protecting traditional

knowledge with copyright. They are, Authorship, Protection for LimitedTime and Fixed

form.

34. In spite ofNigeria being a signatory to several international treaties and conventions for

conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, there is no specific national law

regulating the maintenance ofwetlands. The Lagos Lagoon is one ofthe most extensive

wetlands in the southern region ofNigeria but has witnessed more than96% loss.
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35. Despite various domestic laws and polices for regulation ofwetland in Nigeria namely,

1999 National Policy on Environment, National Forest Policy, 2006, National Policy on

Erosion, Flood Control and Coastal Zone Management, 2005, The National

Environmental Standards and Regulations Enforcement Agency (Establishment) Act

(2007) (NESREA), National Environmental (Wetlands, River Banks and Lake Shores)

Regulations, 2009, National Environmental (Watershed, Mountainous, Hilly and

Catchments Areas) Regulations, 2009 etc., and even Section 20 ofthe Constitution of

the Federal Republic ofNigeria, 1999. Besides, the domestic legislations and policies,

Nigeria also has international collaborative efforts like the Canadian International

Development Agency (CIDA), the United Kingdom’s Department for International

Development (DFID). Furthermore, the World Bank, through its Global Environment

Facility “Local Empowerment and Environmental Management Project,” is working

with the Department ofNational Parks and Bauchi State in Nigeria to develop capacity

for protected area management components (among other activities). The United

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and United Nations’ Food and Agriculture

Organization (UNFAO) also supports the cause in Nigeria. However, these institutions

are expected to assist in the management ofthe Lagos Lagoon wetlands for the benefit of

the immediate community and Nigeria at large, but this has not been the case due to

numerous challenges like, absence oflaw, weak enforcement, capacity building and lack

of awareness, the top down approach, invasive species, widespread poverty,

urbanisation, flooding and erosion, impact of population and recognition of market or

economic value.

36. A perusal of cases decided by ICJ and Indian judiciary reveals that, domestic judiciary

has been more successful in terms of articulating environmental principles, applying in

the context ofthe case and ensuring compliance. At the international level very few cases

have been addressed relating to environmental concerns. States feel more at ease in

basing their arguments on other treaty mechanisms than environmental law provisions.

Thus, a comparison reveals that role of Indian judiciary has been more successful in

terms ofrich environmentaljurisprudence and compliance.

37. The proactive role of the Indian judiciary is countering the challenges of biodiversity

even in the absence ofdomestic law. The Supreme Court ofIndia has been proactive in

importing sustainable development principles from international environmental law

into the Indian law through different judicial tools and strategies. The Courts in India

have played a distinguishing role in gradually enlarging the scope ofa qualitative living
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by applying various issues of environmental protection. Consequently, many activities

posing a major threat to the environment were curtailed so as to protect the individual’s

inherent right to wholesome environment.

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The present legal framework on wildlife corridors in India, needs to be supplemented

with political will and a growing awareness about ‘the ecological argument’

.

2. The prescription of qualitative conservation goals in European instruments is a feature

worth incorporating into the Indian legislations. This will not only do away with the

difficulty of defining a nebulous concept like a corridor, it will ensure that conservation

schemes (such as the MoEF’s protection of wildlife outside protected areas) work

towards results rather than merely following procedures with no definite objectives or

goals.

3 . In India, there is an urgent need to find equilibriumbetween development and preserving

ecological biodiversity, legal reforms and awareness programs accompanied by change

in attitude towards our surrounding environment could achieve this.

4. To control elephants from moving out oftheir habitat in search offood and consequently

causing harm to human and farming Parthenium genus, popularly known as the

American grass should be eliminated. Secondly, tracking devices should be used so that

the tribal population can be alarmed of approaching animals. Thirdly, sterilization of

elephants as a mode ofcontrolling the elephantpopulation. Finally, there is abundance of

energy in the universe and ifproperly utilized there will be no dearth ofenergy and hence

the biodiversity can be very well preserved. For that, theLaw ofTime shouldbe applied.

5. The Ad Hoc Open ended informal Working group established by the UN General

Assembly to address the various limitations related to Marine Biodiversity Beyond

Areas ofNational Jurisdiction (BBNJ) agreed on a ‘package’ ofissues. Though far from

complete, the process of addressing the legal and implementation gaps regarding the

conservation and sustainable use ofmarine biological diversity beyond areas ofnational

jurisdiction has come a long way. The importance ofbiological diversity beyond areas of

national jurisdiction has been highlighted, the need for addressing the issues has been

accepted, and the nature ofpossible future agreement has been deliberated. What now

remains to be seen is how countries collaborate and resolve their differences in order to

protect and conserve marine biodiversity in the Marine Areas Beyond National

Jurisdiction (ABNJ), which is perhaps the last untouched bastion ofmarine biodiversity.
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6. For the protection ofGangetic Dolphin population and conservation ofthe river Ganga

biodiversity before it declines irreversibly, firstly, the number of River Dolphin

sanctuaries should increase and the Dolphin Sanctuaries which exist demand stricter

compliance ofthe Section 1 8 ofWild Life Protection Act. For this purpose even tourism

activities should also be regulated by prohibiting certain particular activities such as

boating as frequent boatingmay cause heavy traffic in the critical areas whichmay result

in habitat restriction, noise pollution, accidental collision, depletion of prey base.

Passage ofCargo streamers and Heavy vessels should be restricted in the notified areas.

Secondly, some more ecological sensitive zones should also be declared that exist on

land within the 10 kms of the identified stretches so that industries are not established

within the 10 kms of the eco sensitive zones. Also, agricultural activities shall also be

prohibited within the zone as voluminous pesticides are discharged in river from the

agricultural fields.

7. Law makers and policy planners have to ensure thatwomen are not simply ‘added’ to the

conservation programme but rather that biodiversity itself is defined in broader, more

inclusive and fluid terms incorporating diverse gendered experiences of different

groups.

8. The recommendations and the amendments suggested by the XaxaCommittee shouldbe

austerely adopted by the Government of India in framing of law and polices of

indigenous people for the discussion on the Conservation ofBio Diversity is incomplete

without protection ofthe rights ofthe indigenous people. These are the people who are

more close to nature in comparison to any other group ofpeople all over the world and

hence theyplay important role in the protection ofthe Bio Diversity.

9. Numbers exist to measure the progress but the principle shows the way and unless

energyjustice is explicitly made the goal ofall energy related policy, the poor, voiceless,

out of sight and hence out ofmind will continue to languish in oblivion. It is not to say

that no progress has been made so far. Indeed, much has been achieved but more still

needs to be achieved and it is for this future path yet to be taken that Redistributive

Energy Justice must become the pivot around which all decisions revolve.

Redistributive Energy Justice maybe attained through “energy trilemma’’ and its three

goals-Energy security. Cost Effective Energy and SustainableUse ofEnergy.

1 0. The loss ofbiodiversity in Sundarban can be materialized firstly bymanaging alternative

employment opportunities of those whose livelihood rests on Sundarban and by

developing sustainable management procedure which will replenish the loss of
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resources for the local livelihood sustenance. Secondly, both legal and illegal all sorts of

human interference act as hindrance to natural system of the forest, thus even

unprescribe research may lead disturbance of flora and fauna normal life cause hamper

biodiversity. All such activities should be limited. Finally, long term and short term

forest managementmeasures should be taken to make the forest sustain.

1 1 . Since climate change, loss ofbiological diversity is directly related to food security there

is a need to use bio-fuel, renewable resources to reduce emission ofcarbon dioxide gas.

Food security directly and indirectly effects the availability of different biological

diversity. People, government, judiciary should work to mitigate climate change and

provide food to all.

12. The Jhum cultivation is a major contribution to the loss of biodiversity in the North

Eastern region of India. However, it is an integral part ofthe culture and tradition ofthe

region and because ofwhich it cannot be banned or curbed. Some States in the region has

enacted laws on Juhm cultivation by legalising it. The solution is that it should be

regulated and used in amore productiveway for the conservation ofbiodiversity.

13. The barriers in achieving a Global Environmental Organization are many folds. There is

a general sense ofunease among proponents offree trade in accepting environment as a

trade barrier. However, these concerns are not well founded and interaction between a

centralized environmental organization and other issue- specific international

organizations will result into fewer conflicts.

1 4. To further the aims ofConvention on Biological Diversity (CBD) in 1992 there is a need

for incorporation of some compulsory provisions under the Agreement on Trade-

Related Aspect of Intellectual Property (TRIPS Agreement) which all member States

would be mandated to comply with and the amendment to TRIPS should incorporate

three disclosure requirements: (a) disclosure of source and country of origin of

biological material; (b) disclosure ofevidence ofprior informed consent; (c) disclosure

ofan evidence ofa benefit sharing agreement.

15. There are disparities and inconsistencies between the international conservation regime

and domestic conservation concepts.An international law to be enforceable inthe Indian

domestic legal system needs a corresponding domestic legislation. To get desired

conservation results, the species should get concurrent protection at international,

regional and national levels. The cases of the five species (bustards (and floricans),

dolphin, marine turtles, dugongs, Indian rhinoceros) forwhich recoveryprogrammes are
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implemented byMoEF&CC, and Great Indian Bustard (GIB) could indicate the need for

India to take an initiative and leadership in various international conventions pertaining

to conservation andprotection ofwildlife and natural resources.

1 6. Conservation mechanisms for migratory species should ensure equity by structuring the

overall conservation schemes in such a way that related factors like the right of the

societies concerned and the extent of restrictions on the sovereignty ofMember States

are addressed. This gains relevance in the Indian context, especially, while considering

the conservation issues regarding certain threatened migratory species such as the

Tibetan antelope (which is killed in China to extract wool processed, woven and traded

exclusively in India), Bengal tigers, Asian elephants, theAmur falcons (which is hunted

in thousands in tribal areas within the Indian Territory, during its travel from EastAsia to

Africa), etc. India, with its tremendous biological diversity and political clout, has the

capacity to lead other States, especially in Asia, towards an effective regional

conservationregime compatible toCMS system.

1 7. India is now on the verge ofnew form ofcolonial occupation for a second time. This time

however, by a multitude ofMNCs trying to plunder its resources again. To prevent this

exploitation which maybe more draconian than the British rule, India should gather all

its resources to champion the cause of TK, Biodiversity, farmers’ and indigenous and

local communities’ rights. It should also look at forging relationships and forming

alliances similar to die Like Minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC) topack a punch to

its voice at appropriate international forums and platforms.

18. The increase in population results in the demand for more energy, which ultimately

increases energy trade. It affects environment as well as the biodiversity. There is no

international energy law as such to regulate energy trade and the WTO rules are

applicable to trade in energy goods and services. Thus, at present there is an imperative

need to adopt some policy framework towards the regulation ofenergy trade.

1 9. In Compulsory licensing mechanism, there are lot oflimitations and there itmay not be a

very feasible one as it poses an unattainable standard. Therefore, licensing framework,

as a policy balance needs to be supplemented by other incentives by developed countries

for their organizations to transfer technologies to developing countries. This may be in

the form ofpatent pooling or product development partnership between organizations in

developing countries and potential sources oftechnologies.
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20. There is need to focus on building more and more frameworks for mutually beneficial

economic arrangements between developed and developing countries to encourage

innovation and transfer of technology to address climate change. The consideration of

various measures related to IP should consider all opportunities within climate

negotiations and notbe limited to TRIPSAgreement.

21. The Urgenda decision could be imported to the Indian scenario because firstly, in India

the principle of locus standi is highly relaxed and widened. Secondly, the doctrine of

separation of powers has no strict position in the Indian Constitution and finally, the

precautionary principle is well established in the Indian legal system, which is the same

principle incorporated into the understanding of the climate change mitigation in the

Urgenda case.

22. In the bio-diverse countries such as India, Brazil, and South Africa there is need to

review their domestic laws and policies by these countries for coherent, clear and certain

rules, procedures and institutions in time ofcontemporary development. Additionally,

they also require to strengthen their purpose through cultural integration, institutional

effectiveness, public participation and cooperative governance in their national and

regional sphere. For that, there is also a need for strong commitment and cooperation

through regional diplomacy and strategic partnership to promote the agenda ofmutual

concerns such as biodiversity conservation, environmental protection and climate

change.

23. In protecting the green cover in India appropriate legislation should be undertaken,

supported by adequate infrastructure, at the Centre and State levels in order to

implement the Policy effectively. Thus, unless there is requisite manpower, equipment

and adherence to well laid down protocols/ procedures offorest protection, there can be

no effective “protection” as mandated by the scheduled Enactments oftheNGTAct. All

steps thatneed to be taken to further the cause of“protection” are ancillary and incidental

to the mandate ofthe enactments.

24. The more we use, the morewe take away from our progeny, to an extent that there might

not be enough for a few generations down the line. Like human beings have a level to

which they can manage toxins in their bodies, Nature also has a similar process; the

hydrological cycle is but a mere example of selfrenewal. But like humans, Nature also

has a saturation limit, so when we keep polluting the air more and more it essentially

looses the ability to re-vitalize itself. Civilization as we know it should not reach a point

where Civilization itselfbecomes a trap.
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25. Since multi-purpose water projects are reasons for most of the water-related conflicts

between India and its neighbors, particularly Teesta River, there is a need to establish

cooperation over such projects or to promote demand-side management of water to

manage the bilateral water conflicts. Allegations against the upper riparian for ‘water

theft’, causing floods or droughts in lower riparian etc. are quite usual. Though the upper

riparian state may not have an intention to regulate water of lower riparian states, the

state- centric theories guide the former to do so in its ‘interest’ for ‘security’ or due to

‘being a rational actor’. There is a need for holistic approach towards river water

management and involvement oftechnical expertise, etc.

26. For the improvement of the environment, it is mandatory to inculcate environmental

ethics in our day to day life towards the nature. Man takes a lot ofthings from the nature,

thus it becomes a, moral duty also to improve our behaviour towards the environment. It

is a social, legal as well as moral obligation on us to save mother earth. There should be a

mass awakening about the deteriorating environment. A wide spread of knowledge is

mandatory in this regard. Through mass media, studentprogrammes, plays, publications

etc mass awakening can be speeded. The importance ofthe environment is to be taught.

27. Considering the rich biodiversity and biological resources available in the country, India

should make use of the Nagoya Protocol to convert this instrument as a tool of

opportunity to help local communities and conservation efforts. The Biological

DiversityAct, 2002 (BDAct)Act already provides a solid base for implementation ofthe

Nagoya Protocol. The BD Act needs to be finetuned to incorporate compliance

measures, checkpoints and involvement of local communities in the access and benefit

sharing (ABS) process in a big way.

28. India should also consider strengthening its institutional capacities with regard to access

and benefit sharing (ABS), focusing on capacity building, training, conducting

awareness programs for the stakeholders including indigenous communities and

develop education materials for ensuring better implementation of theABS laws in the

country. TheABS Agreements should significantly balance the interests ofthe providers

and users with the objective of conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity as

guiding principles.

29. Like other countries, India can think of having a sui generis system for the adequate

protection ofthe traditional cultural heritage. India, being a land ofrich cultural heritage

and traditional methods to cure maladies, has to go a way ahead in protecting the

traditional knowledge. There is a need to take a holistic view of the entire intellectual
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property system which provides equity to the creator ofknowledge, whether created in

laboratory of bricks or laboratory of life. It is very important to maintain a balance

between protecting the rights ofindigenous communities and the benefits arising out of

commercialization ofdevelopments based upon this ancient treasure to bring about the

socio-economic harmony andjustice to all.

30. Issues relating to protection of Traditional Knowledge (TK) are very wide; a single

solution can hardly be expected to meet such a wide range of concerns and objectives.

Efforts should be taken for the protection ofTK as many of indigenous communities

depend on TK for their survival. The existing forms of intellectual property or a

combination ofvarious forms of intellectual property can be used to protect traditional

knowledge till the development ofa comprehensive suigeneris legislative regime.

31. In Nigeria, the progressive encroachment on and loss of wetlands needs to be stopped,

and measures must be taken to conserve and make wise use of wetland resources. To

achieve this at a national level, Nigeria must transmit the Ramsar Convention into its

body of laws, put in place strong enforcement mechanism and address the factors that

militate against for the conservation ofbiodiversity and protection of sustainable Lagos

wetland.

32. The pro active role ofjudiciary in countering the challenges of bio diversity in India

requires urgent attention. The initial step would be that courts interpret laws in the light

ofinternational conventions.
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CULTURAL EVENT

On the evening of the second day of the International Conference, the Campus Law Centre

(CLC) organised a Qawwali programme - a Sufi form ofmusical recital, in theAuditorium of

the CLC.

Nizami brothers, a very popular band in India and abroad performed various Qawwalis with

the message of oneness and unity. The entire auditorium was jam-packed and the audience

was spellbound by the performance ofthe Qawwals (performers). The recitals conveyed the

message of brotherhood, love, peace, co-existence, goodwill and unity in the beautifully

crafted music. The Qawwals also recited certain Bollywood Qawwalis in originally crafted

music.

The Qawwals were appreciated for their marvellous performances by Indian as well as

international delegates participating in the Conference.
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PROGRAMME DETAILS

Inaugural Session

Friday, 12
th

February, 2016
Time 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.

Venue: Auditorium, CLC, DU

10:00 a.m. - 10:05 a.m. Lighting of Lamp and Felicitation of Guests

10:05 a.m. - 10:15 a.m. Welcome Address and Introductory Remarks

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon

Professor-In-Charge, CLC and Conference Director

10:15 a.m. - 10:25 a.m. Address by Guest of Honour

Professor (Dr.) Koh Mun-Hyun
Soongsil University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

10:25 a.m. - 10:40 a.m. Address by Special Guest ofHonour

Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Patnaik

Former Judge, Supreme Court of India

10:40 a.m. - 10:55 a.m. Inaugural Address by Chief Guest

Mrs. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi

Hon’ble Union Cabinet Minister, Women and Child

Development

Former, Minister ofEnvironment and Forest

10:55 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Vote ofThanks by

Professor (Dr.) Kamla Sankaran

Professor, CLC

11.00 a.m. - 11.30 a.m. High Tea
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VALEDICTORY SESSION

Sunday, 14
,h

February, 2016

Time 4.00 - 5.30 P.M.

Venue: Auditorium, CLC, DU

4:00 p.m. - 4:05 p.m. Felicitation of Guests

4:05 p.m. -4:15 p.m. Welcome Address and Closing Remarks

Professor (Dr.) Usha Tandon

Professor-In-Charge, CLC and Conference Director

4:15 p.m. -4:25 p.m. Address by Guest ofHonour

Mr. Sidharth Luthra

Senior Advocate, formerly Additional Solicitor

General of India

4:25 p.m. -4:35 p.m. Address by Guest ofHonour

Mr. Mohan Parasaran

Senior Advocate, formerly Solicitor General of India

4:35 p.m. - 4:50 p.m. Address by Special Guest ofHonour

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Uday U. Lalit

Judge, Supreme Court of India

4:50 p.m. -5:10 p.m. Valedictory Address by Chief Guest

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Ranjan Gogoi

Judge, Supreme Court of India

5:10 p.m. -5:25 p.m. Distribution of Certificate

5.25 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Vote ofThanks

Professor (Dr.) S.C. Raina

Professor, CLC

5:30 pm. - 6:00 pm. High Tea
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Schedule of February 12th, 13th & 14th, 2016

Day One
Friday,

February 12,

2016

08:30 a.m. - 1 0:00 a.m. Registration of Delegates

10:00 a.m. - 1 1:00 a.m. Inaugural Session

1 1 :00 a.m. — 11:30 a.m. High Tea

1 1 :30 a.m. - 01 :00 p.m. Technical Session -

1

01 :00 p.m. - 02:00 p.m. Lunch Break

02:00 p.m. - 03:30 p.m. Technical Session - II

03:30 p.m. - 04:00 p.m. Teak Break

06:00 p.m. Boarding ofBus from CLC to Welcome Dinner Venue

07:00 p.m. - 08:30 p.m. Welcome Dinner

Hosted by : Mr. Mohan Parasaran

Senior Advocate

formerly Solicitor General of India

Venue: Magnolia Hall, India Habitat Centre,

Lodhi Road, New Delhi- 110003

09:30 a.m. — 11:00 a.m. Technical Session - HI

1 1 :00 a.m. -11:15 a.m. Tea Break

11:15 p.m. - 01 :00 p.m. Technical Session - IV

Day Two 01 :00 p.m. - 02:00 p.m. Lunch

Saturday, 02:00 p.m. - 03 :30 p.m. Technical Session -V
February 13, 03 :30 p.m. - 03 :45 p.m. Tea Break

2016 03 :45 p.m. - 05 : 1 5 p.m. Technical Session - VI

05:15 p.m. - 05:30 p.m. Tea Break

05:30 p.m. -06:30 p.m. Cultural Event

Qawali by.

Nizami Brothers

Venue: CLC Auditorium

09:30 a.m. - 1 1:15 a.m. Technical Session - VII

Day Three 11:15 a.m. -11:30 a.m. Tea Break

Sunday, 11:30 a.m. - 0 1 :00 p.m. Technical Session - VHI

February 14, 01 :00 p.m. - 02:00 p.m. Lunch

2016 02:00 p.m. - 04:00 p.m. Technical Session - IX

04:00 p.m. - 05:30 p.m. Valedictory Session

05:30 p.m. -06:00 p.m. High Tea
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Glimpses of the
Conference
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Inaugural Session

Ms. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi andMHJ A.K. Patnaik lightening the lamp

(L-R) Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun, Prof. Usha Tandon, Ms. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi

HMJA.K. Patnaik, Prof. Kamala Sankaran
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Inaugural Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Inaugural Session
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Felicitation ofProf. Koh-Mun-Hyun

Ms. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi delivering the Inaugural Address
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Inaugural Session

HMJA.K. Patnaik at the Inaugural Session

International CCONSFOV^on of biodiversity
Inaugural Address

.M^aneka Sanjay GandhitSI
J

;'
1'"”-'' Minister. Women ami ihiUl OevriopmcmVHHlncr. Minister of Environment and Forest

Special (.»uest of.Honour
' '* Justice A. K. Patnaik

dgc. Supreme Court of India

llun-Hyun
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karan
Welcome \tU\resv l

Professo

« a a lb

Prof. Koh-Mun-Hyun at the Inaugural Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Inaugural Session

(L-R) Ms. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi and HMJA.K. Patnaik
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Welcome Dinner

(L-R) Prof. Koh Mun-Hyun, Mr. Mohan Parasaran

Delegates at India Habitat Centre during Welcome Dinner
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Welcome Dinner

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Welcome Dinner

-

Delegates

(L-R) Mr. Mohan Parasaran, Prof. Afzal Wani
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Welcome Dinner

Student Voluneers
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Welcome Dinner

General of Irttli;

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Welcome Dinner

Enjoyingfood at India Habitat Centre hosted by Mr. Mohan Parasaran
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Enjoyingfood at India Habitat Centre hosted by Mr. Mohan Parasaran
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Welcome Dinner

Enjoyingfood at India Habitat Centre hosted by Mr. Mohan Parasaran
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Prof. S.C. Raina Chairing the session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

V'VERGY
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session

Prof. Usha Tandon in the Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Dr. Erimma in the Interactive Session

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Prof. Rajiv Khanna
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Felicitation ofProf. Rajiv Khanna

v

Prof Rajiv Khanna chairing the Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegate makingpresentation

Student Rapportenrs

unn tmi l At, UL
Mjiternational Conference on

SERVATION OF
SITY & SUSTAINABLE
LAW AND PRACTICE

Auditorium & Seminar Hall ?, DU )
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session

International Conference on
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegates

Felicitation ofProf. Indu Agnihotri
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Prof. Jndu Agnihotri chairing the Session



Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session—
Student Rapporteurs

Delegate makingpresentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegate makingpresentation

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Felicitation ofProf. Surender Kumar—
I ^H-

1

Prof Surender Kumar chairing the Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session
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Delegate making presentation

Delegate makingpresentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegate making presentation

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Ms. Anju Sinha introducing Professor (Dr. Afzal Wani
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Prof. Afzal Wani chairing the Session

Delegate making presentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Professor B. T. Kaul chairing the Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Felicitation ofProfessor (Dr.) B.T. Kaul

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegates making presentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegate makingpresentation

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Prof. Usha Tandon chairing the Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Student Rapporteurs

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session
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ational Conference on
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Delegates making the presentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Technical Session

Prof. C. Raj Kumar chairing the Session

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Mr. Akash Anand introducing the chairperson
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Technical Session

Prof. C. Raj Kumar chairing the Session

Delegate making the presentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session—
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Mr. Sanjay Upadhyay chairing the Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Felicitation ofMr. Sanjay Upadhyay
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegate making presentation

(L-R) Prof. B.T. Kaul, Prof. Usha Tandon attending the Technical Session
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Technical Session
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Technical Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Delegates
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session
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Technical Session

Delegates

Delegate makingpresentation
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Technical Session

Delegates making presentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Technical Session

Delegates makingpresentation
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Technical Session

Interactive Session
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Cultural Events
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Cultural Events

Audience
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Cultural Events

Audience
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Valedictory Session
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Audience
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Valedictory Session

Distribution ofcertificates byHMJRanjan Gogoi andHMJ U. U. Lalit
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Valedictory Session

Distribution ofcertificates by HMJRanjan Gogoi andHMJ U. U. Lalit
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1 University of Delhi

Valedictory Session

Distribution ofcertificates byHMJ Ranjan Gogoi and HMJ U. V. Lalit
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Campus Law Centre
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Valedictory Session

Distribution ofCertificates

Prof (Dr.) Usha Tandon at the Valedictory Function
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Campus Law Centre
1 University of Delhi

Valedictory Session

Prof.(Dr.) S.C. Raina at Valedictory Session
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Special Guest of Honour
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Mr. Sidhat
Senior Advocate. formats A

Wrpf'l hunks

Professor (Dr.) kiumilu Snnkurun
ftofkupcCtC

VVefcwiK Add rcssjnlrotluviory

Professor (Or.) Usha Tatidon
Professor* in -t. 'I urge* C’l.C’

St Conference Director

Motion h,ink*

Professor (Dr.) S*C. I^jiiL

PmfbMr.tix*



lACTICE

ogoi

alit

h Luthra
tul Solicitor Crcacntl if India

a

HMJRanjan Gogoi in the centre with HMJ Uday U. Lalit, Mr. Mohan Parasaran,

Mr. Sidharth Luthra and other distinguish guest







HMJ

Ranjan

Gogol

(2nd

from

right)

with

HMJ

Uday

U.

Lalit

(2nd

on

his

right),

Mr.

Mohan

Parasaran

(his

extreme

right),

Mr.

Sidharth

Luthura

(his

extreme

left)

and

Prof.

Usha

Tandon

(his

immediate

fight)


